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Samenvatting
- Summary in Dutch -

Eén van de belangrijkste doelstellingen bij het ontwerpen van kunstmatig intelligente agenten is dat een persoon die een gesprek voert met
een dergelijke agent, bijvoorbeeld een computer, niet in staat is om
af te leiden of hij/zij met een kunstmatig intelligente agent praat of
met een echte persoon. Algoritmes voor natuurlijketaalverwerking die
toelaten om tekst te analyseren, te verstaan, en te genereren, spelen
hierin een belangrijke rol. Dergelijke algoritmes worden al gebruikt
in veel dagdagelijkse toepassingen. Denk aan het opzoeken van informatie via de zoekmachine van Google, het vragen wat voor weer het
vandaag wordt aan een virtuele assistent zoals Alexa, of simpelweg
het automatisch wegfilteren van spam uit onze inbox.
In deze dissertatie worden vier taken voor natuurlijketaalverwerking beschouwd die mogelijks gebruikt kunnen worden als deel van
een applicatie voor natuurlijketaalverwerking: (1) woordsoortlabeling,
(2) morfologische labeling, (3) taalmodellering, en (4) entiteitsherkenning. Deze vier taken hebben gemeen dat een label voorspeld wordt
voor een invoerwoord. Bij woordsoortlabeling wordt het woordsoortlabel (bv. zelfstandig naamwoord, werkwoord, of adjectief) voorspeld
voor elk woord. Morfologische labeling is gerelateerd aan woordsoortlabeling maar laat toe om meer gedetailleerde labels te voorspellen.
In het bijzonder worden voor elke woord meerdere labels voorspeld
op basis van de morfemen die deel uitmaken van het woord, zoals bijvoorbeeld de stam of de voor- en achtervoegsels. Bij taalmodellering
wordt dan weer het volgende woord in een zin voorspeld, op basis van
het laatste woord van de zin dat tot dan toe voorspeld is geweest. De

laatste taak, entiteitsherkenning, betreft het identificeren van entiteiten zoals personen, locaties, en organisaties. In dit geval wordt een
label voorspeld voor elk woord in de zin, en waarbij nagegaan wordt
of dit woord al dan niet deel uitmaakt van een entiteit, en indien dit
het geval is, welk soort entiteit.
Om deze taalverwerkingstaken te kunnen realiseren, worden in
deze dissertatie neurale netwerken gebruikt. Neurale netwerken zijn
technieken voor machinaal leren die in staat zijn om een omzetting
te bepalen tussen de invoer en de uitvoer zonder daartoe expliciet
geprogrammeerd te zijn. In het bijzonder worden in deze dissertatie
drie aspecten van neurale netwerkmodellering onderzocht die orthogonaal staan op de vier taken die hierboven al werden beschreven: (1)
technieken om de voorstelling van de invoer te verbeteren, (2) aanpassingen die de interne werking van neurale netwerken verbeteren, en (3)
methodes om de voorspellingen van neurale netwerken te verklaren op
basis van de invoer.
De eerste twee taken die in deze dissertatie onderzocht worden zijn
woordsoortlabeling en entiteitsherkenning in Twitterberichten. Hierbij wordt de aandacht voornamelijk gevestigd op technieken om de
voorstelling van de invoer te verbeteren. Omdat Twitterberichten
een relatief nieuw soort data zijn, zijn er maar weinig annotaties beschikbaar voor dergelijke berichten. Bovendien werden alle huidige
methodes ontwikkeld voor nieuwsartikelen, waardoor deze methodes
aanzienlijk slechter presteren op Twitterberichten. Deze al bestaande
methodes maken voornamelijk gebruik van handmatig gedefinieerde
kenmerken die mogelijks helpen om woordsoorten of entiteiten te herkennen. Het vinden van dergelijke kenmerken vraagt veel inspanning
en domeinkennis. Daarom wordt er in deze dissertatie een methode
voorgesteld die automatisch goede kenmerken vindt en die als dusdanig voor elk woord een woordrepresentatie genereert.
Om woordrepresentaties voort te brengen, worden er twee soorten
algoritmes gebruikt, namelijk Word2vec en FastText. Word2vec beschouwt woorden als ondeelbare eenheden en maakt enkel gebruik van
de contextwoorden om een representatie te genereren. FastText daarentegen maakt ook gebruik van deelverzamelingen van karakters die
deel uitmaken van het woord. Wanneer we met deze woordrepresentaties een aanpak ontwikkelen voor woordsoortlabeling, dan blijkt dat

een systeem gebaseerd op Word2vec heel competitieve scores behaalt,
maar dat een systeem gebaseerd op FastText beter presteert en erin
slaagt om, in vergelijking met de best presterende systemen, gelijkaardige resultaten te behalen zonder gebruik te maken van handmatig gedefinieerde kenmerken. Het verschil in prestatie tussen Word2vec- en
FastText-woordrepresentaties kan toegeschreven worden aan de volgende observatie: FastText-woordrepresentaties kunnen gegenereerd
worden voor woorden die geen deel uitmaken van het vocabularium,
terwijl bij Word2vec-woordrepresentaties één speciaal token wordt gebruikt voor alle woorden die geen deel uitmaken van het vocabularium.
Ten slotte wordt dezelfde methode toegepast voor entiteitsherkenning.
Opnieuw werkt deze nieuwe methode beter dan al bestaande methodes
die enkel gebruikmaken van handmatig gedefinieerde kenmerken. Dit
keer levert het gebruik van Word2vec-woordrepresentaties echter betere resultaten op dan het gebruik van FastText-woordrepresentaties.
De volgende taak die beschouwd wordt is taalmodellering, waarbij
specifiek onderzocht wordt hoe de structuur van het neuraal netwerk
verbeterd kan worden om het volgende woord in een zin te voorspellen.
De eerste methode die wordt voorgesteld is een nieuwe architectuur
voor neurale netwerken. Het idee is om alle lagen van het neuraal
netwerk compact te verbinden door rechtstreekse verbindingen te maken tussen alle lagen van het neuraal netwerk. Deze zogenaamde
springverbindingen laten toe dat het signaal dat van de invoer naar
de uitvoer reist over bepaalde lagen kan springen; dit signaal moet dus
niet doorheen alle lagen reizen en transformaties ondergaan. Door het
compact verbinden van alle lagen worden perplexiteitsscores behaald
die gelijkaardig zijn aan de scores die behaald worden door de traditionele manier van verbinden, en waarbij lagen bovenop elkaar gestapeld
worden. Echter, wanneer de lagen compact verbonden zijn, zijn er zes
keer minder parameters nodig om hetzelfde resultaat te bekomen. Een
mogelijke reden hiervoor is dat het toevoegen van springverbindingen
vermijdt dat de gradiënt doorheen alle lagen moet reizen, waardoor
die niet verdwijnt wanneer de parameters van het netwerk geleerd worden. Het verdwijnen van de gradiënt is immers een groot probleem in
neurale netwerken. Een tweede reden is dat elke hoger gelegen laag
rechtstreekse toegang heeft tot de uitvoer van alle lager gelegen lagen. Daardoor is de invoer van die laag veel expressiever, bestaande

uit informatie met verschillende tijdsschalen.
De tweede methode die in de context van taalmodellering wordt
voorgesteld is een nieuwe activatiefunctie, genaamd Dual Rectified Linear Unit (DReLU - Nederlands: duaal gerectificeerde lineaire eenheid). De activatiefuncties die momenteel gebruikt worden in de meest
voorkomende recurrente neurale netwerken zijn gevoelig voor verdwijnende gradiënten. Geïnspireerd door gerectificeerde lineaire eenheden
die gebruikt worden in convolutionele neurale netwerken en die minder
gevoelig zijn voor verdwijnende gradiënten, worden DReLUs voorgesteld ter vervanging van eenheden met tanh-activatiefuncties, en
waarbij deze laatste typisch in recurrente neurale netwerken worden
gebruikt. Gelijkaardig aan eenheden met tanh-activatiefuncties, heeft
een DReLU als uitvoer zowel positieve als negatieve activatiewaarden.
Bovendien hebben DReLUs nog enkele andere voordelen ten opzichte
van eenheden met tanh-activatiefuncties: (1) DReLUs verkleinen de
grootte van de gradiënt niet wanneer ze actief zijn, (2) ze kunnen
exact nul worden, wat ze ruisrobuust maakt, en (3) ze zorgen ervoor
dat slechts een paar eenheden actief zijn in een laag. Deze nieuwe
activatiefunctie is getest als deel van een quasi-recurrent neuraal netwerk, dewelke een variant is van een recurrent neuraal netwerk waarbij
rekenintensieve matrixvermenigvuldigingen vermeden worden. Deze
methode presteert even goed of beter dan quasi-recurrente neurale
netwerken met tanh-activatiefuncties, standaard recurrente neurale
netwerken, en andere geavanceerde methodes.
In het laatste deel van deze dissertatie wordt een nieuwe methode
voorgesteld om de voorspelling van een convolutioneel neuraal netwerk
te verklaren aan de hand van de principes van contextuele decompositie. Deze principes werden al geïntroduceerd voor recurrent neurale
netwerken van het type Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM - Nederlands: lang kortetermijngeheugen). De woordniveautaak die hier gebruikt wordt is de morfologische labeling van een woord, gegeven dat
heel wat morfologische labels door linguïsten gelinkt kunnen worden
aan een specifieke verzameling van karakters die deel uitmaken van
dat woord. Voor drie morfologisch verschillende talen worden zowel
convolutionele neurale netwerken als bidirectionele LSTM-netwerken
geleerd om woorden morfologisch te labelen gebaseerd op de karakters die deel uitmaken van dat woord. Vervolgens wordt contextuele

decompositie toegepast op die geleerde neuraalnetwerkmodellen. Er
wordt aangetoond dat de patronen die geleerd worden door deze modellen over het algemeen samenvallen met annotaties van linguïsten,
en waarbij soms andere patronen geleerd worden die linguïstisch plausibel zijn. Daarnaast wordt er ook getoond dat deze methode in staat
is om uit te leggen waarom een model een juiste of foute voorspelling maakt. Dat maakt deze methode een interessante techniek om
voorspellingen van neurale netwerken te verstaan en te debuggen.
Samengevat wordt in het eerste deel van deze dissertatie de invoerrepresentatie met handmatig bepaalde kenmerken vervangen door automatisch aangeleerde woordrepresentaties. Dit zorgt ervoor dat de
invoerrepresentatie minder interpreteerbaar wordt. In het middelste
deel van deze dissertatie worden technieken onderzocht die neurale
netwerken verbeteren maar ook complexer maken. In het laatste deel,
daarentegen, wordt er gefocust op technieken die neurale netwerken
en de invoerrepresentaties terug interpreteerbaar maken, als tegengewicht voor de verhoogde complexiteit en ondoorzichtigheid van neurale netwerken.

Summary

Having a natural conversation with an artificially intelligent agent
such as a computer and not being able to distinguish it from a human
is one of the major goals of building artificially intelligent agents. Natural Language Processing (NLP) algorithms that are able to analyze,
understand, and generate text play an important role in realizing this
goal. These NLP algorithms are already deployed in many practical
applications we use in our daily life. For example, when we search for
information using Google’s search engine, when we ask a virtual assistant like Alexa how the weather is today, or simply by automatically
removing spam from our e-mail inbox.
In this dissertation, four NLP tasks are considered that could potentially be used as part of an NLP application: (1) Part-of-Speech
(PoS) tagging, (2) morphological tagging, (3) language modeling, and
(4) Named Entity Recognition (NER). In all four tasks, a label is predicted for an input word. In PoS tagging, a PoS tag such as noun,
verb, or adjective is predicted for each word. Morphological tagging
is related to PoS tagging but more fine grained. For each word, multiple labels are predicted based on the morphemes contained in that
word such as the stem and different affixes. In language modeling, the
label predicted is the next word in a sentence, given the last predicted
word of that sentence. Finally, NER is about identifying named entities such as persons, locations, and organizations. In this case, a label
is predicted for each word in a sentence, indicating whether or not
this word is part of a named entity, and if so, which type of entity.
For realizing the aforementioned NLP tasks, neural networks are

used. Neural networks are a type of machine learning algorithm, able
to learn a mapping between input and output without having to be
explicitly programmed. Three different aspects of neural networkbased modeling are considered in this dissertation, orthogonal to the
four NLP tasks: (1) techniques for improving the input representation, (2) adaptations for optimizing the internal workings of the neural network models themselves, and (3) explaining the output of the
model.
The first tasks considered in this dissertation are PoS tagging and
NER in Twitter microposts, for which the focus is on the input representations in particular. Because Twitter microposts are a relatively
new type of data, few labeled data are available. Moreover, already
existing approaches mainly focused on news article data and perform
significantly worse on Twitter data. In addition, these already existing approaches mainly use manual feature engineering techniques to
create input representations for each word, an approach that requires
a lot of effort and domain knowledge. Therefore, in this dissertation,
a solution is proposed that does not require a lot of domain knowledge
and that is able to automatically learn good features, called word representations. To learn word representations, two learning algorithms
are considered: Word2vec and FastText. Word2vec considers words
as atomic units and only focuses on context words to learn a word representation. FastText also takes into account (groups of) characters
contained within a word. While using Word2vec word representations
yields competitive results for PoS tagging, using FastText word representations matches the performance of the best performing system
for PoS tagging of microposts without using manual feature engineering. The performance difference between Word2vec and FastText
word representations can be attributed to the following observation:
FastText word representations can be generated for words that are
not part of the vocabulary, while with Word2vec representations, a
special unknown token is used. Finally, the same approach is also
applied for NER in Twitter microposts, with this approach again outperforming other approaches that only rely on hand-engineered features. However, different from PoS tagging, the use of Word2vec word
representations for NER yields better results than the use of FastText
word representations.

The following task considered is language modeling. Two different
approaches are proposed for improving the structure of the neural
network for predicting the next word in a sentence. The first approach
proposed introduces a new neural network architecture. Specifically,
the idea is to densely connect all layers in the neural network stack
by adding skip connections between all layer pairs within the neural
network. With a skip connection, the signal traveling from input to
output does not need to pass through each layer but can skip one
or more layers. By densely connecting all layers, similar perplexity
scores can be obtained as the traditional stacked approach, but with
six times fewer parameters. One reason for that is that adding skip
connections avoids the need for gradients to pass through every layer,
thus mitigating the vanishing gradient problem. Another reason is
that every higher layer has direct access to the outputs of all lower
layers, thus making it possible to create more expressive inputs with
different time scales.
The second approach proposed in the context of language modeling is a new activation function called Dual Rectified Linear Unit
(DReLU). The activation functions used in Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) are prone to vanishing gradients. Therefore, inspired
by Rectified Linear Units (ReLUs), which are commonplace in Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and which are less prone to vanishing gradients, DReLUs are proposed as a replacement for units
that are making use of the tanh activation function, and where the
latter are commonly used in RNNs. Similar to tanh units, DReLUs
have both positive and negative activations. In addition, DReLUs
have several advantages over tanh units: (1) they do not decrease the
magnitude of gradients when they are active, (2) they can be exactly
zero, making them noise robust, and (3) they induce sparse output
activations in each layer. This new activation function is tested as
part of a Quasi Recurrent Neural Network (QRNN), a specific type
of RNN that avoids the heavy matrix-to-matrix multiplications typically used in RNNs. This approach performs equally good or better
than QRNNs using tanh units, Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
networks, and other state-of-the-art methods for language modeling,
while at the same time being less computationally intensive.
Finally, in the last part of this dissertation, a new technique is

introduced for explaining the output of a CNN based on the principles outlined for contextual decomposition of LSTMs. The word-level
prediction task of interest is morphological tagging because linguists
can attribute the presence of many morphological labels to a specific
set of characters within a word. For three morphologically different languages, CNN and bidirectional LSTM models are trained for
morphological word tagging based on character-level inputs, and subsequently decomposed using contextual decomposition. It is shown
that the patterns learned by these models generally coincide with the
morphological segments as defined by linguists, but that sometimes
other linguistically plausible patterns are learned. Additionally, it is
shown that this technique is able to explain why the model makes a
wrong or correct prediction, which implies that this technique could
potentially be used for understanding and debugging neural network
predictions.
In the first part of this dissertation, hand-engineered input representations are replaced by automatically learned word representations
that make the input less interpretable. In the middle part, techniques
are introduced that improve neural networks but also make them more
complex. In contrast, the last part of this dissertation focuses on making neural networks and their input again more interpretable, counterbalancing the opaqueness and the increased complexity of neural
networks.
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Introduction

Robots that can think or behave like humans have been the subject
of numerous Hollywood blockbusters. The machines in these movies
all exhibit a certain degree of intelligence, so-called Artificial Intelligence (AI) or machine intelligence, which is different from the natural
intelligence humans show. Depending on the perspective taken, AI
is loosely defined as the field that concerns designing systems that
think/act rationally/like humans (Russell and Norvig, 2018). The rational perspective is more pragmatic and focuses on doing the right
thing given the provided information while the human perspective
focuses on how humans would think/act.
While we are still years away from science-fiction movie scripts
becoming real, AI is already part of our everyday life and has many
practical applications. Search engines such as Google or Bing help us
finding information by analyzing and understanding billions of text
documents, images, and videos. More recently, virtual assistants such
as Alexa from Amazon and Siri from Apple are becoming part of our
home and help us in our day-to-day routines (Nielsen, 2018).
To assess whether such a virtual assistant or robot is truly intelligent, Alan Turing designed an experiment in 1950 (Turing, 1950), in
which a human is having a conversation with either another human
or a machine through written messages. 1 The goal of the human
is to find out if he/she is talking to another human or a machine.
Consequently, when the human cannot tell which one is the other hu1

We follow the popular so-called standard interpretation. See a.o. Traiger
(2003) for a discussion.
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man and which one the machine, the machine passed the test and is
considered to show human-level intelligence.

1.1

Natural language processing

To build such a conversational agent (that is, a machine which converses with humans through natural language), many different aspects
of language need to be taken into account. In particular, Natural Language Processing (NLP) is concerned with the automatic processing
of human language. It can be defined as the field of designing methods
and algorithms that take as input or produce as output unstructured
natural language data (Goldberg and Hirst, 2017, Chapter 1). What
sets NLP apart from other data processing tasks is the usage of knowledge about a language (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009, Chapter 1), and
making this knowledge part of a method or algorithm. For example, in
English, we know that documents consist of sentences and that each
sentence consists of words separated by spaces, with words in their
turn consisting of characters from a fixed alphabet. This is different
from Chinese, where words are expressed in single logograms rather
than being composed from characters (DeFrancis, 1989). Language is
also highly ambiguous and highly variable. For example, one sentence
can have different meanings and different sentences can have the same
meaning. To illustrate the importance of resolving ambiguity, a notorious conversation between a person and the virtual assistant Siri can
be found below (White, 2011):
• Person: “Siri, call me an ambulance”
• Siri: “From now on, I’ll call you ‘An ambulance’. OK?”
It is clear that the person in question was in serious trouble and needed
medical assistance. However, the virtual assistant interpreted this request differently and assumed that this person wanted to change his
name into ’An ambulance’. Often, in NLP, the goal is to understand
this kind of ambiguity, based on contextual clues. More specifically,
if a word would always have the same function or meaning in a sentence, it would be much easier to design computational methods that
understand language.

1.1 Natural language processing
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NLP is of course not limited to building conversational agents.
Many subtasks are useful on their own and can lead to other impactful applications. For example, identifying the topic of a sentence is
useful for both a conversational agent and an e-mail classifier. While
the latter does not look as impressive as the former, the latter is already helping us with the day-to-day e-mail overload in our inbox,
especially with spam. Similarly, methods for recognizing locations,
organizations and persons in sentences are used by both search engines and virtual assistants. A number of these tasks, or subtasks
thereof, are discussed in this dissertation. An overview is given in Section 1.1.1. Whereas NLP is considered an application domain within
the AI domain, Machine Learning (ML) denotes a set of techniques
within the AI domain to realize those applications (Eisner, 2015). In
this dissertation, Neural Networks (NN) are used as ML technique.
How this technique is employed is introduced in Section 1.1.2. How
all the above mentioned concepts relate to each other is visualized in
Figure 1.1.
NLP is often interchangeably used with computational linguistics.
Both fields use similar concepts and techniques from computer science,
linguistics and machine learning. However, NLP focuses on solving an
engineering problem that involves analyzing natural language text,
while computational linguistics focuses on computational methods to
answer scientific questions about language (Eisner, 2016). In this
dissertation, the focus is on engineering methods that solve particular
NLP tasks and improve ML techniques.

1.1.1

Tasks of interest

In this dissertation, I will mainly focus on word-level prediction tasks,
namely morphological tagging, part-of-speech tagging, language modeling, and named entity recognition.

Morphological tagging
Morphological tagging is considered one of the most low-level tasks in
NLP. Specifically, morphology is the study of how words are built up
from smaller meaning-bearing units called morphemes (Jurafsky and

4
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Dissertation
Tasks
NLP
AI
ML
NN

Figure 1.1: Visualization of how AI relates to ML and NLP
and where the topics of this dissertation are situated.

Martin, 2009, Chapter 2), with morphemes being the smallest units
of meaning. In general, there exist two broad classes of morphemes:
stems and affixes. Stems contain the main meaning of the word and
can often stand on their own. Affixes add additional meaning to the
word and cannot stand on their own. Each morpheme can be related
to a specific morphological tag. The goal of morphological tagging
is to assign a number tags to each word based on the morphological
properties it exhibits.
For example, the word ambulances consists of the stem ambulance and the suffix -s and would receive the tag Number=Plural.
Other words would be assigned a more extensive set of tags. For
example, the word call in the above example would be tagged with
VerbForm=Finite and Mood=Imperative because it commands Siri to
make a phone call. However, in the sentence “You call him”, the same
word is used in the second person singular present tense and thus the
tags Number=Singular, Person=2, Tense=Present, VerbForm=Finite
and Mood=Indicative are used. To differentiate between these two usages of the same word, context is very important and the goal of the
method used for morphological tagging is to disambiguate between
them. Note that the word call does not have a particular suffix.
While English is a morphologically poor language, in morphologically
rich languages such as Finnish, multiple prefixes and suffixes can be
added to a single stem.

1.1 Natural language processing
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Part-of-speech tagging
Part-of-Speech (PoS) tagging is the process of tagging every word
within a sentence with a correct PoS label (Indurkhya and Damerau,
2010). In its most basic form, this comes down to tagging every word
with one of the following three primary labels: noun, verb, or adjective. It is mostly concerned with assigning a single tag to each word
in a sentence and is less concerned with the different morphological
components or properties of that word. For example, the Universal
Dependencies Project (Nivre et al., 2018) currently uses the same 17
different universal PoS tags to label 71 different languages. Of those
17 PoS tags, only a single tag VERB is used to denote all verb forms.
Therefore, morphological tagging is sometimes seen as an extension of
or used in conjunction with PoS tagging (a.o., Mueller et al. (2013)).

Language modeling
In language modeling, the goal is to design a method that is able to
assign probabilities to a sequence of characters or words (Jurafsky and
Martin, 2018, Chapter 3). While the task of language modeling does
not have a tangible application on its own, it helps us with learning characteristics of a language and estimating whether a certain
sequence of words is plausible. In the most classic setup, a sequence
of words is given and the goal is to predict the next word in that sequence. For example, given the sequence “From now on, I’ll”, there is
a high chance that the next word will be a verb such as assume, go, or
call. Based on a longer history of words, like the previous sentence in
a conversation, the number of candidate words can be narrowed down
even more. From this example, it is clear that predicting the next
word also implicitly involves predicting the PoS tag of the next word.
Hence, language modeling is a good surrogate task for investigating
the capabilities of different methods for learning certain tasks, with
the additional benefit that data are cheaply available for this task.

Named entity recognition
Named Entity Recognition (NER) is the task of finding and identifying Named Entities (NEs). A NE is anything that can be referred to
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labeln
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wordn−1
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wordn+1

wordn+2
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Figure 1.2: Schematic overview of a word-level prediction task.

with a proper name (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009). The most common
NEs are locations, organizations, and persons. While NEs can consist of multiple words (so-called multi-word expressions), NER is still
modeled as a word tagging task in which each word is tagged as being part of a NE or not. Specifically, in the most well-known tagging
scheme, there are only three classes, namely a word is either the start
of a NE, within a NE, or not in a NE at all (Ramshaw and Marcus,
1995). These three classes can be enhanced with the specific type
of NE, e.g., this word is the start of a location. For recognizing the
NEs, the neighboring words, and thus the context, is again important.
PoS tags are sometimes also used to provide additional information.
Indeed, there is for example a high chance that a NE contains/is a
noun.
While all four tasks have a different goal, they have a very similar
setup in common. In all four tasks, a label is predicted for an input
word which may or may not be part of a sequence of words. The other
words of the sequence are called the context. A schematic overview of
the general setup is shown in Figure 1.2. The goal for each word-level
prediction task is to predict labeln given input wordn . In the case of
morphological tagging, PoS tagging, or NER, both the left and right
context can be used. In morphological tagging, multiple labels can be
predicted for a single word, while only a single label is predicted in

1.1 Natural language processing
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PoS tagging and NER for each word. In language modeling, the label
is part of the context and thus not all context words can be used. In
the case of next word prediction, labeln = wordn+1 and only the left
context is used. Other language modeling scenarios are also possible,
such as predicting the previous word given the right context words or
predicting the center word given all context words.

1.1.2

Machine learning challenges

Up until now, I have defined the input and output of the tasks I
consider in this dissertation and merged them into a single common
framework. However, I have not yet defined the method that will be
used to map the input to the output. One way would be to write a
program that contains a set of rules structured as a number of consecutive if-else statements. This type of method is often called an
expert system (Jackson, 1998) and used to be one of the most popular techniques to build AI systems. However, writing these rules
requires a lot of domain knowledge and is labor intensive. Therefore, in this dissertation, I use machine learning to learn a model that
automatically learns a mapping between input and output, without
having been explicitly programmed to do so (Samuel, 1959; Mitchell,
1997). In particular, I will focus on a specific family of machine learning models, called neural networks. Neural networks are known to
be very powerful learners, given that they are able to learn any kind
of mapping between input and output when given sufficient parameters (Hornik et al., 1989). However, there are a number of limitations
and pitfalls I try to tackle in this dissertation in the context of wordlevel prediction tasks. These challenges naturally coincide with the
different components of Figure 1.2.

Input
A typical problem in NLP is that we build a model, given a dataset of
words and corresponding labels, but that during inference, new words
pop up that were previously unknown. Consequently, the model can
only rely on context words if these are available; otherwise, the model
may have to assign the most frequently occurring label for unknown
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words. However, there exist a number of ways in which we can still
provide useful information to the model about an unknown word such
that it can make a much more informative prediction. In particular,
in this dissertation, I focus on learning word representations that can
be learned for millions of words without knowing the task yet, and
where these representations show a number of interesting properties.
For example, the aforementioned representations are known to encode
syntactic and semantic similarities between words. As a result, we can
use the similarity between unknown and known word representations
to make a prediction. In this dissertation, I also consider another
way to deal with unknown words, using the characters and subwords
contained in those words. For example, many suffixes are shared
between words that are of the same type. Consequently, the presence
of those suffixes can be highly informative, even though the full word
is not known.

Model
Neural network models contain many parameters for which values
need to be learned that improve an objective. They often contain
non-linear functions too which allow to learn highly complex functions
that map the input to the output. However, non-linear functions make
learning even more difficult. In particular, a gradient-based method
used to change parameter values does not work well with specific
types of non-linear functions. Therefore, these gradients often do not
reach all parameters in the neural network, thus resulting in some
parameters that are not changed at all. This problem is known as the
vanishing gradient problem. In this dissertation, I propose two new
methods to tackle this problem and to improve learning converging
for a particular task. In the first method, alternative paths are used
that circumvent those non-linear functions. In the second method,
alternative non-linear functions are proposed that are less prone to
vanishing gradients.

Output
Due to the large number of parameters used in neural network models, it is unclear why a certain output label was predicted by the
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neural network. Neural networks are often treated as black box models. However, much can be learned about how the neural network
model handles the input and transforms it into an output. Moreover,
understanding how the neural network internally works could help us
improving the quality of the output predictions. Therefore, in the
final part of this dissertation, a new white box method for neural networks is introduced, helping us understand which input information
the neural network uses to make a certain output prediction.

1.2

Scientific contributions

Since the breakthrough of neural network-based models in 2012 in the
image classification competition ImageNet, research in the field of AI
has seen an exponential growth. While the top-5 error rate in 2012
was still 15.3% (Krizhevsky et al., 2012), it surpassed human-level
error rates (5.1%) in 2015 (He et al., 2015). In 2018, it is possible to
obtain this error rate by training a model for 6 minutes (Jia et al.,
2018), while it took Krizhevsky et al. (2012) 6 days in 2012.
For the NLP domain, this is not different, and it is in this light that
the scientific contributions described in this dissertation, for which
the foundations were laid in 2013, should be understood. While some
things in this dissertation may seem trivial now, they were not trivial
at the time they were published.
The year 2013 was the starting point for the first neural networkbased approaches in the NLP community. The current generation
of word representations that can be automatically learned were introduced in 2013 and 2014 (Mikolov et al., 2013a; Pennington et al.,
2014). Convolutional neural networks were, among others, first successfully used by Kim (2014); Kalchbrenner et al. (2014) for sentence
classification tasks. Recurrent neural networks made a significant
breakthrough in the domain of machine translation the same year
(Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2015). In 2015 and 2016,
recurrent neural networks started being used by the majority of the
NLP community. The first approaches that used character information as input to the neural network started to surface in those years
(Ling et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2016), while it was only in 2017 that
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word representations with character information broke through (Bojanowski et al., 2017). At that point in time, recurrent neural networks
were the workhorse of neural network-based NLP models. A drawback of recurrent neural networks is that they are slow and difficult
to train. Hence, convolutional neural networks or hybrid convolutional/recurrent neural networks gained in popularity because they
are faster to execute and contain activation functions that are more
learning-friendly (Kalchbrenner et al., 2016; Bradbury et al., 2017).
Finally, neural networks started to become so big that researchers
started to wonder what these neural networks actually learn. This
is especially important when models are exposed to end-users, when
there is no room for error, or when users try to abuse the models with
for example adverserial attacks (Yuan et al., 2019).
Below, the most important contributions made are described in a
chapter-wise fashion.

Chapter 3 - Distributed word representations for noisy,
sparse data
Traditionally, NLP algorithms relied on manually-defined features
that can potentially help discriminate between different classes within
the task at hand. However, this approach typically requires domain
expertise, is labor intensive, and cannot be easily transferred to other
domains. Hence, in this chapter, I focused on methods for automatically learning features for representing words in the context of PoS
tagging and NER in Twitter microposts. Microposts are a relatively
new type of data for which not a lot of labels are available and they are
known to be much noisier than, for example, news articles. The focus
in this chapter is on improving the input of the neural network. I show
that models using learned word representations obtain equally good or
better results than models using manually-defined features, for both
PoS tagging and NER in noisy microposts. This is the main contribution of this chapter. A second contribution is the architecture used
for classification, which is based on convolutional neural networks. At
the time this work was done, the dominating architecture was based
on conditional random fields and feature engineering.
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Chapter 4 - Densely connected recurrent neural networks
A major problem in recurrent neural networks that are trained using
gradient-based methods is that they are prone to vanishing gradients. Therefore, I introduce a new type of recurrent neural network
architecture, called densely connected recurrent neural networks, and
I evaluate this architecture for the task of word-level language modeling. I show that this new type of network needs six times fewer
parameters for obtaining the same result and that it allows to combine more than two recurrent neural network layers. The latter is
not possible with vanilla recurrent neural networks. The focus in this
chapter is on improving the model, and on the architectural structure
in particular.

Chapter 5 - A new activation function: Dual rectified linear units
In this chapter, I also focus on improving the model, but different
from the previous chapter, this is done by introducing a new activation function rather than a new architecture. Based on the popular
rectified linear activation function, a new type of activation function,
called a dual rectified linear unit, is introduced. A dual rectified linear unit shows similarities with two other popular activation functions,
namely tanh activation functions and rectified linear units. Dual rectified linear units have an (unbounded) positive and negative image,
similar to tanh activation functions, which have a (bounded) positive
and negative image. Moreover, similar to rectified linear units, which
only have an unbounded positive image, dual rectified linear units are
less prone to the vanishing gradient problem, they are noise robust,
and they induce sparse activations. Therefore, it is possible to train
larger stacks of recurrent layers without using special connections to
avoid vanishing gradients.
The newly proposed activation function is again evaluated on
a word-level language modeling task but also on the very similar
character-level language modeling task and sentiment analysis task.
For all three tasks, the proposed model performs equally good or better than other state-of-the-art methods, with the additional benefit of
being less computationally intensive.
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Chapter 6 - Explaining character-aware neural networks
for word-level prediction
In the final regular chapter of this dissertation, I introduce a method
for explaining and understanding the output prediction of a neural
network model. In particular, I focus on character-aware neural networks that predict a morphological label for a word. Little is known
about the character-level patterns neural network models learn. I
investigate which character-level patterns neural networks learn and
whether those patterns coincide with manually-defined word segmentations and annotations. I do this for two types of neural networks:
convolutional neural networks and recurrent neural networks. Based
on an existing technique for explaining recurrent neural networks, I
introduce an extension for convolutional neural networks allowing to
compare the patterns learned by those different model types. I evaluate and compare these models for the task of morphological tagging on
three morphologically different languages and show that these models
implicitly discover understandable linguistic rules.

Structure of this dissertation
In Chapter 2, an introduction to the machine learning concepts used
in this dissertation is given. Next, in Chapter 3, a method for enhancing the input with automatically learned features is introduced.
In the following two chapters, two methods for improving the model
are explained. In Chapter 4, a new model architecture is introduced,
while in Chapter 5 a new activation function for the model is put
forward. Lastly, in Chapter 6, a method for explaining the output
predictions a model makes based on the input is introduced. Finally,
this dissertation is wrapped up in Chapter 7, in which conclusions are
formulated.
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Background: machine
learning
A classic task in NLP is to determine the function of a word in a
sentence, like identifying the verbs in an English sentence. One way
to do this could be to define a set of rules. For example, verbs conjugated in the past tense typically have the suffix -ed and verbs used
as a gerund or present particle have the suffix -ing. However, many
irregular verbs in English do not follow these common conjugation
rules. Defining all of these exceptions is a time-consuming task that
typically requires expert knowledge.
In contrast, machine learning algorithms are algorithms that are
able to learn from data (Goodfellow et al., 2016). In particular, they
learn to execute a task T by learning from experience E and gradually
improve their performance P on that task (Mitchell, 1997).
In this dissertation, I am mainly concerned with a specific type of
task, namely classification. In this context, the goal is to classify a
certain input x - which could be a character, a word, a sentence, or
a full document - in a specific class out of a fixed set of K classes.
The experience provided to the learning algorithm takes the form of
a dataset which contains many examples. These examples are used
to learn to execute a task either in a supervised or unsupervised way.
When using a supervised learning algorithm, for each example, both
the input and a corresponding class are at our disposal to learn from.
When using an unsupervised learning algorithm, only unlabeled data
are available and the goal is to find underlying patterns in the data by
using the algorithm. These patterns may or may not comply with the
task which is considered. To evaluate whether a learning method is
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improving at learning how to execute a task, a performance measure
such as accuracy or F1-score is used.
In the introductory example above, the task T would be verb identification and the experience E would be a dataset of sentences with
labeled words. Specifically, every word would have either the label
verb or not-a-verb for words that are verbs or not a verb, respectively.
The performance P would be measured as the number of correctly labeled words divided by the total number of words, which corresponds
to the accuracy metric.
In the following sections, I will explain the concepts described
above in more detail. First, I will introduce the different types of
learning, namely supervised, semi-supervised, and unsupervised learning in Section 2.1. Next, I will focus on a specific type of machine
learning model in Section 2.2, namely neural networks, which is the
central type of machine learning model in this dissertation. Finally,
Section 2.3 will explain a number of optimization and regularization
techniques for neural networks which will be used throughout this
dissertation.

2.1
2.1.1

Basic concepts
Supervised learning

Supervised learning algorithms are learning algorithms that require a
dataset of examples for which both the input and output values are
known. The learning algorithm will try to find a mapping between the
input and output. More formally, the dataset D is defined as follows:
D = ((x1 , t1 ), . . . , (xN , tN )),

(2.1)

in which xi is the input, ti the corresponding output or target value,
and N the number of examples in the dataset D. Typically, the input
is represented as a vector xi ∈ Rn , with n denoting the dimension of
the vector.
The two most well-known supervised learning tasks are classification and regression. The difference lies in the type of output value that
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is predicted. In classification tasks, the output will be a categorical
value, while in regression tasks, this will be a numerical value.
Within the supervised learning setup, there are two phases: (1)
learning or training and (2) inference or testing. During learning, both
the input and corresponding output values are known and are used to
learn a function f which maps the input xi to the target output ti . To
that end, an objective function J is optimized which aligns with the
learning objective. After learning has completed, the learned model
can be used to infer output values for input examples for which the
answer is not known yet.
In this dissertation, I only focus on classification tasks, but both
concepts are introduced in the next two sections to make the distinction clear. In Section 2.2, a specific type of learning algorithm is
introduced, called neural networks, which can be used for both classification and regression.

2.1.1.1

Classification

In a classification task, a dataset of examples is given for which the
output values belong to one of K classes. The goal is then to learn a
function g which maps an input vector to one of the K classes:
g : Rn → {1, . . . , K}.

(2.2)

Rather than learning a direct mapping between the input vector and
a single class, a function f is learned which maps the input vector xi
to an output vector yi ∈ RK :
f : Rn → RK ,

(2.3)

for which each element yi,k of the vector yi corresponds to the probability that the input xi belongs to class k. Consequently, yi,k should
be limited between zero and one and the sum over all yi,k should be
equal to one.
During learning, the goal is to maximize the probability of the
correct class for all N examples in the dataset D. Consequently, the
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following objective function is maximized:
J(D) =

N
Y

P r(ti = k|xi ) =

i=1

N
Y

1{ti = k}yi,k =

i=1

N
Y

1{ti = k}f (xi )k ,

i=1

(2.4)
in which 1 is the indicator function. The indicator function equals
one if the condition between brackets is fulfilled and zero otherwise.
Because optimizing a product can be quite complex, the logarithm
is applied to convert the product into a sum. Additionally, the maximization problem is converted to a minimization problem by adding
a minus sign in front of the summation. This leads to the negative
loglikelihood, also known as the categorical cross-entropy, which is
defined as follows:
J(D) = −

N
X

1{ti = k} log f (xi )k ,

(2.5)

i=1

in which N is the number of examples in the dataset D and
indicator function.

1 is the

During inference, the predicted class is determined as follows:
g(x) = arg max yk = arg max f (x)k .
k∈{1,...,K}

(2.6)

k∈{1,...,K}

That is, the class k with the highest probability score is assigned to
the input x.

2.1.1.2

Regression

In contrast to classification tasks, in a regression task, the output
value is not a class but a real-valued number. In that case, the goal is
to find a function f which maps the input x to a real-valued output
value y:
f : Rn → R.
(2.7)
During learning, a common objective is to minimize the difference
between the value predicted by f and the true value. An example of
such an objective function is the mean squared error, which tries to
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minimize the sum of the squared differences:
J(D) =

N
1 X
(ti − f (xi ))2 ,
N i=1

(2.8)

in which N is the number of examples in the dataset D.
In contrast to classification where an additional arg max operation
is applied during inference, the same function f can be used during
inference, which maps the input x to an output value y.

2.1.2

Unsupervised learning

In an unsupervised learning setup, only an unlabeled dataset is available. Consequently, the dataset D is defined as follows:
D = (x1 , . . . , xN ),

(2.9)

in which xi is the input and N the number of examples in the dataset
D.
The idea behind unsupervised learning is to discover and learn
an underlying structure in the data. Many flavors of unsupervised
learning (Bishop, 2006) exist. For example, when clustering the data,
one looks for similar examples in the data. Another example is density
estimation where one tries to determine the distribution of the data.
A third example is dimensionality reduction, in which the reduction
to two or three dimensions can be used for visualizing the data (E.g.,
t-SNE (van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008)).
A particularly popular unsupervised learning technique in the domain of NLP is representation learning. Within representation learning, one tries to learn representations from the data that make it easier
to extract useful information for other tasks (Bengio et al., 2013). For
example, given the vast amount of text corpora available on the web,
one could learn good representations for words (Mikolov et al., 2013a),
sentences (Kiros et al., 2015), and documents (Blei et al., 2003) in an
unsupervised way.
In Chapter 3, I investigate two different representation learning
methods for words. Moreover, I propose two improvements for another type of word representation learning method in Chapter 4 and
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Chapter 5, respectively. The central idea in all three word representation learning methods is to predict the existence of a word in a
sentence at a certain position, given a set of context words from that
sentence. For example, think about predicting the next word in a sentence given the previous words or predicting a missing word when all
the other words are known. This can be seen as self-supervised learning, in the sense that this is simply a classification task with input a
set of context words and with output another word, with the number
of classes equal to the vocabulary size. Consequently, it is possible to
use the supervised learning setup as described in Section 2.1.1.1 for
learning word representations in an unsupervised way.

2.1.3

Semi-supervised learning

Semi-supervised learning tries to combine supervised and unsupervised learning in a single learning paradigm. This approach is of
particular interest when a limited amount of labeled data are available, as well as a lot of unlabeled data. Rather than labeling more
unlabeled data, the idea is to leverage abundant unlabeled data in a
certain way to improve supervised learning (Chapelle et al., 2010).
In this dissertation, I focus on a particular type of unsupervised
learning, in which word representations are first learned in an unsupervised way and subsequently used as input during supervised learning
of a specific classification task. An advantage of this approach is that
words that are not part of the labeled data, but that are part of the
unlabeled data, will have a more informative representation that possibly will be useful during inference. For more information, I refer to
Chapter 3, in which I focus on semi-supervised learning for word-level
label prediction in Twitter microposts.

2.2

Neural networks

Neural networks are currently widely used in the NLP domain (Goldberg and Hirst, 2017). They achieve state-of-the-art results in several
NLP tasks such as machine translation (Wu et al., 2016), named entity
recognition (Huang et al., 2015), and question answering (Jurafsky
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and Martin, 2018, Chapter 23). A key property of neural networks
is the ability to learn useful intermediate representations that can be
composed into higher-level representations (Lecun et al., 2015). Neural networks are typically structured in layers of neurons, in which
each layer receives as input the output from a lower layer and provides input to a higher layer. The output of one layer can be seen
as such a representation. When neural networks with many layers
are trained to execute a certain task, then the scientific community
tends to refer to this approach as deep learning (Goodfellow et al.,
2016). While, there is no clear-cut boundary between shallow and
deep learning, Schmidhuber (2015) considers networks with a depth
of more than 10 consecutive layers without a doubt deep learning.
In the following sections, the most important architectural neural
network components are described. The most basic building block of
every neural network is the neuron. Multiple neurons can be grouped
together in layers and can form a simple Feed-Forward Neural Network (FFNN). These concepts are described in Section 2.2.1. Next, a
special type of FFNN, a Convolutional Neural Network (CNNs) is described in Section 2.2.2. Finally, Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs)
are introduced in Section 2.2.3. The difference between FFNNs and
RNNs is that RNNs have feedback connections. These feedback connections can propagate information to the same or lower layers, rather
than only higher layers. Moreover, the same parameters are reused at
every timestep, rather than having different parameters which would
be the case if we would want to model the time dimension using a
FFNN.

2.2.1

The neuron

A schematic overview of an artificial neuron is shown in Figure 2.1. It
consist of three major components: weights, a bias, and an activation
function. Given an input vector x ∈ Rn , the neuron will first multiply
each element xi of the vector x with a corresponding weight wi and
sum them together. A bias value, independent of the value of x, is
added too. Consequently, an intermediate value z is obtained which
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Figure 2.1: Schematic overview of a single neuron.

is defined as follows:
z=

n−1
X

xi ∗ wi + b.

(2.10)

i=0

Next, this value is sent through an activation function f , resulting in
the final output value y:
y = f (z).
(2.11)
The activation function is typically a non-linear function which applies
a non-linear transformation to the weighted input z. Many different
activation functions exist, where the most important ones are the
sigmoid, tanh, and ReLU. A visualization of all three of them can be
found in Figure 2.2.
• Sigmoid: The sigmoid activation function is a non-linear activation function which is bounded between zero and one. This
property aligns with the idea that a neuron is either non-active
or active. A visualization can be found in Figure 2.2a. The
function is defined as follows:
σ(z) =

1
.
1 + e−z

(2.12)

• Tanh: The tanh activation function is similar to the sigmoid
activation function but is bounded between minus one and one.
An interesting property of the tanh function is that it is centered
around zero. This means that if the input is zero, then the
output is also zero. A visualization can be found in Figure 2.2b.
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• ReLU: The ReLU activation function is an unbounded activation function that was only introduced recently (Nair and Hinton, 2010). This function, visualized in Figure 2.2c, is defined
as follows:
fReLU (z) = max(0, z).
(2.13)
Consequently, when the input value z is negative, the output
value f (z) is zero. When the input value is positive, the identity
transformation is applied and the output value is the same as
the input value. The simplicity of this activation function and
the unboundness in the positive domain made this activation
function very popular in recent years.
In Chapter 5, I will introduce a new activation function which
extends ReLUs to Dual ReLUs.
So far, only a single neuron was used to transform an input vector
x in a single scalar output value y. However, multiple neurons can be
used to transform the same input x to multiple output values y.
First, the weights wi of a single neuron can be organized in a single
vector w. Consequently, the transformation f (x) of a single neuron,
can be rewritten as follows:
y = f (wT x + b).

(2.14)

Let m be the number of neurons, then the output values of all
neurons can be jointly calculated as follows:
y = f (W T x + b),

(2.15)

in which y ∈ Rm is the output vector for which the element yi corresponds to the transformation applied by the i-th neuron to the input
x, W ∈ Rn×m the weight matrix in which column i contains the
weights that are applied to x and lead to yi , and b ∈ Rm the bias
vector.
Finally, the neurons can be organized in multiple layers, in which
a layer is a group of neurons that receives the output of the previous
layer as input, and propagates its output to the following layer. This
is visualized in Figure 2.3. The network contains four layers: an
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(c) ReLU activation function
Figure 2.2: Visualization of three commonly used activation
functions.
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input layer, two hidden layers, and an output layer. The input layer
simply provides the input vector x of size five to the network. The
three other layers apply a non-linear transformation, as defined in
Equation 2.15, to the input they receive from the previous layer. Both
hidden layers contain three neurons each. The final layer is the output
layer. Depending on the task at hand, the number of neurons and the
activation function can differ. If the task is a regression task, often
no activation function is used at all. Indeed, activation functions
can limit the range of the output values and therefore no activation
function is used at all. If the task is a classification task, there are
two options. If the task is a binary classification problem, a single
neuron with a sigmoid activation function can be used. If the task
is a multinomial classification problem with K classes, K neurons
are needed in the output layer. To normalize the output values of
all K values so that they follow a probability distribution, a softmax
activation function is used. The softmax activation function is defined
as follows:
ezi
yi = sof tmax(z)i = PK z ,
(2.16)
j
j=1 e
where yi is the output value of the i-th neuron and zi the pre-activation
function value of the i-th neuron within the output layer as defined
in Equation 2.10.
Because none of the layers contains a feedback connection which
feeds the output of a layer to the input of the same layer, the neural
network is called a feed-forward neural network. Because every neuron
from one layer is connected to every neuron of the previous and next
layer, this feed-forward neural network is called a fully-connected feedforward neural network.
When the input always travels through each layer before it reaches
the output layer, this is called a stacked neural network. In contrast,
skip connections allow the input to skip one or more layers. This is for
example done in Chapter 4 in which a new neural network architecture
is introduced. In that architecture, the input can directly travel to
a higher layer without traveling through the lower layer(s) or from a
lower layer directly to the output layer.

Input
layer

Hidden
layer

Hidden
layer

Output
layer

Input 1

Input 2

Input 3

Output

Input 4

Input 5

Figure 2.3: Schematic overview of a fully-connected feedforward neural network.
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Convolutional neural networks

CNNs are a special type of feed-forward neural networks for which
the connectivity is limited between consecutive layers. They are used
when the input contains a grid-like structure, such as a 1-D grid of
words in sentences or a 2-D grid of pixels in images. In those cases,
it is more efficient to learn position-independent transformations that
can be reused and of which the outputs can be aggregated, rather
than a single large transformation which would be position dependent
(Goodfellow et al., 2016).
A CNN layer consists of neurons with limited local connectivity
which are convolved over the input. In the context of CNNs, these
neurons are referred to as filters with a certain size k. The size of the
CNN layer is defined in terms of the number of filters that are used.
In the context of NLP, this can be seen as applying a sliding window over all k consecutive words in a sentence and applying a singlelayer fully-connected feed-forward neural network to those k words.
Either a prediction can be made for those n words or another CNN
layer can be stacked on top of it.
In Figure 2.4, the application of a single-layer and single-filter
CNN to an input sequence is illustrated. At each timestep t, three
inputs are processed by the same CNN and an output value yt is
predicted.
More formally, the 1-D convolution over an input sequence of T
words, in which the word at position t is represented by a vector xt ,
can be calculated by applying the following equation to each k-length
subsequence {xt+i , i = 0, .., k − 1}:
zt =

k−1
X

Wi · xt+i + b,

(2.17)

i=0

with zt ∈ R and xt ∈ Rn . Furthermore, W ∈ Rn×k and b ∈ R are the
weight matrix and bias of a single convolutional filter, respectively,
and with Wi denoting the i-th column of the weight matrix W . Next,
the same non-linear activation functions f can be applied to zt , as defined in the previous section (i.e., yt = f (zt )). Multiple convolutional
filters can be applied in parallel to the same input which results in an
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Figure 2.4: Schematic overview of a single convolutional neural network filter applied to a 1-D input sequence. At each
timestep, the same filter is applied on k inputs xi .

output vector yt , rather than a single output value yt . The length of
the output vector which coincides with the number of convolutional
filters is called the filter size.
When applying a fixed-size convolution to a variable-length sequence, the result is again a sequence of variable length. However,
when the goal is to predict a single label for the full sentence, a way is
needed to turn the variable output of the convolution into a fixed-size
vector. To that end, pooling is often applied. The most popular pooling approach is max-over-time pooling in which the maximum value
of all outputs of a specific filter is selected along the time dimension.
More formally:
y = max(yt ),
(2.18)
t

in which yt is the output of the convolutional filter at timestep t. In
the example given in Figure 2.4, this would be the maximum of y1 , y2 ,
and y3 . In practice, multiple filters are used to learn different patterns
and the output of the max-over-time pooling would be used as input
to another layer, for example, a classification layer with a sigmoid or
softmax activation function.
In Chapter 3, I will investigate the usage of CNNs for classifying words within a sentence and investigate a number of architectural
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choices such as the activation function and filter size used. In Chapter 6, I will introduce a new method for visualizing and understanding
the patterns a CNN learns for classifying words.

2.2.3

Recurrent neural networks

Although CNNs can be used to learn models for sequences, they do
not have a natural way of modeling sequences. Convolutional filters
are only applied locally and do not have a global view of the sequence.
Also, after applying max-over-time pooling, positional information is
lost. A more natural way of modeling sequences is to use RNNs. RNNs
allow one to transform a variable-length sequence into a fixed-length
vector while at the same time having access to positional information,
such as the word order in a sentence.
In the next sections, a simple RNN is introduced first, followed
by an advanced RNN called a Long Short-Term Memory network
(LSTM).

2.2.3.1

Simple recurrent neural networks

RNNs are neural networks that contain cyclic connections. These
cyclic connections allow preserving history and are well suited for
modeling variable-length sequences. A schematic representation of a
feed-forward and a recurrent layer is presented in Figure 2.5. While a
feed-forward layer only takes input from the previous layer, a recurrent
layer also uses the history of the current layer. This history is typically
represented as a hidden state vector ht in the context of RNNs. The
hidden state vector ht stores the history of the layer, up until timestep
t. At timestep t, the recurrent layer will receive an input xt from the
previous layer and the history ht−1 , and will output ht .
However, in order to store this history, the sequence needs to be
traversed one input at the time. This is illustrated in Figure 2.6.
At each timestep, the same, single recurrent neural network layer
processes the input, which consists of a hidden state ht−1 and an
input xt , and outputs ht . The initial hidden state h0 is either set to
zero or can be learned. It should be clear that in order to calculate ht ,
all the previous hidden states have to be calculated one by one. Note

Input

Output

(a) Schematic overview of a feed-forward neural network.

History
Output
Input

(b) Schematic overview of a recurrent neural network.
Figure 2.5: Comparison of a feed-forward and recurrent neural
network layer.
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Figure 2.6: An illustration of an unrolled recurrent neural network.

that the hidden state is merely a vector which represents the history
and is not a concatenation of all previous hidden states. Consequently,
the hidden state ht at timestep t is only an approximated summary
of the history.
The most well-known basic RNN was introduced by Elman (1990),
which adds a cyclic connection to the layer by feeding the hidden state
of the previous timestep ht−1 directly into the same layer at timestep
t. More formally, the output ht ∈ Rm of this RNN layer at timestep
t is defined as follows:
ht = f (U ht−1 + W xt + b),
in which W ∈ Rm×n and U ∈
a bias vector, ht−1 ∈ Rm the
xt ∈ Rn the input at timestep t.
function, which is either a tanh

2.2.3.2

(2.19)

Rm×m are weight matrices, b ∈ Rm
hidden state at timestep t − 1, and
The function f is again the activation
or sigmoid activation function.

Long short-term memory networks

A drawback of simple RNNs is that the hidden state ht is both used
for preserving the history of a sequence and for sending information to
another layer. If that layer is an output layer, perhaps a class needs to
be predicted based on ht . Because those two traits can be conflicting
and are represented by a single vector, an advanced type of RNNs was
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introduced by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997), namely LSTMs.
The idea behind LSTMs is to introduce an additional state ct ,
called the cell state which acts as a historical memory, next to the
hidden state ht . This memory component is managed by three gates
called the input gate, the forget gate, and output gate. These three
gates control which information is stored into the memory, removed
from the memory, and exposed to other parts of the layer. More
formally, an LSTM layer is defined by the following equations:
it = σ(U i ht−1 + W i xt + bi ),

(2.20)

ft = σ(U f ht−1 + W f xt + bf ),

(2.21)

ot = σ(U o ht−1 + W o xt + bo ),

(2.22)

c˜t = tanh(U c ht−1 + W c xt + bc ),

(2.23)

ct = ct−1

ft + c˜t

ht = tanh(ct )

it ,
ot ,

(2.24)
(2.25)

in which U i , U f , U o , U c ∈ Rm×m and W i , W f , W o , W c ∈ Rm×n are the
weight matrices, bi , bf , bo , bc ∈ Rm the bias vectors, it , ft , ot ∈ Rm
are the input, forget, and output gate, respectively, c˜t ∈ Rm the
candidate cell state at timestep t and ct , ht ∈ Rm the cell and hidden
state at timestep t, respectively.
denotes the element-wise product
between two vectors.
A popular variant of the LSTM is the Gated Recurrent Unit
(GRU) (Cho et al., 2014). GRUs are simpler than LSTMs as they
do not have an output gate and thus contain less parameters. However, they use the same ideas of forgetting and updating memory as
an LSTM.
Because an LSTM only processes the input in one direction, often Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BiLSTM) is used in the
context of NLP. The idea is to combine two individual LSTMs that
process the input in opposite directions in a single component. An
illustration of a BiLSTM is provided in Figure 2.7. One LSTM processes the input in the forward (f ) direction and the other LSTM
processes the input in the backward (b) direction.
There are two major ways in which BiLSTMs are used in NLP
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Figure 2.7: An illustration of an unrolled bidirectional LSTM.

classification tasks. In the first way, the output of both LSTMs associated with a particular input of the sequence is used for further
processing. For example, when the task is to predict a label for the
second word in the sequence which corresponds to the input vector x2 ,
then the corresponding hidden states hf2 and hb3 will be used. These
hidden states contain a summary of the left and right context words
rather than only the left context words when a single LSTM would
have been used. This setup is used in Chapter 3. In the second way,
only the final hidden states of both LSTMs hf4 and hb4 are used as a
summary of the whole sequence. This approach is used in Chapter 6
where the input sequence contains the individual characters of a single word and the final hidden states are used as a representation of
that word. Note that this approach is an interesting strategy when a
fixed-size representation is needed but the input can be variable.

LSTMs are used in all chapters of this dissertation. In Chapter 3,
I compare the performance of BiLSTMs with CNNs. In Chapter 4
and 5, I propose enhancements for mitigating the vanishing gradient
problem in LSTMs. In Chapter 6, I compare the patterns a BiLSTM
learns for classifying words with a CNN.
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Creating models

Thus far, the basic building blocks that will be used in the following
chapters to build machine learning models were introduced. In this
section, I will introduce how these models can be trained to learn to
execute a task.
For training and evaluating a machine learning model, the dataset
is first split in three groups: a training set, a validation set, and a
test set. The idea is that our model is trained on the training set and
applied on unseen data, namely from the validation or test set. The
difference between the validation and test set is that the former is
used when developing the model (i.e., when the best hyperparameter
values need to be determined) and the latter is only used when the
final model needs to be evaluated.
In Section 2.3.1, I explain how neural networks are trained on the
training set. In Section 2.3.2, I introduce the concept of regularization,
which helps the trained models to perform better on unseen data.

2.3.1

Optimization

To train the parameters of a neural network, Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) and variants thereof are the most popular methods. The
idea is that, given the objective function, the parameters of the neural
network are updated in a direction that brings us closer to the objective. For example, in the case of classification, the parameters of
the neural network are updated in order to minimize the negative log
likelihood (see Eq. 2.5).
Given a neural network parameter θi , which is part of the vector
θ that represents all neural network parameters, the objective J, and
a sample (xj , yj ) from the dataset D, then the value of θi is updated
as follows:
∂J(θ; (xj , yj ))
θi = θi − η
,
(2.26)
∂θi
in which η is a hyperparameter called the learning rate. The learning
rate controls the step size of the update applied to θi . During training,
a sample is repeatedly selected from the training set and the param-
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eters of the network are updated accordingly. To speed-up training,
samples are often organized in mini-batches that contain a number
of examples. To update the parameters, the average over all update
values is used, which also reduces the variance of the updates.
To improve learning and speed-up training, more advanced variants of SGD are used. In this dissertation, an algorithm called Adam
(Kingma and Ba, 2015) is mainly used. While SGD only uses firstorder derivatives, Adam also uses approximations of second-order
derivatives, which improves learning.

2.3.2

Regularization

The ultimate goal of learning a model for a task is that it performs
well on unseen data. However, there is a risk that the model learns
to fit the training data too well and starts memorizing it, rather than
learning general patterns. In that case, the model will not perform
well on unseen data. To combat this overfitting on the training data,
regularization techniques are used. In this dissertation, I mainly use
the following two techniques: L2 regularization and dropout.

2.3.2.1

L2 regularization

When using L2 regularization, the goal is to constrain the magnitude
of the parameters of the neural network. By adding a penalty for
parameters with a large magnitude to the objective function, the capacity of the neural network to memorize training data is constrained
and thus the neural network is encouraged to generalize. More formally, a penalty term is added to the objective function J to create a
new objective function J 0 :
J 0 (θ, D) = J(θ, D) + λ

n−1
X

θi2 ,

(2.27)

i=0

in which θ are the parameters of the neural network, with θi denoting
the i-th parameter. The hyperparameter λ controls the magnitude of
the L2 regularization.
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Dropout

Dropout is a regularization technique introduced by Srivastava et al.
(2014). The general idea is to randomly disable neurons in a neural
network, so that the neural network needs to perform the same task
with less neurons and thus needs to generalize more. Moreover, the
larger a neural network becomes, the more difficult it becomes to train
the neural network properly due to the large number of parameters.
Dropout provides a solution to that by training a smaller subset of
parameters during each optimization step.
More formally, for a neural network layer l which is defined as
z l = gl (y l−1 ),

(2.28)

with gl being the transformation applied in layer l to input y l−1 , which
is the output of the previous layer, a mask r is randomly sampled and
multiplied with the output z l :
ri ∼ Bernouilli(pkeep ),
yl = zl

r,

(2.29)
(2.30)

in which is the elementwise vector product and pkeep the keep probability. In practice, most researchers use the term dropout probability,
which refers to the probability of multiplying z l with zero. Consequently, pdrop = 1 − pkeep . In this dissertation, I follow this convention
and I will report pdrop whenever I report the dropout probability.

2.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, I introduced the general concepts that will be used
in the following chapters. I will mainly focus on classification tasks
that use both CNNs and LSTMs for NLP. In Chapter 3, I will use
both CNNs and LSTMs in a semi-supervised setup for classifying
words in sentences. Semi-supervised learning consists of both unsupervised learning and supervised learning. Semi-supervised learning
also acts as a regularization technique compared to pure supervised
learning and helps generalizing to unseen words in sentences. In both
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Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, I will focus on novel neural network architectures that improve learning sequential classification tasks. Specifically, I will focus on the vanishing gradient problem in LSTMs, which
is mainly caused by the usage of saturating activation functions such
as tanh and sigmoid in LSTMs, in combination with SGD for training
LSTMs. A central concept in Chapter 3, Chapter 4, and Chapter 5
is representation learning, in which good, general representations are
learned for words by considering this unsupervised learning task as a
self-supervised learning task. In Chapter 6, I will again focus on both
CNNs and LSTMs and uncover the internal workings of these types of
neural networks. In particular, I will introduce a technique which allows to visualize and interpret the patterns both neural network types
have learned.

3

Distributed word
representations for noisy
and sparse data
Traditionally, Natural Language Processing (NLP) algorithms relied
on manually-defined features that can potentially help discriminate
between different classes within the task at hand. However, this approach typically requires domain expertise, is labor intensive and cannot be easily transferred to other domains. In this chapter, I investigate the use of distributed word representations in a semi-supervised
learning setting for classifying words within short, noisy text messages,
as can be found in online social networks. Specifically, the focus is
on the word-level classification tasks of Part-of-Speech (PoS) tagging
and Named Entity Recognition (NER). To that end, I will introduce
a light-weight CNN architecture that uses different distributed word
representations as input, namely word-level and character-level distributed word representations. I will show that the introduced architecture obtains equally good or better results than models that use
manually-defined features for both PoS tagging and NER in noisy
microposts.

3.1

Introduction

The ability to share microposts (i.e., unstructured messages that are
short and noisy in nature) is one of the core functionalities of online
social networks such as Facebook and Twitter. Understanding the
semantics of these microposts is vital for applications such as targeted advertising and personalized content recommendation. To do
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@DaylySpecialzU SR imP RP doinV BG goodJJ ,, justRB
maxinV BG &CC relaxinV BG onIN myP RP $ dayN N offIN ...:
Figure 3.1: Example of a Twitter micropost, PoS tagged with
PTB tags (subscript). This micropost is part of the Ritter et al.
(2011) dataset. Note that a new tag (USR) was introduced for
mentions (@username).

so, NLP methods such as sentiment analysis (Mohammad et al., 2013)
and NER (Basave et al., 2013) are used by machines to interpret the
meaning of microposts. At the core of these NLP algorithms, PoS
tagging is often used.
PoS tagging is the process of tagging every word within a sentence
with a correct PoS label (Indurkhya and Damerau, 2010). In its most
basic form, this comes down to tagging every word with one of the
following three primary labels: noun, verb or adjective. The most
popular tag set for English is the Penn TreeBank (PTB) tag set,
which contains 48 PoS tags (Marcus et al., 1993). An example of a
tagged micropost is given in Figure 3.1.
PoS tagging of microposts still poses a significant challenge, given
the short and noisy nature of these unstructured microposts. As can
be seen in Figure 3.1, microposts contain many spelling mistakes. For
example, the word doin is the colloquial spelling of the word doing.
In this case, the word has the PoS tag VBG, which is the tag for
verbs in the gerund or present particle form. While the Stanford PoS
tagger (Toutanova et al., 2003) reaches an accuracy of 97.24% when
tagging news articles of the Wall Street Journal corpus with PTB tags,
it only reaches an accuracy of 73.37% when tagging Twitter microposts (Derczynski et al., 2013). Therefore, researchers (Ritter et al.,
2011; Gimpel et al., 2011; Derczynski et al., 2013; Owoputi et al.,
2013) came up with many carefully selected, micropost-specific features such as slang dictionaries, Brown clusters (Brown et al., 1992)
trained on Twitter data and phonetic normalization. These features
allow boosting the accuracy of PoS tagging for Twitter microposts
with PTB tags up to 88.69% (Derczynski et al., 2013). Simultaneously, a completely new tag set of 25 tags was developed by Gimpel
et al. (2011) to cope with micropost-specific characteristics such as
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[Yess]ORG ! [Yess]ORG ! Its official [Nintendo]LOC announced
today that they Will release the [Nintendo]ORG 3DS in north
[America]LOC march 27 for $250
Figure 3.2: Example of a Twitter micropost, tagged using
Stanford NER (ORG=Organization, LOC=Location). Due to
the improper use of capitalization, many mistakes are made.
Example taken from Ritter et al. (2011).

contractions of two words and slang.
A similar story holds true for Named Entity Recognition (NER).
NER is the task of finding and identifying Named Entities (NEs). A
NE is anything that can be referred to with a proper name (Jurafsky
and Martin, 2009). The most common NEs are locations, organizations and persons. Ritter et al. (2011) showed that applying the Stanford NER system (Finkel et al., 2005) yields poor results on Twitter
microposts. An example is given in Figure 3.2. Due to the improper
use of capitalization compared to standard English, ‘Yess’ is tagged as
an organization and ‘America’ is tagged as a location instead of ‘north
America’. By defining micropost-specific features and including PoS
tags generated by a Twitter micropost-specific PoS tagger, they were
able to more than double the F1 score from 0.29 to 0.59.
Despite these significant improvements in PoS tagging and NER,
the features used are tailored for the task at hand, thus requiring
manual interference when new types of slang emerge, or when another
language or corpus is used. Therefore, I propose to use distributed
word representations as features, alleviating the task of manual feature engineering. These distributed word representations, can be used
as an input to a neural network (Collobert et al., 2011). While a lot of
unlabeled microposts are available on the web, only a limited amount
of labeled data is available, especially compared to more traditional
domains such as news articles. This particularly suits an approach
where features can be learned from unlabeled data. The challenges
rely in making sure that good features are selected for the tasks considered and that the end-to-end models generalize well to unseen data.
In this chapter, I investigate the use of distributed word representations as input to a neural network for modeling Twitter microposts
and show that the proposed approach obtains state-of-the-art results
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in PoS tagging and competitive results in NER without using any
kind of manual feature engineering.

3.2

3.2.1

An overview of existing tagging approaches
News articles

Current state-of-the-art PoS taggers for news articles reach accuracies
of up to 97.5% (Søgaard, 2011), using PTB tags (Marcus et al., 1993).
Many PoS taggers (Toutanova et al., 2003; Giménez and Màrquez,
2004; Shen et al., 2007; Søgaard, 2011; Spoustová et al., 2009) rely on
similar features such as prefixes and suffixes, bi-grams and tri-grams,
and other lexical features such as uppercase characters.
NER in news articles gained substantial popularity with the CoNLL
2003 shared task, where the challenge was to classify four types of
NEs: persons, locations, companies and a set of miscellaneous entities (Tjong Kim Sang and De Meulder, 2003). However, all systems
used hand-crafted features such as lexical features, look-up tables and
corpus-related features. These systems provide good performance at
a high engineering cost and need a lot of annotated training data
(Nadeau and Sekine, 2007). Therefore, a lot of effort is needed to
adapt them to other types of corpora.
However, Collobert et al. (2011) showed that it is possible to build
a state-of-the-art PoS tagger for tagging sentences in news articles that
does not need handcrafted features. By training a feed-forward neural network on the entire English language version of Wikipedia, they
inferred meaningful distributed word representations that were subsequently used as an input to a neural network, achieving an accuracy
of 97.14%.
Recently, Mikolov et al. (2013a) introduced a new type of distributed word representation (cf. Section 3.4) that proved to be highly
effective in capturing both syntactic and semantic relationships in the
English language, while at the same time allowing for fast training.
Specifically, compared to Collobert et al. (2011), the training time is
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reduced from weeks to days to obtain highly effective distributed word
representations. Santos and Zadrozny (2014) adopted the architecture
of Collobert et al. (2011) and used both the distributed word representations of Mikolov et al. (2013a) and self-invented distributed character representation. Solely using distributed word representations
yielded an accuracy of 96.13%, but adding the character representations gave an accuracy of 97.32%, which is close to the state-of-the-art
result at that time of 97.5% (Søgaard, 2011).

3.2.2

Microposts

Gimpel et al. (2011) were among the first to design a PoS tagger for
Twitter microposts. To do so, they annotated 1,827 Twitter microposts with 25 tags that are more tailored for microposts than the PTB
tags. They fed a Conditional Random Field (CRF) model with traditional features such as suffixes with a length of up to three characters,
as well as with Twitter-specific features such as phonetic normalization of the tokens and regular expressions for detecting hashtags and
URLs. To deal with the lack of annotated data, they calculated distributional features for the 10,000 most common words, finally reaching
an accuracy of 88.89%. Owoputi et al. (2013) improved upon this result by using a Maximum Entropy Markov Model (MEMM), instead
of a CRF. They made use of Brown clusters, name lists and mostcommon-tag dictionaries. Their system yielded an accuracy of 91.6%
on the same test set.
Ritter et al. (2011), on the other hand, proposed a PoS tagger
that used the 48 PTB tags (Marcus et al., 1993), extended with 4 additional tags for Twitter-specific orthography: retweets (RT), @username (USR), hashtags (HT) and URLs (URL). They made use of a
CRF model, feeding it with traditional features such as contextual
features and spelling features, as well as with PoS dictionaries and
Brown clusters. They obtained an accuracy of 84.55% on an independent test set (result from Derczynski et al. (2013)). Derczynski et al.
(2013) improved this accuracy by using the Stanford tagger, adding
new features as input and providing more training data. Among others, they constructed a dictionary that converts slang or erroneous
words into proper words, and used dictionaries containing the most
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probable PoS tag per word. A significant boost in accuracy was realized by using substantial amounts of automatically annotated data,
created by combining the output of multiple PoS taggers, i.e. their
own tagger and the one of Owoputi et al. (2013). Their final method
yielded an accuracy of 88.69% on the extended PTB tag set.

For the task of NER, a similar (traditional) approach is taken. A
number of features are defined and used as input for a CRF model
(Ritter et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2011). These features consist of orthographic and lexical features, look-up tables of known named entities
(gazetteers), and grammatical features (e.g., PoS tags). Ritter et al.
(2011) also employed a clustering method (LabeledLDA) in a distant supervision setting to collect entities from microposts that are
part of one of the predefined named entity categories. Using these
micropost-specific features leads to a final F1-score of 0.59 compared
to a F1-score of 0.29 when applying the Stanford named entity recognizer, which was trained on news article data, to the same dataset of
microposts.

Similar to taggers for news articles, all of the aforementioned approaches used manual feature engineering (Derczynski et al., 2013;
Ritter et al., 2011; Gimpel et al., 2011; Owoputi et al., 2013) and
rely on sequencing models such as CRF or MEMM. A number of
them (Ritter et al., 2011; Gimpel et al., 2011; Owoputi et al., 2013)
used word representations trained on large amounts of unlabeled Twitter microposts, namely distributional and cluster-based word representations (see Section 3.4.1). In the next section, a neural networkbased architecture will be introduced inspired by Collobert et al.
(2011) which only uses distributed word representations (Mikolov et al.,
2013a) for PoS tagging and NER in microposts. The same setup will
be used for both tasks. Different from news article datasets, only a
limited amount of labeled data is available, which would make proper
feature selection of high importance. However, this kind of problem
lends itself for a semi-supervised setup which does not require manual
feature engineering.

3.3 Overview of the architecture

3.3
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Overview of the architecture

The general merit of the proposed approach is that given a limited
amount of labeled data and limited domain knowledge, it is possible
to build a classification model that achieves similar or better results
than existing approaches that rely on manual feature engineering. To
that end, I propose to use a semi-supervised approach for which good
features are learned in an unsupervised way and use them as input
features when training a classification model on the labeled data in a
supervised way.
First, distributed word representations are inferred for a large
number of words by applying the Word2vec algorithm (Mikolov et al.,
2013a) on a large corpus of Twitter microposts. Next, those word
representations are used as input to our classification model. The
classification model is a neural network architecture which consists of
two parts. In the first part, the individual words of the microposts
are converted into feature vectors. To that end, a look-up table is
constructed containing a word representation for each word, which
was inferred in the previous step. In the second part, these word representations are used as an input to a Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN). The output is either a PoS tag or a NE label, depending on
the task at hand.
In Figure 3.3, a schematic overview of our architecture is depicted
for PoS tagging of microposts. For each word within the sentence
"@DaylySpecialz im doin good", a PoS tag is predicted by giving the
word representation of that word and the word representations of the
words to the left and to the right as an input to a CNN layer followed
by an output layer which uses a softmax activation function.
In Section 3.4, the focus is on inferring proper word representations. Next, those representations are used as input to the neural
network architecture described in Section 3.5.

@DaylySpecialz

im

good

doin

Embedding layer

P AD

we (1)

we (2)

we (3)

we (4)

P AD

t=1 t=2 t=3 t=4
CN N layer
Sof tmax output layer

tag(1) = U SR

tag(2) = P RP

tag(3) = V BG

tag(4) = JJ

Figure 3.3: High-level illustration of the architecture of the proposed PoS tagger. At the input, a micropost containing four
words is given. The different words w(t) are first converted into
feature representations we (t) using the embedding layer which
contains pretrained word embeddings. Next, these embeddings
are inputted to the CNN layer. In this example, the CNN layer
has a filter size of three which means, the left and right neighbouring word embeddings, we (t − 1) and we (t + 1), are used
as input too to predict the PoS tag of the center word w(t).
Finally, the softmax output layer predicts a PoS tag tag(t) for
the corresponding word w(t).
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Introduction

A word representation is a mathematical object associated with each
word, typically a vector, for which each dimension represents a word
feature (Turian et al., 2010). Each feature represents some property of
the word which sometimes can be syntactically or semantically interpreted. In a supervised setting, words are often represented as one-hot
vectors. That is, binary vectors with a size equal to the vocabulary
size and zeros on every position except for the position which equals
the index of the word within the vocabulary. However, this means that
during test time, unknown words will have no word-specific representation. Also, handling of rare words will be poor because they did not
occur frequently enough during training. One way to solve this is to
manually define a limited number of features. For example, the feature "word ends on -ed" is a good feature for a word which should be
classified as a verb in the context of PoS tagging and is common with
unseen verbs. Constructing feature vectors manually is a labor intensive task and requires a lot of domain knowledge. Moreover, when a
new type of domain emerges such as social media microposts, domain
knowledge is limited or non-existent and consequently requires a lot
of effort to build new NLP systems. Therefore, new techniques which
learn good features in an unsupervised way became highly popular.
Three types of unsupervised word representations exist (Turian
et al., 2010):
• Distributional word representations: Based on a co-occurrence matrix of words and word or document contexts, per-word
representations are inferred. Notable methods are Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Dumais et al., 1988) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003).
• Clustering-based word representations: A clustering approach is used to group words with similar properties together.
For example, Brown word representations use a hierarchical
clustering technique to group words at multiple levels of granu-
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larity (Brown et al., 1992).
• Distributed word representations: Using a predictive neural language model (Bengio, 2008), real-valued low-dimensional
dense vectors are inferred for each word. These representations
are better known as word embeddings. To deal with large corpora, fast and simple variants of neural language models have
emerged such as Word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013a).
Distributional word representations are known to be very memory intensive while cluster-based word representations are limited in
the number of clusters they can represent. In particular, Brown word
representations are binary vectors making them either very large and
sparse or small and limited in expressiveness. Distributed word representations are computationally intensive. However, the recent introduction of Word2vec word embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013a) reduced the training time for creating word representations from weeks
to days. Consequently, this makes distributed word representations
very suitable for inferring word representations when a lot of (unlabeled) data are available. Moreover, distributed word representations
are also dense vectors which makes them appropriate when only having a limited number of labeled training examples.
Given the above motivation, distributed word representations, especially Word2vec word embeddings, are very suitable for our use
case. A lot of Twitter microposts are available and only a limited
number of labeled examples is available.
In the next section, the Word2vec word embedding algorithm and
the most important hyperparameters are briefly explained.

3.4.2

Word2vec word embeddings

The Word2vec model Mikolov et al. (2013a) is a log-linear model for
learning word presentations. While it is inspired by neural language
models, it does not contain any kind of non-linear hidden layer which
makes training the model much more efficient. In practice, it only
contains two look-up tables, one for the input word representations
and one for the output word representations. Two types of architectures exist to train input and output word representations: Continu-
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ous Bag-Of-Words (CBOW) and Continuous Skip-gram Model (Skipgram). Both architectures are schematically drawn in Figure 3.4. The
main difference lies in how context words are used. The CBOW architecture groups the context by summing it, whereas the Skip-gram
architecture predicts every context word separately. Note that no
intermediate layers or activation functions are used.

wo (t − 2)

wo (t − 1)

wo (t + 1)

wo (t + 2)

word 4

word 5

wi (t)

word 1

word 2

word 3

(a) Skip-gram architecture: The context words are predicted one by one based
on the center word.
wi (t)

wo (t − 2)

wo (t − 1)

word 1

word 2

word 3

wo (t + 1)

wo (t + 2)

word 4

word 5

(b) CBOW architecture: The sum of the context words is used to predict the
center word.
Figure 3.4: Comparison of Skip-gram and CBOW architecture.

When training the Skip-gram model, the probability of the context
word wO is maximized, given the center word wI , using a softmax
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activation function:
0 Tv )
exp(vw
wI
O
,
p(wO |wi ) = P|V |
0
T
exp(v
v
)
wI
wj
j=1

(3.1)

where v and v 0 are the input and output word representations, respectively, and where |V | denotes the size of the vocabulary V . The
dot product between both vectors can be defined as the score given
to the corresponding word pair (wI , wO ):
score(wI , wO ) = vwO T vwI

(3.2)

Because calculating a softmax activation function over the full
vocabulary V for predicting a word is computationally expensive,
Mikolov et al. (2013b) proposed two different approximations for training the model: using a hierarchical softmax function (Morin and Bengio, 2005) and a novel method called negative sampling. When using
a hierarchical softmax function, a binary tree is constructed where
the words are the leafs, resulting in only log2 (|V |) operations compared to |V | operations when using a standard softmax. The negative
sampling method uses even less operations. Indeed, it only calculates
the dot product between the word representation of the correct word
wO and k randomly sampled "negative" or incorrect words, with the
parameter k typically ranging from one to 15. Specifically, the goal is
to maximize the following objective:
log σ(score(wI , wO )) +

k
X

h

i

Ewi ∼Pn (w) log σ(−score(wI , wi ))

(3.3)

i=1

in which Pn (w) is the noise distribution from which is sampled.
Because some words occur more frequently than other words, a
subsampling approach is used to counter the imbalance of frequent
and rare words. Indeed, it is more important to properly estimate
rare words than updating the representation values of a very frequent
word. Specifically, a word wi is discarded with probability
s

P (wi ) = 1 −

t
,
f (wi )

(3.4)
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in which f (wi ) is the frequency of word wi in the corpus and t is a
chosen threshold.
The final parameter of importance is the context window used.
That is, the number of words to the left and to the right of the center
word, as depicted in Figure 3.4. The value cw for denoting the context
window is equal to both the number of words to the left and the
number of words to the right of the center word, and not to the sum of
all words to the left and to the right. The context window determines
what kind of embeddings are learned. Small context windows only
use the direct neighborhood of the center word, while large context
windows model more sentence-level semantics.

3.4.3

Experimental setup

For inferring word embeddings, a corpus of raw Twitter microposts
was collected during 300 days, from 1/3/2013 till 28/2/2014. After
removing all non-English microposts using the micropost language
classifier of Godin et al. (2013), 400 million raw English Twitter microposts were left.
Next, all microposts were tokenized using the Twitter micropost
tokenizer of O’Connor et al. (2010). Note that the same tokenizer is
used for the labelled PoS tagging datasets (Ritter et al., 2011; Gimpel
et al., 2011; Owoputi et al., 2013). Finally, all mentions, URLs and
numbers were replaced with a dummy token.
The Word2vec software (v0.1c) of Mikolov et al. (2013a) was used
to generate word embeddings. A number of hyperparameter configurations were evaluated on a smaller subset of 50 million randomly
sampled microposts in the context of tagging microposts with PoS tags
(Ritter et al., 2011). These results are documented in Section 3.5.3.
All neural network-related experiments in this chapter were implemented in PyTorch 0.4.0 (Paszke et al., 2017). In the next section,
a number of examples are provided, as obtained for the best word
embedding model trained on the full dataset.
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Examples

The idea behind word embeddings is that words that have a similar
meaning or function have a similar vector and consequently reside
close to each other in vector space. The similarity/distance is measured using the cosine similarity/distance. Figure 3.5 contains an
excerpt from a 2-D projection of the 400-dimensional word embeddings of the 1000 most frequent words our Twitter corpus contains.
As can be seen, similar words are very close to each other. Moreover,
specific relationships can be identified. For example:
• The first-person possessive pronouns "my" and "our" are much
closer together than a first-person and third-person possessive
pronoun ("her" or "his").
• Slang words are very close to their standard English counterpart.
E.g., "the" versus "da" and "your" versus "ur".
• Independent of the casing, words that are the same have a very
similar vector. E.g., "every" and "Every".
Of course, only the most frequent words are depicted in Figure 3.5.
There exist many more similar rare words. Table 3.1 shows the most
similar words to the word "running" and the emoticon ":)". For the
word "running", six words are orthographic variants related to slang,
spelling or capitalization (runnin, runing, Running, runnning, runnung and runin). Three words are semantically similar words (sprinting, walking/running and walking) and a single word is another conjugation of the word "running" (run). Consequently, the vector representation models a mix of relationships ranging from orthographic
variations to semantics, rather than a single type of relationship.
For the positive emoticon ":)", it is observed that all ten other
emoticons are also positive emoticons, even if the bracket is flipped
"(:". This is a result of the architecture which only focuses on the
context words to learn a representation and not the characters within
that word.
Based on these examples, it is clear that the word representations
contain a number of useful self-learned features and that using these
word representations can alleviate the time-consuming task of manual
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Figure 3.5: Excerpt from a 2-D projection of 1000 most frequent Twitter words.

feature engineering. Consequently, no spelling correction algorithms,
slang dictionaries (Derczynski et al., 2013) or emoticon-matching regular expressions (O’Connor et al., 2010) need to be developed to adapt
existing models trained on news article data to micropost data.

3.5

Neural network architecture

The main task considered is PoS tagging. This task consists of predicting a grammatical tag for each word in a micropost. As introduced in
Section 3.3, a CNN will be used which slides over the input sequence
and predicts the PoS tag of the center word within the filter span.

3.5.1

Dataset

Two annotated datasets exist with PoS-tagged Twitter microposts:
one constructed by Gimpel et al. (2011) using 25 PoS tags and another
one constructed by Ritter et al. (2011) using 52 PTB-like tags. Given
the different PoS tagsets, a model for both datasets needs to be trained
separately.
Gimpel et al. (2011) constructed a dataset containing 1,827 Twitter microposts (27K tokens), encompassing one day, PoS tagged them
with 25 PoS tags and divided that dataset into a training, validation
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Table 3.1: Top 10 most similar words for a given word.

Input: "running"

Cosine
similarity

Input: ":)"

Cosine
similarity

runnin
runing
Running
runnning
sprinting
runnung
run
walking/running
runin
walking

0.758
0.702
0.690
0.669
0.587
0.578
0.577
0.557
0.557
0.542

:))
=)
:D
;))
(:
:)))
:-)
:))))
;)
:-))

0.885
0.836
0.818
0.814
0.810
0.808
0.798
0.778
0.772
0.759

and test set of 1,000, 327 and 500 microposts, respectively. Ritter et al.
(2011), on the other hand, used an extended PTB tag set containing
52 PoS tags. The dataset contains 800 microposts (15K tokens) in
total. The 70%/15%/15% splits of Derczynski et al. (2013) are used
for training, validating and testing. More details on both datasets can
be found in Section 3.2.2.

3.5.2

Experimental setup

The model was trained in two phases. First, the look-up table containing per-word feature vectors was constructed. To that end, the
Word2vec software (v0.1c) of Mikolov et al. (2013a) to generate micropost-specific word embeddings was used. Given that inferring a model
from the complete dataset is a time-consuming effort, first a number of configurations were tried on a smaller random subset of 50
million microposts. To evaluate which configuration worked best, a
single layer CNN was tried with 300 filters of size three and tanh
activation function on the annotated dataset of Ritter et al. (2011)
and evaluated on the validation set. Once the best parameters were
found, word embeddings from the complete dataset containing 400
million microposts were inferred. These experiments are described
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in Section 3.5.3. Finally, the best neural network parameters were
determined by changing the architecture too. These experiments are
described in Section 3.5.4.
The neural network was trained using Adam (Kingma and Ba,
2015) with mini-batches of size 20. Orthogonal initialization was used
for all matrices, except for the embedding matrices which were uniformly initialized with values from the interval [−0.01; 0.01]. The final
model was selected based on the highest accuracy obtained on the validation set.

3.5.3

Evaluation of word embeddings

The choice of training algorithm and hyperparameters for inferring
word embeddings is to a certain extent task dependent. Therefore,
first a number of configurations are evaluated on a smaller subset of
50 million Twitter microposts. The most import hyperparameters to
consider are the model architecture, the context window, the size of
the vectors and the subsampling rate (Mikolov et al., 2013b). Experiments on all four of them are reported in the remainder of this
section. Additionally, the two training strategies are compared: hierarchical softmax and negative sampling. The default setup of the
Word2vec algorithm uses a CBOW architecture and trains it with negative sampling, using a context window of five and vectors of size 100.
While Mikolov et al. (2013b) suggest a subsampling rate of 0.00001,
the default value in the software package is 0.001. When not explicitly
mentioned, these default values are used during our experiments.
In the first experiment, the training strategy is evaluated. A number of models were trained using two different training strategies and
a fixed context window of three. The results can be found in Table 3.2.
Disregarding the vector size, a Skip-gram model trained with negative sampling always performed best. Moreover, Skip-gram performed
better than CBOW and negative sampling performed better than hierarchical softmax. However, under a McNemar significance test, no
significant difference (p < 0.01) could be found between the best Skipgram and CBOW architecture (p = 0.29). Given, the slightly better
result of Skip-gram over CBOW, and negative sampling over hierarchical softmax, the Skip-gram architecture trained with negative
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sampling is chosen for the remaining experiments.
Table 3.2: Evaluation of the Skip-gram architecture versus
the CBOW architecture when the word embeddings are inferred
using two different training strategies, namely hierarchical softmax and negative sampling (k=5). A context window of three
is used. All values denote the PoS tagging accuracy (%).

Vector
size

Architecture

Hierarchical
softmax

Negative
sampling

CBOW
Skip-gram
CBOW
Skip-gram

84.12
84.92
84.12
85.15

84.88
85.64
85.19
85.82

200
400

As observed in the previous experiment, vector size clearly has an
influence on the result. Therefore, in the next experiment, the influence of vector size is investigated and the vector size is varied from 100
to 600 with steps of 100. The results of these experiments are depicted
in Table 3.3. In general, differences are small and a model with 400dimensional embedding vectors performed best. However, between a
model trained with embedding vectors of size 100 (Word2vec’s default value) and size 400, a much bigger difference is observed. This
is a strongly significant (p < 0.05) result (p = 0.001) when using a
McNemar significance test.
Table 3.3: Evaluation of the influence of the vector size of
the word embeddings on the accuracy (%) of PoS tagging. All
word embeddings are inferred using negative sampling and a
Skip-gram architecture with a context window of three.

100

200

Vector size
300
400

500

600

84.08 85.64 85.64 85.82 85.73 85.77
Another hyperparameter of interest is the context window. While
a window of five is suggested by Mikolov et al. (2013b) for inferring
word embeddings on their corpus of Wikipedia and news article data,
our corpus is much more different. The shorter, more concise nature
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of microposts limits the useful context and the noisy nature causes
an exponential growth in distinct context words. Therefore, context
windows of size one to five were evaluated. Larger than five context
windows only gave worse results. Note that larger values do not make
sense as the average micropost length is 12. The results of these experiments are shown in Table 3.4. The best result is obtained when
using a context window of one. When the context window increases,
the accuracy decreases. Word embeddings trained with the suggested
context window of five obtained the worst result. Moreover, there is a
significant difference (p < 0.05) between the accuracies obtained when
using word embeddings trained with context window one compared
to context window five (p = 0.01), when using a McNemar significance test. This suggest that there is no long-term dependency in the
dataset, or at least that the learned features are not useful for PoS
tagging.
Table 3.4: Evaluation of the influence of the context window.
All word embeddings are inferred using negative sampling and a
Skip-gram architecture. The embedding size is 400. All values
denote the PoS tagging accuracy (%).

1

Context window
2
3
4

5

86.53 85.95 85.81 85.46 85.15
The last parameter of importance is the subsampling rate. While
Mikolov et al. (2013b) suggest a subsampling rate of 0.00001, the default value in the software package is 0.001, with useful values ranging
between 0.01 and 0.00001. Therefore, four subsampling values were
evaluated: 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001 and 0.00001. The results of these experiments are shown in Table 3.5. When using embeddings trained
with subsampling rate of 0.001, the highest accuracy of 86.53% is obtained. This is one percent point higher than when using embeddings
trained with a subsampling rate of 0.00001. Despite this difference,
a significant difference (p < 0.05) could not be found when using a
McNemar significance test (p = 0.09).
Finally, word embeddings were trained on the complete 400 million Twitter micropost dataset using the most optimal hyperparam-
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Table 3.5: Evaluation of the influence of the subsampling rate.
All word embeddings are inferred using negative sampling, a
Skip-gram architecture and a context window of one. The embedding size is 400. All values denote the PoS tagging accuracy
(%).

Subsampling rate
0.01 0.001 0.0001 0.00001
86.22 86.53

86.26

85.55

eters found: negative sampling, a Skip-gram architecture, a training
window of one, a subsampling rate of 0.001 and a vector size of 400.
This resulted in an accuracy of 88.26% on the validation set, which is
significantly higher than when training only on 50 million Twitter microposts, yielding an accuracy of 86.53% (McNemar test p = 0.0005).

3.5.4

Evaluation of neural network architecture

In the previous section, the best hyperparameters were identified for
inferring word representations. In this section, the neural network architecture is evaluated. More precisely, the influence of the filter size
and the number of filters of the CNN on the final PoS tagging accuracy
is evaluated for two different datasets (Ritter et al. en Gimpel et al.).
Additionally, some more recent techniques are investigated, namely
ReLU activation functions (Nair and Hinton, 2010) and dropout regularization (Srivastava et al., 2014).
First, the influence of the number of filters and size of the filters of
the CNN on the PoS tagging accuracy were evaluated. For this, CNNs
with filter sizes of three and five and with the number of filters ranging
from 200 up to 700 were trained. The results of this evaluation are
given in Table 3.6. The best result for both the Ritter et al. dataset
and the Gimpel et al. dataset were obtained when a filter size of three
was used. The difference on the Gimpel et al. dataset is much smaller
than on the Ritter et al. dataset. Within a single filter size, there
is no clear winner between all possible architectures. The maximum
absolute accuracy difference is never larger than 0.32%.
Next, the influence of the activation function and the effect of
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Table 3.6: Evaluation of the influence of the size of the hidden
layer on the accuracy (%) of the PoS tagger.

Filter size

200

Number of filters
300
400
500
600

700

Ritter et al.
Three
Five

88.40 88.36 88.45 88.14
87.29 87.20 87.42 87.24

88.31
87.29

88.36
87.29

Gimpel et al.
Three
Five

88.78 88.92 88.86 88.92 89.01 88.94
88.53 88.61 88.70 88.43 88.38 88.38

dropout regularization was evaluated. The results of this experiment
can be found in Table 3.7. While the number of filters does not have a
clear impact on the accuracy, the type of activation function does. For
both datasets, the accuracy when using a ReLU activation function is
slightly higher than when using a tanh activation function. Moreover,
when applying dropout, the accuracy increases even more. For both
datasets, the best architecture is a CNN with 300 filters of size three
and a ReLU activation function, trained with dropout regularization.
Finally, a model with the best neural network parameters obtained
in the previous paragraph based on the validation set was trained and
results on the test set are reported. Apart from the results obtained
in other papers, two additional models to compare with were trained:
(1) a CNN model which does not use pretrained word embeddings and
(2) a BiLSTM model which uses the same word embeddings as our
CNN model. The first model uses the exact same setup as our CNN
model but the word embeddings were trained from scratch within the
neural network, rather that using pretrained word embeddings. The
second model uses the exact same setup as our CNN model but the
CNN layer was replaced with a BiLSTM layer (cf. Chapter 2, Section 2.2.3.2 for an introduction on LSTM/BiLSTM). Similar to our
CNN model, dropout regularization was applied and a hyperparameter search was done using the validation set to determine the best
number of hidden units. The best result was obtained with 25 hidden

Table 3.7: Evaluation of the influence of the activation function and dropout regularization (p = 0.5) on the accuracy (%)
of the PoS tagger, when a CNN with filter size three is used.

Activation

Number of filters

Dropout
200

function

300

400

500

600

700

Ritter et al.
Tanh
ReLU

No
Yes
No
Yes

88.40 88.36 88.45 88.14 88.31 88.36
88.63 88.58 88.80 88.45 88.58 88.67
88.54 88.63 88.49 88.54 88.63 88.63
89.16 89.47 89.38 89.16 89.25 89.25
Gimpel et al.

Tanh
ReLU

No
Yes
No
Yes

88.78 88.92
89.50 89.48
88.82 88.72
90.46 90.48

88.86
89.48
88.74
90.38

88.92 89.01 88.94
89.42 89.63 89.46
88.78 88.86 88.86
90.27 90.44 90.40
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units for each LSTM. More hidden units caused overfitting on the validation set. While LSTM-based architectures can take into account
all words within a sentence, our single-layer CNN architecture only
uses surrounding context words.

The results are shown in Table 3.8. A CNN model with pretrained
word embeddings outperforms a CNN model without pretrained word
embeddings. The difference between a BiLSTM and CNN model is
much smaller but still substantial. There is an almost 1% absolute
difference on the Ritter et al. dataset and a 0.64% absolute difference on the Gimpel et al. dataset. In both cases, the differences are
significant (p < 0.05), with p = 0.041 and p = 0.017 on the Ritter
et al. dataset and Gimpel et al. data, respectively. Consequently,
while BiLSTMs have the advantage to be able to use the full sentence
as context information, it showed to be a disadvantage when only a
limited amount of training data is available. This hypothesis is also
supported by our experiments on CNN filter size, where a filter of size
three showed to perform better than a filter of size five. The latter
incorporates more context words an thus is more prone to overfitting.
Moreover, this result again suggests that there is no long-term dependency in the data for predicting a PoS tag, and thus BiLSTMs are
too complex for this task.

The best model performs much better than the initial implementations of Ritter et al. (2011) and Gimpel et al. (2011) on their respective dataset. Both heavily relied on feature engineering. Also, the
proposed model performs equally well as Derczynski et al. (2013)’s
method, which improved upon Ritter et al. (2011) by using and generating additional training data, among other enhancements. The
model of Owoputi et al. (2013) still performs better than our model on
both datasets. They use a mix of hand-engineered features and automatically inferred Brown clusters - a form of representation learning
(see Section 3.4.1). In contrast, our model only uses automatically
inferred word embeddings without using any kind of hand-crafted linguistic features.
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Table 3.8: Final evaluation of the best models on the test
sets. The word embeddings are trained using the Word2vec
algorithm.

Test set

Algorithm

Ritter et al. Gimpel et al.
Ritter et al. (2011)
Derczynski et al. (2013)
Gimpel et al. (2011)
Owoputi et al. (2013)

84.55
88.69
/
90.40

/
/
88.89
91.60

CNN - no word embeddings
BiLSTM - word embeddings
CNN - word embeddings

74.29
87.87
88.83

75.13
89.96
90.60

3.6

3.6.1

Character-level distributed word
representations
Introduction

A drawback of word embeddings is that they consider words as atomic
units and only use context to learn the representation of a word.
However, a lot of useful information is contained within the characters
of a word. For example, the words run, runs and running all have
the same root run which could be modeled as a single semantic unit
and the suffixes ∅, s and ning slightly change that meaning. These
suffixes are shared with other verbs and hence could be represented
as a unit of semantic meaning which changes the overall meaning of
a word. Currently, this is not taken into account.
Additionally, large corpora contain many rare words for which
either low-quality representations are learned or no representations
at all. Especially in the context of Twitter microposts where many
words are misspelled, abbreviated or replaced by slang words, it would
be useful to recognize parts of a word that can be used for properly
representing the full word.
In general, there are two ways to deal with character information:
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(1) words are split in single characters or (2) words are split in smaller
subword units, in which each subword consists of multiple characters.
In the first case, single characters are aggregated using a CNN (dos
Santos and Zadrozny, 2014; Kim et al., 2016) or BiLSTM (Ling et al.,
2015; Plank et al., 2016) in order to create a word-level representation
of a word. The advantage of this approach is that a single character is
the most basic text unit and that there are no constraints on the input
for the neural network. Moreover, spelling variations and mistakes can
be naturally modeled. In the second case, words are preprocessed in
order to split each word in meaningful subword units. Most work
focuses on using morphological information to split a word (Luong
et al., 2013; Botha and Blunsom, 2014; Qiu et al., 2014) and learn
word representations by composing a root representation and a couple
of affix representations. However, these approaches rely heavily on the
well-formedness of the input words and are prone to spelling mistakes.
For example, the state-of-the-art morphological segmentation model
Morfessor1 will split the words running and runnimg in a completely
different way:
• running: run + ning
• runnimg: run + n + im + g
The suffix of the misspelled word runnimg is split in smaller subword
units rather than one single subword nimg which coincides with the
morphological function of ning. An alternative splitting method that
does not rely on morphological information but on the frequency of
subword unit occurrence is Byte Pair Encoding (BPE). This method
showed to perform much better than splitting every word into bigrams
or morphemes in the context of machine translation (Sennrich et al.,
2016). More closely related to our use case, Vania and Lopez (2017)
compared single character representations, trigram representations,
BPE units and morpheme units for language modeling and found
out that trigram representations performed best across 10 different
languages, with single character and BPE units being close seconds,
but morpheme units performing much worse.
1

Results obtained with Polyglot 16.7.4.
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Consequently, single characters or fixed-length subwords as input
to a neural network classification task are simple but effective options
to model character information. The difference lies in the fact that
single characters do not contain any syntactic or semantic information
while subword units can.

3.6.2

FastText word embeddings

The idea behind FastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017) is that every word
can be modeled as a bag of character n-grams or subwords. Rather
than relying on another algorithm which properly splits a word into
a number of distinct units of meaning, all possible character n-grams
are considered up to a certain length. Typically, all character ngrams with lengths ranging from three to six are used. Consequently,
whenever a character is misspelled within a word, only a subset of
character n-grams is affected and the intact n-grams can still be used
for representing the meaning of the word.
For example, Table 3.9 shows a bag of character n-grams for the
word running.
Table 3.9: Example split of the word running into all possible
n-grams of lengths three to six. The characters ˆ and $ are
special characters that denote the start of the word and the end
of the word, respectively.

n-gram

all n-grams within running

3-gram ˆru, run, unn, nni, nin, ing, ng$
4-gram ˆrun, runn, unni, nnin, ning, ing$
5-gram ˆrunn, runni, unnin, nning, ning$
6-gram
ˆrunni, runnin, unning, nning$
The FastText algorithm is an extension of the Word2vec algoritm
which was used in the previous sections. Consequently, the architecture and training algorithm are the same, except for learning character
n-gram representations. These representations are essentially learned
by minimizing the distance between a word representation and the
sum of the representations of all character n-grams contained in another word. More formally, given a word wI and the set of n-grams
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Gw contained in that word for which each character n-gram is represented by a vector zg , and a context word wO represented by the
word representation vwO , then the similarity of the words wI and wO
is scored using the following equation:
scoref t (wI , wO ) =

X

T
vw
z
O g

(3.5)

g∈GwI

The scoring function of the standard Word2vec algorithm as defined in Eq 3.2 can be replaced with the above equation. Consequently,
these word representations will contain both context information and
character information.
During inference, when an Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV) word is encountered and no word representation is available, the word representation of that word can be calculated by summing all the character
n-gram representations of all character n-grams found in that word.
Consequently, rather than using a special single token for unknown
words, the true meaning can now be approximated by aggregating the
meaning of individual character n-grams for which a representation is
available in our vocabulary.

3.6.3

Experimental setup

To measure the effect of character-level distributed word representations, the same architecture as proposed in Section 3.3 is used and
evaluated on the task of PoS tagging. An identical setup as in the
previous section is used and only the Word2vec word embeddings are
replaced with FastText embeddings.
The Word2vec embeddings were trained on a dataset of 400 million
Twitter microposts. As explained in Section 3.4.3, mentions, numbers
and URLs were replaced with special tokens to reduce the number of
OOV words. However, in the case of FastText embeddings, a way
to model OOV words is available. Moreover, Word2vec word embeddings are unable to extract useful features from those words such as
@ in mentions or http:// in URLs because they only use the context
of a word. Hence, in the experiments, two different FastText word
embedding models were trained. One model which used the same
preprocessed corpus as used by the Word2vec embeddings and one
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model which used a corpus in which no token was replaced at all. In
other words, the latter corpus still contains all character information
as found in the original Twitter microposts. Those tokens are referred
to as special tokens in the next section.
For training the FastText word embeddings, the same optimal parameters found for the Word2vec word embeddings were used. That
is, the Skip-gram architecture with vector size 400 was used and the
model was trained using negative sampling, a subsampling rate of
0.001 a context window of one. All other default parameters are identical for both software packages. The only difference is that a range
for the character n-grams needed to be set. Following Bojanowski
et al. (2017), character n-grams with n ranging from three to six were
used.
The neural network setup is identical as in the previous experiments and the best setup was used to evaluate the new embeddings.
That is, a single layer CNN with 300 filters of size three and ReLU activation functions. Dropout (p = 0.5) was again applied to regularize
the model.

3.6.4

Experiments

The results of our experiments with FastText embeddings can be
found in Table 3.10. Overall, FastText embeddings perform better than Word2vec embeddings on both datasets. However, while
Word2vec embeddings benefit from using special tokens, they harm
the performance of the FastText embeddings. Indeed, special tokens
were introduced for avoiding too many OOV words when training
Word2Vec embeddings. More specifically, mentions and URLs can
easily be identified with a regular expression but are considered less
frequent words for which learning an embedding is quite cumbersome.
However, when training FastText embeddings, character information
is also available which makes it possible to just learn the character
patterns for identifying mentions and URLs. Moreover, numbers were
also replaced by special tokens, but numbers can be part of multiple
PoS tags which makes it beneficial to not replace them with a special token. For example, the numbers ‘2’ and ‘4’ are often used as a
replacement for the words ‘to/too’ and ‘for’, respectively.
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Table 3.10: Evaluation of the two types of word embeddings,
namely Word2vec embeddings and FastText embeddings, for
the task of PoS tagging. All values are accuracies (%).

Embedding type

Ritter et al. Gimpel et al.
Valid Test Valid Test

Word2vec word embeddings 88.45 88.00 88.78
+ special tokens
89.47 88.83 90.48
FastText word embeddings 90.41 90.53 91.37
+ special tokens
90.14 89.48 91.16

88.74
90.60
91.74
91.12

The main advantages of using character-level word representations
are that OOV words are avoided and that word representations of
In-Vocabulary (InV) words can be improved by accessing character
information. Therefore, the prediction results on the validation sets
of both datasets can be split in two groups, namely InV words and
OOV words. The validation set of Ritter et al. contains 127 OOV
tokens out of 2242 tokens and the validation set of Gimpel et al.
contains 190 OOV tokens out of 4821 tokens. An overview of the
break-down of the predictions can be found in Table 3.11. While
there is a small decrease in accuracy for InV words when changing
from Word2vec embeddings to FastText embeddings, there is a large
increase in accuracy for OOV words. Moreover, when applying a
McNemar significance test (p < 0.05), a strong significant difference
is found in the OOV predictions of both datasets, with p = 5e−6
and p = 8e−8 for the Ritter et al. and Gimpel et al. datasets,
respectively. No significant difference is found for the InV words with
p = 0.74 and p = 0.76 for the Ritter et al. and Gimpel et al. datasets,
respectively. Therefore, it is concluded that there is no difference
in using Word2vec and FastText embeddings for InV words but that
FastText embeddings mainly help improving predicting PoS tags for
OOV words.
Finally, the results for FastText embeddings can be compared with
all other systems. An overview can be found in Table 3.12. While
using Word2vec embeddings already yielded better results than a
number of other approaches, it did not perform better than Owoputi
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Table 3.11: Evaluation of two types of word embeddings with
respect to out-of-vocabulary words, namely Word2vec embeddings and FastText embeddings, for the task of PoS tagging.
All values are accuracies (%).

Dataset

Ritter et al.

Gimpel et al.

Word type

Word embedding
Word2vec FastText

OOV
InV
All

59.06
91.30
89.47

78.74
91.11
90.41

OOV
InV
All

39.47
92.57
90.48

64.74
92.46
91.37

et al. (2013) yet. However, by using FastText embeddings which incorporate character-level information, the performance of Owoputi
et al. (2013) is matched. When applying a McNemar significance test
(p < 0.05), no significant difference could be found between the predictions of our CNN+FastText embedding model and Owoputi et al.
(2013)’s approach, with p = 0.93 and p = 0.41 for the Ritter et al.
and Gimpel et al. datasets, respectively.
By taking care of the OOV words through using FastText embeddings, the proposed method is able to match the performance
of Owoputi et al. (2013)’s method, which is currently the state-ofart method for PoS tagging of Twitter microposts. In contrast to
their approach which uses a.o. hand-crafted features and gazetteers,
the proposed method only contains FastText word embeddings and a
CNN, and obtains similar performance.

3.7

Named entity recognition

The method proposed in this chapter, has the advantage that it can
be easily deployed for a different task without much additional effort.
Therefore, in this section, the proposed method is evaluated in the
context of NER in Twitter microposts.
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Table 3.12: Overview of the best PoS tagging models and their
performance. All values are accuracies (%).

Test set

Algorithm

Ritter et al. Gimpel et al.
Ritter et al. (2011)
Derczynski et al. (2013)
Gimpel et al. (2011)
Owoputi et al. (2013)

84.55
88.69
/
90.40

/
/
88.89
91.60

CNN - no word embeddings
CNN - Word2vec embeddings
CNN - FastText embeddings

74.29
88.83
90.53

75.13
90.60
91.74

NER is the task of finding and identifying Named Entities (NEs).
As introduced in Section 3.1, a NE is anything that can be referred to
with a proper name (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009). The most common
NEs are locations, organizations and persons. The exact definition is
often dependent on the task at hand. NER systems are part of many
information retrieval systems. For example when a question answering system receives the question "What’s the capital of Belgium?",
"Belgium" needs to be identified as a NE of type location in order to
be able to do a database look-up and return an answer.
Similar as with PoS tagging, the majority of NER systems are
developed for news articles and rely heavily on feature engineering.
These systems provide good performance at a high engineering cost
and need a lot of annotated training data (Nadeau and Sekine, 2007).
Applying those systems to Twitter microposts causes a big drop in
performance. For example, Liu et al. (2011) report a F1 score of 45.8%
when applying the Stanford NER tagger to Twitter microposts, while
the same system achieves F1 scores of up to 86.9% on news article
data (Finkel et al., 2005) (see Section 3.1 and Section 3.2 for more
details).
As part of a broader shared task (Baldwin et al., 2015), a dataset
of Twitter microposts with annotated NEs was made available. In this
section, a model is trained to recognize NEs in Twitter microposts and
classify them as one of the following ten types: company, facility, ge-
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Tags
O
O
O O B-sportsteam
O
O
Words Cant wait for the
ravens
game tomorrow
Tags
O O B-person I-person O
Words .... go
ray
rice
!!!!!!!
Table 3.13: Micropost annotated with IOB tags.

olocation, music artist, movie, person, product, sports team, tv show
and other entities. To that end, the same architecture was used as
presented in Section 3.3 and only the labeled PoS data was replaced
with labeled NER data. Additionally, a recent extension is investigated which integrates Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) (Lafferty
et al., 2001) into neural networks.
An example of an annotated Twitter micropost is shown in Figure 3.13. The goal is to identify two NEs of which one NE consists
out of two separate words. To be able to label the NEs, IOB tags were
used. That is, each word within the micropost is either labeled with
I(nside), O(outside) or B(egin). The first word within a NE will get
a B-tag and all following words within that NE will be tagged with
an I-tag. All other words are tagged with an O-tag. Additionally, the
type is attached to B and I tags, resulting in 21 different tags.

3.7.1

Models

Three different models are considered. The first model follows the
exact same architecture and setup as used for PoS tagging. However,
because NEs can be composed of multiple words, two extensions are
introduced that take this into account. The first model uses a set of
rules to fix mistakes while the second model explicitly models the interaction between per-word tag predictions and thus multi-word NEs,
using CRFs.

3.7.1.1

Base architecture

The base architecture is exactly the same as the best architecture
found for PoS tagging. That is, a CNN with 300 filters of size three
and a ReLU activation function. The input is either word embeddings
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that do not use character information (i.e., Word2vec embeddings) or
word embeddings that do use character information (i.e., FastText
embeddings).

3.7.1.2

Postprocessing

Different from PoS tags, NEs can consist of multiple words, also known
as multi-word expressions. In order to correctly identify a NE, all
words of that NE should be found. A straightforward way to correct
incomplete and inconsistent NEs is to define a set of heuristic rules
that change the predicted tags. In general, two big prediction mistakes
were observed the base model made. The first mistake was that often
a B-tag was missing at the beginning of the NE and the second mistake
concerned mixed types within one single NE.
Consequently, two postprocessing rules were defined that changed
the tags of the words according to the following two heuristic rules:
• If the NE does not start with a word that has a B(egin)-tag, the
word before the word with the I(nside)-tag is selected and the
O(utside)-tag is replaced with a B-tag and the type of the I-tag
is copied.
• If the individual words of a NE have different types, the most
frequently occurring type is selected. If it is a tie, the type of
the last word within the NE is selected.

3.7.1.3

Conditional random fields

While postprocessing the output will probably improve the result, this
step is applied after a model was trained and hence these rules are not
enforced during training. Indeed, the architecture used in this chapter
predicts labels for words by taking into account the context of those
words. However, it does not take into account the labels predicted for
the context words.
A traditional approach to tackle this, is to use (linear-chain) CRFs
(Lafferty et al., 2001). Given a sentence containing n words w1 , . . . , wn ,
the goal is to jointly predict all n tags t1 , . . . , tn :
P r(t1 , . . . , tm |w1 , . . . , wn ).

(3.6)
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In contrast, when using a CNN with filter size three, tag ti for word
wi is only predicted based on the context of wi :
P r(ti |wi−1 , wi , wi+1 ).

(3.7)

However, the output of the CNN can be used as input to the CRF.
This was first done in the context of NER with BiLSTMs and CRFs
(Huang et al., 2015; Lample et al., 2016), but the same equations can
easily be adapted to CNNs and CRFs.
Let X be the input matrix defined as:
X = (x1 , . . . , xn )

(3.8)

in which xi is the input vector representation corresponding to word
wi , and let y be a vector representing the corresponding predictions
for X:
y = (y1 , . . . , yn ),
(3.9)
then a scoring function s(X, y) can be defined which provides a score
for the sequence y, given X, as follows:
s(X, y) =

n
X

Ayi ,yi+1 +

n
X

Pi,yi ,

(3.10)

i=1

i=0

in which A is called the transition matrix and P the prediction matrix
of the CNN model. The prediction matrix P is a n × k matrix with
k being the total number of possible tags and Pi,j the score the CNN
model outputs for word wi and tag tj . The transition matrix A is of
size (k + 2) × (k + 2) and scores the transition from tag ti to tj . Two
additional special tags are added, namely a start tag and an end tag
at the beginning and at the end of the sentence, respectively.
Finally, the probability of a sequence of tags y given the input
sequence X is defined as:
es(X,y)
.
s(X,ỹ)
ỹ∈YX e

P r(y|X) = P

(3.11)

with YX being all possible tag sequences.
During training, the log probability log(P r(y|X)) is maximized.
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During inference, the Viterbi algorithm is used to select the sequence
y ∗ that maximizes the score:
y ∗ = argmax s(X, ỹ)

(3.12)

ỹ∈YX

It should be clear that by introducing a transition matrix which
scores transitions between consecutive tags, the model explicitly takes
into account the neighboring tags and hence can learn to avoid inconsistent labelling of multi-word expressions.

3.7.2

Dataset

The train, validation and test set consist of 2394, 420 and 1000 microposts, respectively, containing 1496, 272 and 661 NEs each. The
train set consists of the full dataset introduced in Ritter et al. (2011),
while the validation and test set were collected more recently (Baldwin et al., 2015) and consequently are more different from the train
set.
For inferring the word representations, the same 400 million micropost dataset as described in Section 3.4 is used again and the same
preprocessing is applied.

3.7.3

Experimental setup

For the word embeddings, the same hyperparameters were used as
determined for PoS tagging. Consequently, the vector size of the
word embeddings is 400. For the CNN, the same architecture as
for PoS tagging was used. The neural network is optimized using
Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with mini-batches of size 20. Dropout
(p = 0.5) regularization is again applied to the CNN filters. This
training procedure is identical to the procedure for PoS tagging (see
Section 3.5). The best model was selected based on the F1 score on
the validation set. Micro F1 averages are reported.
A baseline system (Baldwin et al., 2015) was provided together
with the dataset. It consisted of a CRF model which used a set of
manually defined features, namely contextual features, orthographic
features and gazetteers generated from the Freebase knowledge base
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Table 3.14: Evaluation of the three different models for detecting named entities without type information. For reporting,
all F1 scores are multiplied with 100.

Model

F1
Validation

Test

Baseline

52.63

49.88

CNN
CNN + postprocessing
CNN + CRF

57.39
57.04
66.04

58.33
59.91
63.03

(Bollacker et al., 2008).

3.7.4

Experiments

The overall results of our evaluation can be found in Table 3.14 and
Table 3.15, for NER without and with type information, respectively.
In both cases, Word2Vec word embeddings were used which worked
best (see below). Both with and without type information, all CNNbased algorithms perform better than the baseline. Postprocessing
slightly improves the F1 score on the test set but the biggest gain is
obtained by jointly training the CNN and CRF.
A detailed break-down per type for the best model (CNN+CRF)
can be found in Table 3.16. Overall, 532 NEs were detected, of which
291 were correctly detected, resulting in an overall precision of 54.7%.
The test set contains 661 NEs, resulting in an overall recall of 44.02%.
The best F1 scores are obtained for the types geo-loc and person, while
no tvshow-typed NEs could be correctly detected.
In the following paragraphs, a more in-depth analysis is made of
(1) the influence of the word representations and (2) the influence of
the neural network architecture on the F1 score.
Influence of the word embeddings In this chapter, two different word representations are considered: Word2Vec and FastText
embeddings. While the latter uses character information, the former does not. Both word embeddings were evaluated as part of a
CNN+CRF architecture with filter size three. Additionally, the same

Table 3.15: Evaluation of the three different models for detecting named entities with type information. For reporting, all
F1 scores are multiplied with 100.

Model

F1
Validation

Test

Baseline

34.29

31.97

CNN
CNN + postprocessing
CNN + CRF

46.15
47.27
54.11

44.72
45.55
48.78

Table 3.16: Break-down of the results on the test set for the
CNN + CRF model. The test set contains 661 NEs. Our system
detected 532 NEs, of which 291 NEs were correctly identified.
For reporting, all precision, recall, and F1 scores are multiplied
with 100.

Type

Precision Recall

F1

#Entities

company
facility
geo-loc
movie
musicartist
other
person
product
sportsteam
tvshow

46.15
36.36
56.29
57.14
66.67
40.68
63.82
17.65
64.71
0.00

30.77
31.58
73.28
26.67
4.88
18.18
74.27
8.11
31.43
0.00

36.92
33.8
63.67
36.36
9.09
25.13
68.65
11.11
42.31
0

26
33
151
7
3
59
199
17
34
3

Total

54.70

44.02

48.78

532
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Table 3.17: Evaluation of the word embeddings used as an
input to a CNN+CRF architecture with filter size three, for
detecting named entities with type information. For reporting,
all F1 scores are multiplied with 100.

Model

F1
Validation

Test

Baseline

34.29

31.97

No word embeddings
Word2Vec embeddings
FastText embeddings

17.48
54.11
50.2

17.56
48.78
46.75

architecture was evaluated without pretrained word embeddings. The
results of this evaluation can be found in Table 3.17. In contrast to
PoS tagging, using FastText embeddings results in lower validation
and test set F1 scores, namely 50.2 and 46.45, respectively, than using Word2Vec embeddings. While character information in the word
embeddings showed to be an advantage for PoS tagging, it is a disadvantage for NER. A reason for this could be the fact that in PoS
tagging, a lot of PoS tags can be determined based on the characters
the word contains, while for NEs, the context is a better indicator.
Moreover, in NEs, the first character is often capitalized, but on Twitter, capitalization is less consistently applied.
Influence of the model architecture While a CNN with filter
size three was optimal in the context of PoS tagging, there is no
guarantee that this is the same for NER. Moreover, one may wonder
if a CNN+CRF architecture is too advanced for the task of NER.
Therefore, four different variants of the CNN+CRF architecture were
evaluated for three different input sizes: (1) simple logistic regression,
(2) CNN, (3) CRF without CNN, and (4) CNN+CRF. The input
to each of the four architectural variants was either a single word
representation, a window of three word representations or a window
of five word representations. Additionally, a single layer BiLSTM and
BiLSTM+CRF architecture was also evaluated. To that end, a grid
search was performed on the hidden state size from 25 to 250 hidden
states for each LSTM with steps of 25. The best model had a hidden
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state size of 200 for each LSTM.
The results of these experiments can be found in Table 3.18. A
simple logistic regression model with input size one already yields similar results as the baseline. A logistic regression model with input size
three yielded the best result of all logistic regression-based models.
For all four architectural variants, input size three seemed to be the
optimal input window. The CNN performed better than the CRF,
but joining both components in a single architecture (CNN+CRF)
worked best. Consequently, the architecture which was designed for
PoS tagging showed to be the most optimal for NER too, with the addition of a CRF to further improve the F1 score. Adding additional
layers did not yield improvements. Similar as with PoS tagging, a
BiLSTM-based architecture performed worse than a CNN-based architecture. This is probably due to the fact that architectures with a
wider context window are prone to overfitting on long-range contextual cues.

3.7.5

Discussion

While neural network-based models are currently the dominating and
state-of-the-art models for PoS tagging and NER, this was not the case
at the time of the dataset release (Baldwin et al., 2015). Especially,
the setup in which only a small set of annotated data is available
made many people resort to more traditional techniques such as using
linguistically-inspired hand-crafted features or using typed gazetteers
to look up candidate entities. The CNN + postprocessing model as
described before, was used to participate in the NER shared task of
the 2015 Workshop on Noisy User-generated Text.
An overview of all submitted systems can be found in Table 3.19.
Compared to the other systems, our system was the only one that
did not use PoS-tagging features, orthographic features, gazetteers
or Brown clusters and solely relied on word embeddings. Although
Brown clusters are a type of word representation (see Section 3.4.1),
they are quite established and were introduced in the nineties (Brown
et al., 1992). Apart from the winning system ousia, all other systems
relied on CRF variants to predict the NE labels based on the input
features while our system was the only one to rely on neural networks.

Table 3.18: Evaluation of the different neural network architectures for detecting named entities with type information. All
architectures use the Word2Vec word embeddings as input. For
reporting, all F1 scores are multiplied with 100.

Model

Size input

Baseline

F1
Validation

Test

34.29

31.97

Logistic Regression
Logistic Regression
Logistic Regression

1
3
5

37.92
41.90
39.84

32.57
36.33
34.15

CNN
CNN
CNN

1
3
5

42.57
46.15
44.91

36.12
44.72
39.66

CRF
CRF
CRF

1
3
5

43.04
45.00
42.18

40.35
40.18
40.37

CNN + CRF
CNN + CRF
CNN + CRF

1
3
5

47.93
54.11
49.16

43.90
48.78
46.75

BiLSTM
BiLSTM + CRF

1
1

45.09
44.83

40.99
42.67
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The winning system ousia took a different approach by considering all
possible phrases as candidates and linking those to a knowledge base,
rather than considering this as a sequence tagging task. Note that
the system USFD (Derczynski et al., 2015) is of the same authors as
the PoS tagging model (Derczynski et al., 2013).
Our submission, consisting of a CNN with postprocessing, yielded
a final F1 score of 43.75 which resulted in a fourth place just below the
system nrc which obtained a F1 score of 44.74. However, the reimplementation of this system as presented in this dissertation yields a F1
score of 45.55 which would have resulted in a third place.2 Finally,
joining a CNN and CRF into one model yields a F1 score of 48.78
which would have strengthened that third place. Similarly to the conclusion for PoS tagging, our system is able to obtain state-of-the-art
results without using any kind of traditional feature engineering, only
using automatically inferred word embeddings as input to a neural
network model.
The majority of the models used in the next year’s edition of this
shared task switched to neural network-based models (Strauss et al.,
2016), with the winners of the 2016 (Limsopatham and Collier, 2016)
and 2017 (Aguilar et al., 2017) editions using the Word2vec word
embeddings as presented in this chapter. Moreover, in the 2017 edition (Derczynski et al., 2017), the dataset also contained text obtained from other noisy sources, namely Reddit, YouTube and StackExchange. The main difference between the approaches of the 2016
and 2017 winners and our method was the usage of a BiLSTM at the
word-level and additional character-level features which were learned
using a CNN.

3.8

Conclusions

Traditionally, NLP approaches for PoS tagging and NER heavily relied
on manual feature engineering. The advantage of such an approach
is that one can introduce a lot of linguistic (expert) knowledge into
the model, independent of the size of the labeled dataset, which is
2

This difference was mainly due to early stopping based on F1 scores (reimplementation), rather than on accuracy (original).

Table 3.19: Overview of the features and machine learning techniques the different participants used in the 2015
NER shared task of the Workshop on Noisy User-generated Text. Table adapted from Baldwin et al. (2015). For
reporting, all F1 scores are multiplied with 100. Results are reported for NER with type information.

F1

Gazetteers

ML

Orthographic

51.4

Word
embedding

POS

X

X
X
/
X

Word2vec

CRF

56.41

Brown
clustering

Model name
X

/
/
X
X

X

Word2vec &
GloVe

Entity linking &
random forest

43.75

31.97

/
X
/
X
X

X

X

GloVe

CNN

45.55

CRF

X
X
X
X

/

X

/

Word2vec

CNN

48.78

/

/

X

X

/

Word2vec

CNN + CRF

/

Baseline

/

X

/

/

Word2vec

16.47
37.21
39.84
42.46

lattice
Hallym
iitp
USFD

X

/

/

/

/
Correlation a.
/
/

nrc

/

/

/

44.74

NLANGP

/

/

CRF
CRF
CRF
CRF
Semi-Markov
CRF

ousia

/

CNN + postproc. (2015)
CNN + postproc. (this
dissertation)
CNN + CRF (this
dissertation)
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especially useful if not a lot of labeled data is available. However,
a disadvantage of this approach is that one needs to redefine those
features every time the task or domain changes, which requires a lot
of expert knowledge and is labor intensive. In particular, for the
emerging domain of social media microposts where the text is more
noisy and less structured than for news articles, few methods and
labeled datasets are available.
Therefore, an approach was proposed in which features are automatically learned and provided as input to a simple convolutional
neural network. For each word, a word representation was automatically be learned as feature representation. First, it was investigated
which are the most determining parameters for learning good word
representations using the Word2vec algorithm and found that the default parameters are not the best parameters for the use cases of
interest. Increasing the size of the word representation, using a Skipgram architecture and decreasing the context window all improved
the accuracy of the PoS tagging model on the Ritter et al. (2011)
dataset, over the default parameters. Next, the CNN model was
improved by replacing the tanh activation functions by ReLUs and
training with dropout, showing that the CNN model performed significantly better than a BiLSTM model and outperformed a number
of state-of-the-art approaches (Ritter et al., 2011; Gimpel et al., 2011;
Derczynski et al., 2013) for PoS tagging which mainly follow a traditional approach with many manually designed features. However,
this approach did not take into account character-level information.
Therefore, the Word2vec word embeddings were replaced with more
recent FastText word embeddings which also learn character n-gram
representations and use those to compose word embeddings. Using
only these newer word embeddings and a CNN, an equally good result was obtained as the current best model (Owoputi et al., 2013) on
both Twitter micropost PoS tagging datasets.
To investigate the generality of the proposed approach, it was also
evaluated for NER in Twitter microposts. The exact same setup was
considered as for PoS tagging and two extensions were introduced
that take into account the multi-word nature of NEs: a rule-based
approach which postprocesses the tags and an integrated CNN + CRF
approach. Both extensions improved the F1 score for NER, with the
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CNN+CRF approach being the best one. Similar to PoS tagging,
the proposed approach outperformed many approaches that only used
hand-engineered features, such as orthographic features, PoS tags or
gazetteers.

This chapter was based on the following publications:
• Godin, F., Vandersmissen, B., De Neve, W., and Van de Walle,
R. (2015). Named entity recognition for Twitter microposts using distributed word representations. Workshop on Noisy Usergenerated Text at ACL.
• Godin, F., Vandersmissen, B., Jalalvand, A., De Neve, W., and
Van de Walle, R. (2014). Alleviating manual feature engineering for part-of-speech tagging of Twitter microposts using distributed word representations. Workshop on Modern Machine
Learning and Natural Language Processing at NIPS.
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Densely connected
recurrent neural networks
A major problem in neural networks that are trained using gradientbased methods is that they are prone to vanishing gradients. In this
chapter, the concept of densely connected recurrent neural network
layers for language modeling is introduced, as a way to avoid vanishing
gradients and to use different levels of representation as input to other
layers. The proposed architecture is evaluated on the PTB language
modeling task, on which similar perplexity scores are obtained with six
times fewer parameters compared to a standard stacked 2-layer LSTM
model trained with dropout (Zaremba et al., 2014). Moverover, in contrast to the current usage of skip connections, densely connecting only
a few stacked layers with skip connections already yields significant
perplexity reductions.

4.1

Introduction

Language modeling is a key task in Natural Language Processing
(NLP), lying at the root of many NLP applications such as syntactic parsing (Ling et al., 2015), machine translation (Sutskever et al.,
2014), and speech processing (Irie et al., 2016).
In Mikolov et al. (2010), recurrent neural networks were first introduced for language modeling. Since then, a number of improvements
have been proposed. Zaremba et al. (2014) used a stack of two Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) layers trained with dropout applied on
the outputs of every layer, while Gal and Ghahramani (2016) and Inan
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et al. (2017) further improved the perplexity score using variational
dropout (Gal and Ghahramani, 2016). Other improvements are more
specific to language modeling, such as adding an extra memory component (Merity et al., 2017) or tying the input and output embeddings
(Press and Wolf, 2016; Inan et al., 2017).
To be able to train larger stacks of LSTM layers, typically four
layers or more (Wu et al., 2016), skip or residual connections are
needed. Skip connections and residual connections both bypass one
or more neural network layers by adding a direct connection between
the output of a lower layer and the input of a higher layer, without
applying the transformations of the intermediate layer(s). The difference between skip and residual connections relies in the way the
output of the lower layer is provided to the input of the higher layer
(see Section 4.4).
Wu et al. (2016) used residual connections to train a machine
translation model with eight LSTM layers, while Van Den Oord et al.
(2016) used both residual and skip connections to train a pixel recurrent neural network with twelve LSTM layers. In both cases, a
limited number of skip/residual connections was introduced to improve gradient flow. In contrast, Huang et al. (2017) showed that
densely connecting more than 50 convolutional layers substantially
improves the image classification accuracy over regular convolutional
and residual neural networks. Specifically, they introduced skip connections between every input and every output of every layer.
As a result, the above described research efforts motivated us to
densely connect all layers within a stacked LSTM model using skip
connections between every pair of layers. When every input of every
higher layer is connected with the output of every other lower layer,
we get a densely connected recurrent neural network. In contrast
with the current usage of skip connections, I demonstrate that skip
connections significantly improve performance when stacking only a
few layers. Moreover, I show that densely connected LSTMs need
fewer parameters than stacked LSTMs to achieve similar perplexity
scores in language modeling.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. First, the
task of language modeling and the vanishing gradient problem are
more formally introduced in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3, respectively.
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Next, the concept of densely connected RNNs and the difference with
vanilla stacked RNNs is explained in Section 4.4. In Section 4.5,
the experimental setup is introduced and the results are discussed
in Section 4.6. Finally, this chapter is concluded in Section 4.7.

4.2

Language modeling

A Language Model (LM) is a function, or an algorithm for learning
such a function, that captures the salient statistical characteristics
of sequences of words in a natural language. It typically allows one
to make probabilistic predictions of the next word, given preceding
words (Bengio, 2008). Hence, given a sequence of words [w1 , ..., wT ],
the goal is to estimate the following joint probability:
P r(w1 , ..., wT ) =

T
Y

P r(wt |wt−1 , ..., w1 ).

(4.1)

t=1

In practice, the negative log likelihood of a sequence of words is minimized:
Lneg (θ) = −

T
X

log(P r(wt |wt−1 , ..., w1 )).

(4.2)

t=1

Note that the above equations can be generalized to any kind of sequence. For example, another popular task is character-level language
modeling in which the next character is predicted, given all previous
characters (see Chapter 5 for an example). Moreover, word representations, which have been introduced in the previous chapter, find their
origin in language modeling. For example, the CBOW architecture is
trained by predicting the center word, given the surrounding words in
a sequence of words.
Finally, perplexity is used to evaluate the performance of the
model:


Lneg (θ)
P erplexity = exp
.
(4.3)
T
Perplexity is a metric to measure how well the probability distribution
predicts the next symbol, in our case a word, in a sequence.
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The vanishing gradient problem

One of the main reasons why training larger stacks (more than two
layers) of neural network layers becomes difficult is because of the vanishing gradient problem. Specifically, some activation functions used
in neural networks do not effectuate proper propagation of gradients
when using the gradient descent algorithm for updating the weights
of the neural network. In Chapter 2, the most important activation
functions in neural networks were introduced, namely sigmoid, tanh,
and ReLUs. The first two activation functions, which are mainly used
in RNNs, are especially prone to the vanishing gradient problem.
To explain the vanishing gradient problem, consider the following
simple neural network:
y = g(z) = g(wT x + b),

(4.4)

with g denoting an activation function, x an input vector, w a weight
vector, and b a bias.
From Eq. 2.26, it is known that a parameter wi of this neural
network is updated following the derivative of the objective function
J with respect to wi :
wi = wi − η

∂J(w; (x, y))
.
∂wi

(4.5)

Following the chain rule, the update value can be rewritten as:
∂J(w; (x, y))
∂J(w; (x, y)) ∂y ∂z
=
,
∂wi
∂y
∂z ∂wi
in which

∂y
∂z

(4.6)

is equal to the derivative of the activation function: g 0 (z).

A visualization of the derivatives of the three most important activation functions is given in Figure 4.1. While the derivative of the
ReLU activation function equals one when the input value is larger
than zero, the derivatives of tanh and sigmoid activation functions
are almost always smaller than one, with the derivative of the sigmoid activation function never being larger than 0.25. Consequently,
this means that the multiplication for calculating the update value
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in Eq. 4.6 always contains a factor which is smaller than one. When
stacking multiple layers containing sigmoid activation functions, this
is even more dominant. In the most optimistic scenario with z = 0 for
all three stacked layers that contain a sigmoid activation function, the
update value is multiplied with 0.253 = 0.015625 and thus diminished
with two orders of magnitude. In practice, this means that the update
value becomes almost zero when stacking multiple layers that contain
sigmoid activation functions or other activation functions for which
the derivative is almost always smaller than one. In other words, the
derivative or more generally, the gradient, vanishes when traveling
through multiple layers.
An activation function g(z) for which g 0 (z) becomes zero when
z → ∞ and z → −∞ is called a saturating activation function (Gulcehre et al., 2016). Both tanh and sigmoid activation functions are
saturating activation functions, while the ReLU activation function is
not. Generally speaking, saturating activation functions suffer from
the vanishing gradient problem when used in neural networks.
In this chapter, the proposed solution circumvents this problem
by adding skip connections that bypass layers containing sigmoid and
tanh activation functions. In the next chapter, an alternative activation function is proposed which suffers less from vanishing gradients. Although this newly proposed activation function is based on
the ReLU activation function, its properties are similar to the properties of the tanh activation function.

4.4

Methodology

LMs in which a RNN is used are called Recurrent Neural Network
Language Models (RNNLMs) (Mikolov et al., 2010). Although there
are many types of RNNs, the recurrent step in a RNN can formally
be written as:
ht = fθ (xt , ht−1 ),
(4.7)
in which xt and ht are the input and the hidden state at time step t,
respectively. The function fθ can be a simple RNN cell, a GRU cell,
a LSTM cell, or a variant thereof.

g 0 (x)
1

x
−4 −3 −2 −1

1

2

3

4

−1

(a) Derivative of sigmoid activation function
g 0 (x)
1

x
−4 −3 −2 −1

1

2

3

4

−1

(b) Derivative of tanh activation function
g 0 (x)
1

x
−4 −3 −2 −1

1

2

3

4

−1

(c) Derivative of ReLU activation function
Figure 4.1: Visualization of the first-order derivatives of three
commonly used activation functions.
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The final prediction P r(wt |wt−1 , ..w1 ) is done using a simple fully
connected layer with a softmax activation function:
yt = sof tmax(W ht + b).

4.4.1

(4.8)

Stacking multiple RNN layers

To further reduce the perplexity, it is common to stack multiple recurrent layers. To that end, the hidden state of a layer l is used as
an input for the next layer l + 1. Hence, the hidden state hl,t at time
step t of layer l is calculated as:
xl,t = hl−1,t ,

(4.9)

hl,t = fθl (xl,t , hl,t−1 ).

(4.10)

An example of a two-layer stacked recurrent neural network can be
found in Figure 4.2a.
However, stacking too many layers obstructs fluent backpropagation. As explained in Section 4.3, the gradient tends to disappear
when traveling through multiple consecutive layers that contain saturating activation functions. The most popular RNNs, such as simple
RNNs and LSTMs, contain sigmoid and tanh activation functions.
Therefore, skip connections or residual connections are often added
to bypass these saturating activation functions and improve gradient
flow during backpropagation. The latter type of connection is in most
cases a way to avoid increasing the size of the input of a certain layer
(i.e., the inputs are summed instead of concatenated).
A skip connection can be defined as:
xl,t = [hl−1,t ; hl−2,t ],

(4.11)

while a residual connection is defined as:
xl,t = hl−1,t + hl−2,t .

(4.12)

Here, xl,t is the input to the current layer as defined in Equation 4.10.
The term residual was introduced by He et al. (2016) in the context
of feed-forward, convolutional networks, where a layer was used to
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calculate a residue which was added to that same input, rather than
using a layer to calculate a complete transformation of the input. This
concept was mistakenly adopted for RNNs, in the sense that an RNN
is used to calculate the residue. However, an RNN layer l does not
only receive the input xl,t but also the hidden state hl,t−1 as input (see
Equation 4.10). Consequently, the value of the residue is influenced
by external factors and thus is not a real residue anymore and looses
its purpose.

4.4.2

Densely connecting multiple RNN layers

In analogy with DenseNets (Huang et al., 2017), a densely connected
set of layers has skip connections from every lower layer to every other
higher layer. Hence, the input to RNN layer l contains the hidden
states of all lower layers at the same time step t, including the output
of the embedding layer et :
xl,t = [hl−1,t ; ...; h1,t ; et ].

(4.13)

Due to the limited number of RNN layers, there is no need for
compression layers, as introduced for convolutional neural networks
(Huang et al., 2017).1 Moreover, allowing the final classification layer
to have direct access to the embedding layer showed to be an important advantage. Hence, the final classification layer is defined as:
yt = sof tmax(W [hL,t ; ...; h1,t ; et ] + b).

(4.14)

An example of a two-layer densely connected recurrent neural network
is illustrated in Figure 4.2b.

4.5

Experimental setup

The proposed architecture is evaluated on the PTB corpus (Marcus et al., 1993). The standard train, validation, and test splits are
adopted as described in Mikolov and Zweig (2012), containing 930k
1

Compression layers are just fully connected layers which result in a dimensionality reduction.
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h1,t
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(a) Stacked RNN

(b) Densely connected RNN

Figure 4.2: Example architecture for a model with two recurrent layers.
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training, 74k validation, and 82k test words. The vocabulary is limited to 10,000 words. Out-of-vocabulary words are replaced with an
UNK token.
The baseline is a stacked LSTM network, trained with regular
dropout as introduced by Zaremba et al. (2014). Both the stacked
and densely connected LSTM models consist of an embedding layer
followed by a variable number of LSTM layers and a single fully connected output layer. While Zaremba et al. (2014) only report results
for two stacked LSTM layers, a model with three stacked LSTM layers
is also evaluated, and models with two, three, four, and five densely
connected LSTM layers. The hidden state size of the densely connected LSTM layers is either 200 or 650. The size of the embedding
layer is always 200.
Standard dropout is applied on the output of every layer. A
dropout probability of 0.6 is used for models with size 200 and 0.75
for models with hidden state size 650 to avoid overfitting. These
values were determined using a grid search with steps of 0.05. In addition, models with Variational Dropout (VD) were implemented in
Inan et al. (2017). All weights are uniformly initialized in the interval
[-0.05;0.05]. Furthermore, a batch size of 20 and a sequence length of
35 is used during training. The weights were trained using standard
mini-batch SGD with the following learning rate scheme: training for
six epochs with a learning rate of one and then applying a decay factor of 0.95 every epoch. The norm of the gradient was constrained
to three. All models were trained for 100 epochs and the best one
was selected using early stopping. The evaluation metric reported is
perplexity as defined in Equation 4.3. The number of parameters reported is calculated as the sum of the total number of weights that
reside in every layer.
Because the choice of architecture and the number of parameters
can have an influence on the inference speed, the inference speed in
terms of words per second is also evaluated. For each setup, the speed
is measured during the calculation of the perplexity on the validation
set, which is evaluated with batch size one. Every experiment was run
five times after a first warm-up, and the average number of words per
second and standard deviation are reported. All experiments were
executed on a machine with a single NVIDIA Tesla K80 graphical
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card, CUDA 8.0 with CuDNN 5.1, Theano 0.8.2 (Theano Development Team, 2016) and Lasagne 0.2.1dev (Dieleman et al., 2015).
Note that, apart from the exact values of a number of hyperparameters, the experimental setup is identical to Zaremba et al. (2014).

4.6

Discussion

The results of the experiments are shown in Table 4.1. The first three
results, marked with stacked LSTM (Zaremba et al., 2014), follow the
setup of Zaremba et al. (2014), while the other results are obtained
following the setup described in the previous section.
The smallest densely connected model, which only uses two LSTM
layers and a hidden state size of 200, already reduces the perplexity
with 20%, compared to a two-layer stacked LSTM model with a hidden state size of 200. Moreover, increasing the hidden state size to 350
to match the number of parameters the two-layer densely connected
LSTM model contains, does not result in a similar perplexity. The
small densely connected model still realizes a 9% perplexity reduction
with an equal number of parameters.
When comparing to Zaremba et al. (2014), the smallest densely
connected model, which only uses two LSTM layers, outperforms the
stacked LSTM model with a hidden state size of 650. Moreover,
adding one additional layer is enough to obtain the same perplexity as the best model used in Zaremba et al. (2014) with a hidden
state size of 1500. However, the densely connected LSTM model only
uses 11M parameters while the stacked LSTM model needs six times
more parameters, namely 66M. Adding a fourth layer further reduces
the perplexity to 76.8.
Increasing the hidden state size is less beneficial compared to
adding an additional layer, in terms of the number of parameters
used. Moreover, a dropout probability of 0.75 was needed to reach
similar perplexity scores. Using variational dropout with a probability of 0.5 allowed to slightly improve the perplexity score, but did not
yield much better perplexity scores, as it does in the case of stacked
LSTMs (Inan et al., 2017).
In general, adding more parameters by increasing the hidden state

Densely Connected LSTM

Stacked LSTM

Stacked LSTM
Zaremba et al. (2014)2

Name

650
650

200
200
200
200

200
200
350

200
650
1500

Hidden
state
size

2
2

2
3
4
5

2
3
2

2
2
2

23M
23M

9M
11M
14M
17M

5M
5M
9M

5M
20M
66M

81.5
81.3

83.4
81.5
79.2
79.7

105
113
91.5

104.5
86.2
82.2

78.9
78.3

80.4
78.5
76.8
76.9

100.9
108.8
87.9

100.4
82.7
78.4

# Layers # Parameters Valid Test

1631 ± 7
1619 ± 9

2708 ± 8
1845 ± 13
1383 ± 2
1073 ± 2

2859 ± 21
1888 ± 2
2369 ± 6

2859 ± 21
1764 ± 7
944 ± 1

Inference
speed
(words/s)

Table 4.1: Evaluation of densely connected recurrent neural networks for the PTB language modeling task.

Densely Connected LSTM
Dens. Con. LSTM + Var. Dropout
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and by performing subsequent regularization did not improve the perplexity score. While regularization techniques such as variational
dropout help improving the flow of information through the layers,
densely connected models solve this by adding skip connections. Indeed, the higher LSTM layers and the final classification layer all
have direct access to the current input word and corresponding embedding. When simply stacking layers, this embedding information
needs to flow through all stacked layers. This poses the risk that embedding information will get lost. Increasing the hidden state size of
every layer improves the flow of information. By densely connecting
all layers, this issue is mitigated. Outputs of lower layers are directly
connected with higher layers, effectuating efficient information flow.
Comparison of inference speeds When looking at the difference
in inference speed, one can distinguish a trend in which adding more
layers results in slower inference speeds. However, when comparing
the largest stacked LSTM, equipped with two LSTM layers and a hidden state size of 1500, with a densely connected LSTM of three layers,
a similar perplexity is achieved but at different inference speeds. Indeed, the large stacked LSTM model is almost two times slower than
the densely connected model. Moreover, the largest densely connected
model is still 14% faster than the large stacked LSTM and achieves
better perplexity scores at the same time. Finally, one can make an
interesting observation when comparing the two-layer stacked LSTM,
equipped with a hidden state size of 350, with the two-layer densely
connected LSTM, equipped with a hidden state size of 200: both have
an equal number of parameters but the stacked LSTM is slower and
achieves worse perplexity scores than the densely connected LSTM.
Note that, in this comparison, only the simple case is considered
in which the batch size equals one. Other parallelization effects can
be observed when increasing the batch size. Given that finding the
optimal batch size is an optimization problem on its own, this is considered out of scope for this study.
2

There are no results reported in Zaremba et al. (2014) for a small network
with dropout. These are our own results, following the exact same setup as for the
medium-sized architecture. The inference speed values are determined with our
own implementation for all three setups.
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Comparison to other models In Table 4.2, a number of closely
related models are listed. A densely connected LSTM model with an
equal number of parameters outperforms a combination of RNN, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), and Kneser Ney (Mikolov and Zweig,
2012). Applying Variational Dropout (VD) (Inan et al., 2017) instead
of regular dropout (Zaremba et al., 2014) can further reduce the perplexity score of stacked LSTMs, but does not yield satisfactory results for the densely connected LSTMs. However, a densely connected
LSTM with four layers still outperforms a medium-sized VD-LSTM
while using fewer parameters. Inan et al. (2017) also tie the input and
output embedding together (cf. model VD-LSTM+REAL). This is,
however, not possible in densely connected recurrent neural networks,
given that the input and output embedding layer have different sizes.

4.7

Conclusions

In this chapter, it is demonstrated that, by simply adding skip connections between all layer pairs of a neural network, it is possible
to achieve similar perplexity scores as a large stacked LSTM model
(Zaremba et al., 2014), with six times fewer parameters for the task
of language modeling. Densely connecting all layers mitigates the
vanishing gradient problem and gives each higher layer access to the
output representation generated by the lower layers. The simplicity
of the skip connections allows them to act as an easy add-on for many
stacked recurrent neural network architectures, significantly reducing
the number of parameters. Increasing the size of the hidden states
and variational dropout did not yield better results over small hidden
states and regular dropout.

This chapter was based on the following publication:
• Godin, F., Dambre, J., and De Neve, W. (2017). Improving language modeling using densely connected recurrent neural
networks. Workshop on Representation Learning for NLP at
ACL

RNN Mikolov and Zweig (2012)
RNN+LDA+KN-5+Cache Mikolov and Zweig (2012)
Medium stacked LSTM Zaremba et al. (2014)
Densely Connected LSTM (small - 2 layers)
Char-CNN Kim et al. (2016)
Densely Connected LSTM (small - 3 layers)
Large stacked LSTM Zaremba et al. (2014)
Medium stacked VD-LSTM Inan et al. (2017)
Densely Connected LSTM (small - 4 layers)
Large stacked VD-LSTM Inan et al. (2017)
Large stacked VD-LSTM + REAL Inan et al. (2017)

Model
6M
9M
20M
9M
19M
11M
66M
20M
14M
66M
51M

124.7
92.0
82.7
80.4
78.9
78.5
78.4
77.7
76.8
72.5
68.5

# Parameters Perplexity test

Table 4.2: Comparison to other language models evaluated on the PTB corpus.
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A new activation function:
Dual rectified linear units
Based on the popular ReLU activation functions, a new type of activation function, called a Dual Rectified Linear Unit (DReLU) is introducted in this chapter. A DReLU, which comes with an unbounded
positive and negative image, can be used as a replacement for a tanh
activation function in the recurrent step of Quasi-Recurrent Neural
Networks (QRNNs) (Bradbury et al., 2017). Similar to ReLUs, DReLUs are less prone to the vanishing gradient problem, they are noise
robust, and they induce sparse activations. Therefore, they effectuate
training deeper recurrent neural networks without the need to use for
example skip or residual connections which are commonly used.
To evaluate this new type of activation function, DReLU-based
QRNNs, tanh-based QRNNs, and LSTMs are evaluated for word-level
and character-level language modeling. For the latter task, I show
that up to eight QRNN layers with DReLUs can be stacked, which
makes it possible to improve the current state-of-the-art in characterlevel language modeling over shallow architectures based on LSTMs.
Additionally, to compare with Bradbury et al. (2017), experiments on
sentiment classification of documents are executed as a third task.

5.1

Introduction

Rectified activation functions are widely used in modern neural networks. They are more commonly known as ReLUs (Rectified Linear
Units), which are essentially neurons with a rectified activation func-
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tion (Nair and Hinton, 2010). ReLUs are part of many successful
feed-forward neural network architectures such as ResNets (He et al.,
2016) and DenseNets (Huang et al., 2017), reaching state-of-the-art
results in visual recognition tasks. Compared to traditional activation functions such as sigmoid and tanh, ReLUs offer a number of
advantages: (1) they are simple and fast to execute, (2) they mitigate
the vanishing gradient problem, and (3) they induce sparseness. As a
result, ReLUs permit training neural networks with up to 1000 layers
(He et al., 2016).
However, due to their unboundedness, rectified activation functions have not experienced the same success in Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs), compared to the sigmoid and tanh activation functions. The recently introduced QRNN (Bradbury et al., 2017), a
hybrid recurrent/convolutional neural network, can partly solve this
issue by avoiding hidden-to-hidden matrix multiplications. However,
using a rectified activation function instead of a tanh activation function to calculate a new hidden state is still cumbersome. Indeed,
given that ReLUs only have a positive image, negative values cannot
be added to the hidden state, causing the hidden state to increase
monotonically when the input gate is active.
In this chapter, I present a new type of neural network component,
called a Dual Rectified Linear Unit (DReLU). Rather than having a
unit with a single activation function, DReLUs subtract the output
of two regular ReLUs, thus coming with both a positive and negative
image. Consequently, similar to ReLUs, DReLUs make it possible to
avoid vanishing gradients and to enforce sparseness. Moreover, similar to tanh units, DReLUs have a negative image. However, different
from tanh units, DReLUs can be exactly zero. Indeed, tanh units have
difficulties being exactly zero because a small shift at the input also
causes a shift at the output. This often leads to the introduction of
noise. As such, DReLUs exhibit properties of both ReLUs and tanh
units, thus making it possible for DReLUs to replace the functionality of neurons that make use of a tanh activation function, while at
the same time preventing the occurrence of vanishing gradients when
stacking multiple layers. Finally, I also introduce a variant based
on the recently introduced Exponential Linear Units (ELUs) (Clevert
et al., 2016), called Dual Exponential Linear Units (DELUs).

5.2 Advanced activation functions
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Given the interesting properties of QRNNs and their equally good
performance as LSTMs, DReLUs and DELUs are extensively evaluated as part of QRNNs on three different natural language processing
tasks: (1) word-level language modeling, (2) character-level language
modeling and (3) sentiment classification.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2
and Section 5.3, overviews on respectively related advanced activation
functions and the usage of ReLUs in RNNs are given. Next, a problem definition is given in Section 5.4. This is followed by Section 5.5,
in which QRNNs are introduced which are part of the solution. In
Section 5.6 and Section 5.7, the new activation functions, DReLUs
and DELUs, are proposed. In Section 5.8, the proposed solution is
computationally analyzed. In Section 5.9, the proposed solution is experimentally evaluated using three different benchmarks. The results
thereof are further discussed in Section 5.10. Finally, this chapter is
concluded in Section 5.11.

5.2

Advanced activation functions

Traditionally, tanh and sigmoid activation functions have been the
dominant activation functions in neural networks (see Section 2.1).
The first major shift was caused by the introduction of a Rectified
Linear Unit or ReLU by Nair and Hinton (2010). ReLUs are highly
popular in CNNs (Krizhevsky et al., 2012; He et al., 2016; Huang
et al., 2017), but are rarely used in RNNs (see Section 5.3 for an
overview).
A ReLU is a neuron or unit with a rectified linear activation function, where the latter is defined as follows:
fReL (x) = max(0, x).

(5.1)

One particular issue with ReLUs is that the image of the negative
domain of the ReLU is always zero. Therefore, the gradient will not
flow through that neuron during backpropagation. This led to the
introduction of Parametric ReLUs (He et al., 2015), which multiply
input values in the negative domain with a small value a, rather than
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setting it to zero. A Parametric ReLU is defined as follows:
fP ReL (x) = max(a ∗ x, x).

(5.2)

A popular simpler variant of the Parametric ReLU is the Leaky ReLU
(Maas et al., 2013), for which a is set to a very small value (e.g.,
a = 0.01). The idea is to mimic the behaviour of a normal ReLU as
close as possible, while at the same time allowing for some gradient
backpropagation.
A drawback of this non-saturating behavior in the negative domain
is that it can introduce noise, compared to standard ReLUs for which
the image is always exactly zero. More recently, Exponential Linear
Units (ELUs) (Clevert et al., 2016) showed significant improvements
over ReLUs. While ELUs sacrifice the simplicity of ReLUs, they have
a natural way of combating the bias shift and at the same time being noise robust. This bias shift in ReLUs is caused by the mean
activation value being different from zero. Therefore, on average, the
output of a layer with a ReLU activation function will be different
from zero. An effect which can accumulate and can cause instability
in a neural network. However, ELUs do not suffer from this bias shift.
An exponential linear activation function is defined as follows:

fEL (x) =


x


α (exp(x) − 1)

if

x>0

if

x60

(5.3)

with α > 0. The parameter α controls the saturation value of the
image for the negative domain.
The above mentioned activation functions are visualized in Figure 5.1.

5.3

ReLUs in RNNs

Despite the success of ReLUs in CNNs, ReLUs have not experienced
the same success in RNNs. Due to the application of a recurrent step
on a possibly infinite sequence, bounded activation functions such as
sigmoid or tanh are needed. Le et al. (2015) managed to train a

5.3 ReLUs in RNNs
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Figure 5.1: Visualization of four important activation functions.

simple RNN with a ReLU activation function by carefully initializing
the hidden state weight matrix with the identity matrix. Though
good results are obtained, they are still outperformed by LSTMs. In
general, ReLUs are used in feed-forward parts of neural networks,
rather than in recurrent parts (Collins et al., 2017).
Due to the variable length of text, RNNs are still the preferred
type of neural network for modeling sequences of words, and LSTMs
in particular (Schmidhuber, 2015). Among others, they obtain stateof-the-art results in language modeling (Inan et al., 2017), syntactic
tagging (Ling et al., 2015), and machine translation (Wu et al., 2016).
CNNs are less commonly used because they need large receptive fields
of fixed-input size to capture long-range dependencies. Only very recently, a number of hybrid approaches have emerged, also leveraging
CNNs. Kalchbrenner et al. (2016) used a fixed-size CNN to perform
character-level neural machine translation, obtaining state-of-the-art
results. Bradbury et al. (2017) introduced the concept of QRNNs.
The two main components of QRNNs are CNNs and an LSTM-based
simplified recurrent step. The simplified recurrent step allows for
modeling sequences of variable length without using a fixed-size window, while the combination with CNNs yields significant speed-ups.
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All current methods for modeling variable-length sequences still
rely on the tanh activation function. This activation function, however, causes gradients to vanish during backpropagation. ReLUs are
less prone to the vanishing gradient problem but are unbounded and
only have a positive image. Hence, they are less suited for RNNs. The
proposed concept of a DReLU leverages the strengths of both types
of units in order to train deeper models on variable-length sequences.

5.4

Motivation

RNNs are neural networks that contain cyclic connections. These
cyclic connections allow preserving history and are well suited for
modeling variable-length sequences. There exist many types of RNNs,
most notably simple RNNs and LSTMs.
In a simple RNN (Elman, 1990), the hidden state at time step t
is formally defined as follows:
ht = g(W ht−1 + U xt + b),

(5.4)

in which W and U are weight matrices and b is a bias vector. The
function g is the activation function, which is in practice a sigmoid or
tanh function. The functions sigmoid and tanh are bounded functions,
which implies that a real number M exists such that |g(x)| ≤ M for
all x in domain X. Both the activation functions sigmoid and tanh
are bounded by one. Consequently, all hidden states are also bounded
by one.
The recurrent step defined in Eq. 5.4 can be simplified to
ht = g(W ht−1 ),

(5.5)

ht = g(W g(W...g(W h0 ))).

(5.6)

then
If g is unbounded, such as the rectified activation function used by
ReLUs, then it becomes clear that the hidden state can grow exponentially large. Indeed, if the largest eigenvalue of the weight matrix
is larger than one, then the norm of the vector ht will continuously

5.5 Quasi-recurrent neural networks
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grow and eventually explode (Goodfellow et al., 2016).
The same holds true for LSTMs. Remember from Section 2.2.3.2
that an LSTM is defined as follows:
it , ft , ot = σ(U i,f,o ht−1 + W i,f,o xt + bi,f,o ),
c

c

(5.7)

c

c˜t = tanh(U ht−1 + W xt + b ),
ct = ct−1

ft + c˜t

ht = tanh(ct )

(5.8)

it ,
ot .

(5.9)
(5.10)

From these equations, it can be seen that both the current cell
state ct and the hidden state ht are dependent on the previous hidden
state ht−1 via matrix multiplications. Consequently, replacing the
tanh activation function with an unbounded activation function would
still be problematic, leading to a similar unbounded multiplication as
with simple RNNs.

5.5

Quasi-recurrent neural networks

QRNNs are hybrid neural networks inspired by LSTMs, bringing together the advantages of CNNs and LSTMs (Bradbury et al., 2017).
CNNs are fast and highly parallelizable while LSTMs are able to naturally model long-range dependencies. However, both simple RNNs
and LSTMs contain a slow recurrent step (cf. Eq. 5.4), which can only
be executed in sequence. Indeed, ht depends on ht−1 , which depends
in its turn on ht−2 , and so on, thus creating an execution bottleneck.
To reduce the computational effort needed for the recurrent step,
the hidden-to-hidden matrix multiplications of an LSTM were removed and a convolution of size k over the input x1:T was introduced.
Additionally, the input and forget gates were connected, yielding only
two gates, namely a forget gate ft and an output gate ot . More for-
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mally, a QRNN with fo-pooling is defined as follows:




xt−k+1
 . 
f,o
f,o 
ft , ot = σ(W  .. 
 + b ),

(5.11)

xt




xt−k+1
 . 
c
c
c̃t = tanh(W  .. 
 + b ),

(5.12)

xt
ct = ct−1

(1 − ft ),

ft + c˜t

ht = c t

ot ,

(5.13)
(5.14)

with W f , W o , W c ∈ Rm×(k∗n) , bf , bo , bc ∈ Rm , n the size of an
input vector xi , and m the output size. In practice, a CNN is used to
execute the same operation in a more efficient way. In that case, m is
the number of filters.
Consequently, the recurrent step is reduced to a simple gated
(weighted) sum, thus yielding faster execution. This opens up possibilities for incorporating unbounded activation functions such as rectified linear activation functions, given that the hidden state cannot
grow exponentially anymore.

5.6

Dual rectified linear units

As introduced in the previous section, QRNNs do not contain hiddento-hidden matrix multiplications anymore, thus avoiding hidden state
explosions when an unbounded activation function is used. However,
replacing the tanh function of the candidate cell state c˜t with a ReLU
(cf. Eq. 5.1 and Eq. 5.8) would limit the expressiveness of a cell state
update (cf. Eq. 5.13). Indeed, the values of the gates are bounded
between zero and one. If the activation function of the candidate
cell state c˜t is a ReLU, then the cell state can only be updated with
positive values. Consequently, this means that only values can be
added to the previous cell state ct−1 , but not subtracted. As a result,
the only way to lower the values of the hidden state is to set the gates
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to zero. The tanh function does not have this issue, given that its
image is bounded between minus one and one. Therefore, the cell
state can also be updated with negative values.
To be able to update the cell state with negative values and, at the
same time, use the unbounded rectified linear activation function, the
novel concept of a Dual Rectified Linear Unit (DReLU) is introduced:
rather than using a single ReLU, I propose to subtract two ReLUs.
The dual rectified linear activation function is a 2-D activation
function. In analogy with the rectified linear activation function, the
proposed activation function can be formally defined as follows:
fDReL (a, b) = max(0, a) − max(0, b)
or

fDReL (a, b) =




0





a


−b





a − b

if

a≤0

and

b≤0

if

a>0

and

b≤0

if

a≤0

and

b>0

if

a>0

and

b>0

(5.15)

(5.16)

in which a and b are scalar values. Consequently, a DReLU can either
update the hidden state with both positive and negative values, or it
cannot update the hidden state at all. The latter ability is difficult to
achieve solely with a tanh activation function. A 2-D projection of a
DReLU is shown in Figure 5.2, for a selected set of a and b values.
An important benefit of DReLUs over tanh activation functions is
the ability to be exactly zero. Indeed, sparseness allows efficient training of larger stacks of neural networks (Glorot et al., 2011) and makes
(D)ReLUs more noise-robust, compared to other related activation
functions (He et al., 2015).
The partial derivatives of the dual rectified linear activation function with respect to a and b are similar to the standard rectified linear
activation function:


∂fDReL 0
=

∂a
1

if

a≤0

if

a>0

(5.17)
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and


∂fDReL 0
=

∂b
−1

if

b≤0

if

b>0

(5.18)

Different from the sigmoid and tanh activation functions, DReLUs are
less prone to vanishing gradients, a property also shared with ReLUs.
When a ReLU or DReLU is active, the magnitude of the gradient
through the activation function is neither amplified nor diminished.
Additionally, rectified linear activation functions are fast to execute.
Finally, the calculation of the candidate cell state c̃t of a QRNN
can be replaced, which uses a tanh activation function (cf. Eq. 5.12),
with a DReLU:
















xt−k+1
xt−k+1

 . 


 . 

c
c
c
c2 
1 
1
2 

. 
. 
c̃t = max 
0, U  .  + b  − max 0, U  .  + b  .
xt

xt
(5.19)

5.7

Dual exponential linear units

ELUs have shown to perform better than ReLUs for image classification (Clevert et al., 2016). Indeed, the non-zero image of the negative
domain combats bias shift and speeds up learning. However, ELUs
introduce more complex calculations and their output cannot be exactly zero. In analogy with DReLUs, DELUs can be defined. A dual
exponential linear activation function can be formally expressed as
follows:
fDEL (a, b) = fEL (a) − fEL (b),
(5.20)
in which fEL is defined as in Equation 5.3. Note that although fEL
is only zero when the input is zero, fDEL saturates to zero when the
inputs a and b go to minus infinity. A 2-D projection of a DELU is
shown in Figure 5.3, for a selected set of a and b values.
The partial derivatives of fDEL (a, b) with respect to a and b are

2
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(b) Varying b while keeping a fixed
Figure 5.2: 2-D projection of the dual rectified linear activation
function fDReL (a, b).
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defined as follows:


∂fDEL α exp(a)
=

∂a
1

if

a≤0

if

a>0

(5.21)

and


∂fDEL −α exp(b)
=

∂b
−1

if

b≤0

if

b>0

(5.22)

In contrast with ReLUs and DReLUs, the gradient will still be
backpropagated when a or b reside in the negative domain, albeit
with a diminishing factor. Consequently, the backpropagation signal
can still flow and the mean activation can be pushed to the center, reducing bias shift and resulting in a more stable neural network
(Clevert et al., 2016). This is one of the main advantages of ELUs
and DELUs. Note though that the mean activations of both DReLUs
and DELUs are already naturally centered around zero because they
are constructed as a difference of identical activation functions.
A drawback of DELUs compared to DReLUs is the higher complexity of the exponential function. Additionally, negative and positive output values are not exclusively linked to the input values a or
b when using a DELU as compared to a DReLU. For example, when
using a DReLU, a negative value always means b is positive while this
is not the case for a DELU. As can be seen in Figure 5.3a, fDEL (a, b)
has a negative image even if b equals zero (dotted curve) or minus
one (dashed curve). In contrast, fDReL (a, b) does not have a negative
image when b is smaller than zero (cf. Figure 5.2a (dotted curve)).
These interactions can complicate the training of a model that uses
DELUs.

5.8

Computational analysis

A computational benefit of QRNNs over LSTMs is that they avoid
a heavy matrix multiplication in the recurrent step, which can only
be executed sequentially. However, QRNNs use a larger input than
LSTMs in each time step, with the input size determined by the size
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Figure 5.3: 2-D projection of the dual exponential linear activation function fDEL (a, b).
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of the convolution n. This raises the question which architecture is
computationally more expensive. Let I be the size of a single input
vector xt and let H be the size of the cell/hidden state ct /ht , then,
for an LSTM, the time complexity T is proportional to
TLST M = {4IH}parallel + {4H 2 + 3H}sequential

(5.23)

in each time step. For a QRNN with a tanh activation function, it is
proportional to
TQRN N −tanh = {3nIH}parallel + {3H}sequential

(5.24)

and for a QRNN with a DReLU or DELU, it is proportional to
TQRN N −DReLU = {4nIH}parallel + {3H}sequential .

(5.25)

Consequently, the number of operations a QRNN executes sequentially is negligible, while this is not the case for a LSTM. The additional operations involved in TQRN N −DReLU compared to TQRN N −tanh
are caused by the duality of the activation function (cf. Eq. 5.19). In
practice, an equal parameter budget for all architectures is used in
order to allow for a fair comparison. Consequently, TQRN N −tanh ≈
TQRN N −DReLU and the proportions of parallel and sequential computations are approximately equal too.

5.9

Experiments

The proposed DReLUs and DELUs are evaluated as part of a QRNN.
This is done for the task of language modeling, for which both wordlevel language modeling and character-level language modeling are
considered. The task of word-level language modeling was already
formally introduced in Section 4.2. While words and characters are
symbols of different granularity, the architecture stays the same and
the goal is to predict the next symbol in the sequence for each input
symbol.
Because Bradbury et al. (2017) also executed experiments on sentiment prediction for documents, results for QRNN-based architectures
with DReLUs and DELUs are also reported for this task. Note that
in this case the architecture is different from the general architecture
used in this dissertation, given that only a single label is predicted for
a sequence of words.

5.9 Experiments

5.9.1
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Word-level language modeling

The goal of word-level language modeling is to estimate the conditional probabilities P r(wt |w1 , ..., wt−1 ) by predicting the next word
wt , given all previous words [w1 , ..., wt−1 ].

5.9.1.1

Experimental setup

To properly evaluate the proposed units, they are compared with a
reimplementation of (1) Zaremba et al. (2014), which uses LSTMs,
and (2) Bradbury et al. (2017), which uses QRNNs. Both papers evaluate their proposed architecture on the PTB dataset (Marcus et al.,
1993) and use the same setup.
The exact setup of Bradbury et al. (2017) for training QRNNs with
DReLUs and DELUs is used, containing a two-layer stacked QRNN
with equally sized hidden units and embeddings, as well as a convolution with size two. For the QRNN with a tanh activation function,
the weights are uniformly initialized in the interval [−0.05; 0.05]. For
QRNNs with rectified activation functions, the weights are randomly
initialized, following a normal distribution N (0; 0.1). For DELUs, α
is set to 0.1. It was first verified that the same results as Bradbury
et al. (2017) for a tanh-based QRNN with 640 hidden units could be
obtained and then the number of hidden units was slightly increased
to 690 hidden units so that all experiments had the same budget of
20M parameters. Finally, the best model on the validation set was
selected and results on the test set are reported. All experiments in
this chapter were executed using Theano 0.8.2 (Theano Development
Team, 2016) and Lasagne 0.2.1dev (Dieleman et al., 2015) as neural
network libraries.

5.9.1.2

Experiments

The experimental results are shown in Table 5.1. In general, QRNNs
with DReLUs or DELUs outperform a QRNN with a tanh activation function applied in the candidate cell state c˜t . When comparing
with an LSTM, following the same setup as (Zaremba et al., 2014),
a medium-sized LSTM with 650 hidden units is outperformed by
QRNNs with DReLUs or DELUs.

Name

tanh
tanh

Activation
function

650
690

650
640

Hidden
state size

20M
20M

20M
20M

20M
18M

82.6
83.1

85.8
85.7

86.2
82.9

78.4
78.5

82.6
80.7

82.7
79.9

Table 5.1: Evaluation of different activation functions on the task of word-level language modeling of the PTB
corpus.

LSTM (Zaremba et al., 2014)
QRNN (Bradbury et al., 2017)

tanh
tanh

640
640

Test
perplexity

LSTM (our implementation)
QRNN (our implementation)

DReLU
DELU

#ParameValid
ters
perplexity

QRNN (our implementation)
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Table 5.2: Activation statistics of the cell states ct in a QRNN
for four different activation functions applied to the candidate
cell states c̃t . To account for near-zero results, I use an interval
of ] − 0.1; 0.1[. The statistics are calculated on the full test set.

Tanh

ReLU DReLU DELU

Nearly zero act. 10.02% 80.22%
Negative act.
45.28% 0.00%
Positive act.
44.70% 19.78%

53.90%
23.77%
22.33%

54.46%
23.32%
22.22%

To analyze the activation pattern the different activation functions
induce, the activation statistics of the cell states ct of a QRNN with
tanh units, DReLUs, and DELUs were calculated, and additionally a
QRNN with single ReLUs was trained. The latter network obtains a
perplexity score of 85.3 on the test set (not shown in Table 5.1), which
is roughly 7 perplexity points higher than a DReLU- or DELU-based
QRNN. Hence, ReLUs are inferior replacements for tanh-based units,
but DReLUs can successfully replace them and even outperform them.
The obtained activation statistics are depicted in Table 5.2. While
only 10.02% of the cell states ct is nearly zero when using a tanh activation function, 80.22% is nearly zero when using a ReLU and 53.9%
when using a DReLU. The non-zero cell states ct for both DReLU and
tanh activation functions are equally divided between positive and
negative values. Moreover, both QRNNs using ReLUs or DReLUs
are equally active in the positive domain. Consequently, DReLUs can
show similar behavior as tanh units but with the additional benefit of
being able to be exactly zero and induce sparse activations. DELUs
show similar behaviour as DReLUs. Sparse layer outputs allow for
information disentangling and variable-size representations in a sense
that only a subset of the representation contains non-zero activation
values and thus information (Glorot et al., 2011). This eventually
allows to train larger neural networks, in terms of both width and
depth.
In this section, it was shown that DReLUs and DELUs outperform tanh units and that both are suitable replacements. A single
ReLU, however, is an inferior replacement for a tanh activation function. Additionally, when using DReLUs or DELUs, the cell state ct
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becomes sparse, which is an important benefit when training large
neural networks.

5.9.2

Character-level language modeling

The second task is character-level language modeling. The goal is to
predict the next character in a sequence of characters. To that end,
up to eight QRNN layers are stacked, either using DReLUs or DELUs,
hereby comparing our results with the current state-of-the-art.

5.9.2.1

Experimental setup

For the character-level language modeling experiments, I experiment
with a small and large dataset. The small dataset is again the PTB
dataset (Marcus et al., 1993), which consists of roughly 6M characters, while the large dataset is the enwik8 /Hutter Prize dataset (Hutter, 2012), which contains 100M characters extracted from Wikipedia.
The latter dataset is challenging because it contains XML markup and
non-Latin characters. The same train/validation/test split as Mikolov
et al. (2012) are used for the PTB dataset, and the 90M/5M/5M
dataset split for the Hutter Prize dataset.
The neural network architecture consists of an embedding layer, a
number of LSTM/QRNN layers, and a final classification layer with a
softmax activation function. Embeddings of size 50 and hidden states
of approximately size 250, 500, and 1000 are used. The number of
QRNN layers is 2, 4, or 8. The width k of the convolution of the first
layer is always six, while it is two at the other layers. The weight
matrices are orthogonally initialized. The neural network is trained
using Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with learning rate 0.0003. Because HyperLSTMs (Ha et al., 2017) are currently a state-of-the-art
approach for character-level language modeling, their setup is closely
followed for the remaining hyperparameters. Therefore, a batch size
of 128 and a sequence length of 100 for the language modeling experiments on the PTB dataset was used. Due to memory constraints, the
same batch size of 128 was used for experiments on the Hutter Prize
dataset, but a sequence length of 200 was used instead of 250. The
QRNN models were regularized using dropout on the output of every
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layer (Zaremba et al., 2014), with a dropout probability of 0.15 for
models with hidden state size 250 and a dropout probability of 0.3
for models with hidden state size 500 and 1000. For the LSTM models, dropout probabilities of 0.3 and 0.4 were used for the models with
hidden state size 732 and 1094, respectively. Batch normalization was
applied in all LSTM/QRNN models (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015; Cooijmans et al., 2017). For each experiment, the dropout probability was
varied with steps of 0.05 and the best model was selected on the validation set. Results on the validation and test set are reported using
the Bits-Per-Character (BPC) metric.
Penn Treebank experiments In Table 5.3, the results of several
experiments on the PTB dataset are listed. In general, the BPC
score of tanh-based QRNNs is worse than the BPC score of DReLUor DELU-based QRNNs. DReLUs perform equally good as DELUs.
Doubling the number of QRNN layers from four to eight is more
parameter efficient than doubling the hidden state size from 250 units
to 500 units. The language modeling performance, however, is the
same. Furthermore, the LSTM model needs even more parameters to
obtain the same BPC score of 1.25. Adding more LSTM layers did not
improve the result. When using eight QRNN layers and 500 hidden
units, a BPC score of 1.21 was obtained, outperforming a two-layer
HyperLSTM (Ha et al., 2017) with a similar number of parameters,
a new state-of-the-art result on this dataset.
Hutter Prize experiments The Hutter Prize dataset experimental results are shown in Table 5.4. Two QRNN-based architectures
were trained that are identical, apart from the number of layers. Given
that DReLUs and DELUs gave similar results on the previous benchmarks, only DReLUs were considered. The model with four layers and
1000 hidden state units in each layer obtains a BPC score of 1.32 and
performs better than HyperLSTMs using a similar number of parameters (25.82M) and equally good as Hierarchical Multiscale LSTMs
(HM-LSTM) (Chung et al., 2017). When doubling the number of layers to eight, the BPC score is further reduced to 1.25 , outperforming
more complicated architectures such as ByteNet (Kalchbrenner et al.,
2016) and Recurrent Highway Networks (Zilly et al., 2016).

tanh
tanh

Activation
function

2
2
4
8

2
2

# Layers

500
500
250
250
500
250
500

732
1094
581
579

1000
1000

Hidden
state size

1.25
1.21
1.38
1.30
1.25
1.25
1.21

1.27
1.25
1.26
1.22

1.41
1.32
1.24
1.28
1.22

6.66M
14.69M
0.82M
1.83M
6.66M
3.85M
14.69M

6.66M
14.69M
6.66M
14.69M

12.26M
14.41M

Test BPC # Params

tanh
tanh
tanh
tanh

4
8
2
4
4
8
8

Table 5.3: Comparison of DReLUs and DELUs with other neural network architectures on the PTB test set.

Model name
HF-MRNN (Mikolov et al., 2012)
BatchNorm LSTM (Cooijmans et al., 2017)
LayerNorm HM-LSTM (Chung et al., 2017)
LSTM (Ha et al., 2017)
Layer Norm HyperLSTM (Ha et al., 2017)
LSTM (our implementation)
QRNN (our implementation)

QRNN (our implementation)

DELU
DELU
DReLU
DReLU
DReLU
DReLU
DReLU
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Table 5.4: Comparison of DReLUs with other neural network
architectures on the Hutter Prize test set.

Model name

Test BPC

Layer Norm LSTM (Ha et al., 2017)
Layer Norm HyperLSTM (Ha et al., 2017)
Layer Norm HM-LSTM (Chung et al., 2017)
ByteNet (Kalchbrenner et al., 2016)
Recurrent Highway Networks (Zilly et al., 2016)

1.40
1.34
1.32
1.31
1.27

QRNN (DReLU - 4 layers - 1000 units)
QRNN (DReLU - 8 layers - 1000 units)

1.32
1.25

5.9.3

Sentiment classification

Bradbury et al. (2017) considered an additional task, namely sentiment classification of movie reviews. This is a binary classification
task of documents with up to 2818 tokens. This task is not a wordlevel prediction task because a single label is predicted for each sentence and not for each word within the sentence. The goal is to compare the proposed DReLUs and DELUs as part of a QRNN with the
original tanh-based QRNN model and an LSTM. Whereas Bradbury
et al. (2017) only report results on densely connected architectures,
both stacked and densely connected architectures are investigated.
Note that the definition of densely connected LSTMs/QRNNs is different from the definition put forward in Chapter 4. More specifically,
I connect all outputs of all layers to the final classification layer while
Bradbury et al. (2017) do not do this. This made sense in the context
of language modeling because the final classification layer receives inputs from all layers, rather than only the last hidden layer. One could
argue that this is not necessary in the case of sentiment classification
where a single prediction is needed for the whole document.

5.9.3.1

Experimental setup

The exact same setup as Bradbury et al. (2017) is followed. All models are initialized with 300-D GloVe word embeddings (Pennington
et al., 2014) and four stacked or densely connected recurrent layers.
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To regularize, dropout (p = 0.3) is applied between every layer and
L2 regularization of 4 × 10−6 is used. As no initialization strategy was
specified, it was empirically found that using Glorot normal initialization yielded similar results as reported by Bradbury et al. (2017).
The IMDb movie review dataset (Maas et al., 2011) contains 25k
positive and 25k negative reviews equally divided in a set for training
and a set for testing. Because no exact validation set is specified,
the training set is split into five distinct validation sets, running every experiment five times with a different validation set. For each
experiment, the best model was selected using the validation set and
results on the test set are reported. While Bradbury et al. (2017) only
reported experiments with densely connected layers (Huang et al.,
2017), results for experiments without densely connected layers are
also reported. In this case, densely connecting all layers means adding
concatenative skip connections between every layer pair, except for the
final classification layer.

5.9.3.2

Experiments

The mean accuracy and standard deviation over five runs for stacked
and densely connected architectures are reported in Table 5.5 and
Table 5.6, respectively. In the standard stacked setup (Table 5.5),
it is observed that the difference between the LSTM, DReLU-based
QRNN, and DELU-based QRNN is small, but that the tanh-based
QRNN obtains a much lower accuracy score.
However, when looking at the results of the densely connected
counterparts in Table 5.6, the tanh-based densely connected QRNN
performs equally well as the other three architectures, regardless of
the activation function used. Indeed, skip connections are typically
used to avoid vanishing gradients. ReLU-based activation functions
are less prone to vanishing gradients than tanh activation functions,
favoring DReLUs over tanh activation functions in QRNNs. Similar
conclusions apply for DELUs. Hence, one could argue that densely
connecting all layers was a necessity for Bradbury et al. (2017) because
training a stack of four QRNNs with tanh activation functions is very
difficult due to the vanishing gradient problem.
The single best model was a DReLU-based QRNN with an accu-
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Table 5.5: Evaluation of QRNNs with either DReLU or DELU
activation functions, compared to LSTMs and QRNNs with
tanh activation functions on sentiment classification using a
standard stacked architecture. The (mean) accuracy and standard deviation is reported.

Name

Activation
function

Hidden
state
size

#Params

Accuracy

LSTM
QRNN

tanh
tanh

256
300

2.15M
2.17M

90.9 ± 0.2
90.5 ± 0.2

QRNN

DReLU
DELU

256
256

2.19M
2.19M

91.0 ± 0.2
91.0 ± 0.1

racy of 91.6%. However, a direct comparison with the experimental
results of Bradbury et al. (2017) is not meaningful because the validation set is unknown.
Additionally, when comparing the QRNN with an LSTM, a speedup of 2.5× and 2.1× is obtained, for a DReLU- and tanh-based QRNN
over an LSTM, respectively. Consequently, DReLU-based QRNNs obtain similar results as LSTMs at more than double the speed, without
deploying skip connections as needed by tanh-based QRNNs.

5.10

Discussion

In the above experiments, the performance of DReLUs and DELUs in
the context of QRNNs was evaluated, showing that they are a viable
alternative to units equipped with tanh activation functions. In all
tasks, the newly proposed units performed equally good or better than
QRNNs with tanh units and LSTMs in similar conditions, using the
same parameter budget.
The main benefit of using QRNNs over LSTMs is that they are
much faster to execute. Indeed, QRNNs are able to avoid the hiddento-hidden matrix multiplication, compared to LSTMs which can only
be executed in sequence (see Section 5.4).
The main advantage of using DReLUs and DELUs over tanh units
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Table 5.6: Evaluation of QRNNs with either DReLU or DELU
activation functions, compared to LSTMs and QRNNs with
tanh activation functions on sentiment classification using a
Densely Connected (DC) architecture. The (mean) accuracy
and standard deviation is reported.

Name

Activation
function

Hidden
state
size

#Params

Accuracy

Bradbury et al. (2017)
DC-LSTM
DC-QRNN

tanh
tanh

256
256

3.86M
4.21M

90.9
91.4

Our implementation
DC-LSTM
DC-QRNN

tanh
tanh

256
242

3.86M
3.85M

91.2 ± 0.2
91.1 ± 0.1

DC-QRNN

DReLU
DELU

200
200

3.84M
3.84M

91.2 ± 0.2
91.1 ± 0.2

is that they are much less prone to vanishing gradients. This was
demonstrated in the sentiment classification task in which Bradbury
et al. (2017) added skip connections between layers to avoid vanishing
gradients in a QRNN with tanh units, whereas a QRNN with DReLUs or DELUs did not need skip connections to obtain the same performance. Moreover, when using DReLUs or DELUs it is possible to
train much larger stacks of layers. This was for example demonstrated
in the character-level language modeling experiment where stacking
eight QRNN layers with DReLUs or DeLUs resulted in a new stateof-the-art result. An additional advantage of DReLUs and DELUs
is the ability to be exactly zero, which makes them noise robust and
sparse. DReLUs and DELUs perform very similarly, but DELUs are
more complex.
Most research efforts that try to improve the performance of RNNs
on sequence modeling tasks focus on novel architectures that circumvent the vanishing gradient problem. However, none of these efforts
tackle the root of the problem, namely the saturating activation functions. The only exception is Le et al. (2015), which tries to integrate
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ReLUs in simple RNNs by using a clever initialization strategy. However, the performance of their proposed model is still lower than that
of LSTMs. In contrast, our proposed DReLUs and DELUs as part of
QRNNs are able to match or even exceed the performance of LSTMs.

5.11

Conclusions

In this chapter, two new activation functions were introduced, namely
DReLUs and the exponential extension DELUs. It was demonstrated
that they are valid drop-in replacements for the tanh activation function in QRNNs. Similar to tanh units, DReLUs have both positive
and negative activations. In addition, DReLUs have several advantages over tanh units: (1) they do not decrease the magnitude of
gradients when active, (2) they can be exactly zero, making them
noise robust, and (3) they induce sparse output activations in each
layer. Consequently, DReLUs allow training larger stacks of QRNN
layers, while being part of the recurrent step at the same time.
DReLUs and DELUs were investigated in the context of two different language modeling tasks. First, it was demonstrated that DReLUs
and DELUs improve perplexity on the task of word-level language
modeling, compared to tanh activation functions, and that a single
ReLU is an inferior replacement. Second, a model was trained with
eight stacked DReLU- and DELU-based QRNN layers which obtained
state-of-the-art results for the task of character-level language modeling on two different datasets. Finally, both activation functions were
also evaluated in the context of sentiment classification. It was shown
that QRNNs equipped with DReLUs and DELUs do not need additional skip connections to perform better while tanh-based QRNNs
do.
Apart from Le et al. (2015), the approach presented in this chapter is one of the only approaches that is able to successfully merge
unbounded activation functions and recurrence in a single neural network model and achieve state-of-the-art results.
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This chapter was based on the following publication:
• Godin, F., Degrave, J., Dambre, J., and De Neve, W. (2018).
Dual Rectified Linear Units (DReLUs): A replacement for tanh
activation functions in quasi-recurrent neural networks. Pattern
Recognition Letters
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Explaining characteraware neural networks for
word-level prediction
In the previous chapters, the focus was on enhancing the input of
neural networks and on improving their internal functioning. In this
chapter, the focus is on understanding the output predictions based
on the input. In particular, the focus is on explaining the word-level
predictions character-aware neural networks make.
Character-level features are currently used by different algorithms
for neural network-based natural language processing. However, little is known about the character-level patterns those models learn.
Moreover, models are often compared only quantitatively, while a
qualitative analysis is missing. In this chapter, the character-level
patterns neural networks learn are investigated, and whether those
patterns coincide with manually defined word segmentations and annotations. To that end, the contextual decomposition (Murdoch et al.,
2018) technique is extended to CNNs, making it possible to compare
CNNs and BiLSTMs. These models are evaluated and compared for
the task of morphological tagging on three morphologically different
languages. It is shown that these models implicitly discover understandable linguistic rules.

6.1

Introduction

Character-level features are an essential part of many NLP tasks.
These features are for instance used for language modeling (Kim et al.,
2016), PoS tagging (Plank et al., 2016), and machine translation (Lu-
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ong and Manning, 2016). They are especially useful in the context
of PoS and morphological tagging, where for example the suffix -s
can easily differentiate plural words from singular words in English or
Spanish.
The use of character-level features is not new. Rule-based taggers were amongst the earliest systems that used character-level features/rules for grammatical tagging (Klein and Simmons, 1963). Later,
this evolved towards fixed lists of affixes as features (Ratnaparkhi,
1996; Toutanova et al., 2003). Subsequently, these features were used
by a tagging model, such as a rule-based model or a statistical model.
Rule-based taggers are transparent models that allow us to easily trace
back why the tagger made a certain decision (e.g., Brill (1994)). Similarly, statistical models are merely a weighted sum of features.
For example, Brill (1994)’s transformation-based error-driven tagger uses a set of templates to derive rules by fixing errors. The following rule template:
“Change the most-likely tag X to Y if the last (1,2,3,4) characters
of the word are x”,
resulted in the rule:
“Change the tag common noun to plural common noun if the
word has suffix -s”.
Subsequently, whenever the tagger makes a tagging mistake, it is
easy to trace back why this happened. Following the above rule, the
word mistress will mistakenly be tagged as a plural common noun
while it is actually a common noun.1
This is in stark contrast with the most recent generation of PoS
and morphological taggers which mainly rely on neural networks.
Words are split into individual characters and are in general either aggregated using a BiLSTM (Plank et al., 2016) or CNN (dos Santos and
Zadrozny, 2014). However, it is currently unknown which characterlevel patterns these neural network models learn and whether these
patterns coincide with our linguistic knowledge. Moreover, different
1

In Brill (1994), an additional rule encodes an exception to this rule to correctly
tag the word mistress.
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2.3
0
-2.3

Gender=Fem
Number=Plur

ˆ e c o n óm i c a s $
Figure 6.1: Individual character contributions of the Spanish
adjective económicas. The character a has the highest positive
(red) contribution for predicting the label Gender=Fem, and
the character s for predicting the label Number=Plur. This
coincides with our linguistic knowledge of Spanish. The special
characters ˆ and $ are respectively a start-of-word and an endof-word marker.

neural network architectures are currently only compared quantitatively and lack a qualitative analysis.
In this chapter, it is investigated which character patterns neural
networks learn and to what extent those patterns comprise any known
linguistic rules. Three morphologically different languages are considered: Finnish, Spanish, and Swedish. A Spanish example is shown
in Figure 6.1. By visualizing the contributions of each character, it
can be observed that the model indeed uses the suffix -s to correctly
predict that the word is plural.
The main contributions are as follows:
• It is shown how word-level tagging decisions can be traced back
to specific sets of characters and interactions between them.
• The contextual decomposition method (Murdoch et al., 2018) is
extended to CNNs.
• CNN and BiLSTM models are quantitatively compared in the
context of morphological tagging by performing an evaluation
on three manually segmented and morphologically annotated
corpora.
• It is shown that the studied neural models are able to implicitly
discover character patterns that coincide with the same rules
linguists use to indicate the morphological function of subword
segments.
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Literature overview

Neural network-based taggers currently outperform statistical taggers
in morphological tagging (Heigold et al., 2017) and part-of-speech
tagging (Plank et al., 2016) for a wide variety of languages. Characterlevel features form a crucial part of many of these systems. Generally,
two neural network architectures are considered for aggregating the
individual characters: a BiLSTM (Ling et al., 2015; Plank et al., 2016)
or a CNN (dos Santos and Zadrozny, 2014; Bjerva et al., 2016; Heigold
et al., 2017). These architectures outperform similar models that use
manually defined features (Ling et al., 2015; dos Santos and Zadrozny,
2014). However, it is still unclear which useful character-level features
they have learned. Architectures are compared quantitatively but lack
insight into learned patterns. Moreover, (Vania and Lopez, 2017)
showed in the context of language modeling that training a BiLSTM
on ground truth morphological features still yields better results than
eight other character-based neural network architectures. Hence, this
raises the question which patterns neural networks learn and whether
these patterns coincide with manually-defined linguistic rules.
While a number of interpretation techniques have been proposed
for images, where CNNs are mainly used (Springenberg et al., 2014;
Selvaraju et al., 2017; Shrikumar et al., 2017), these are generally
not applicable in the context of NLP, given the predominant usage
of LSTMs. Moreover, gradient-based techniques are not trustworthy
when strongly saturating activation functions such as tanh and sigmoid are used (e.g., Li et al. (2016a)). Hence, current interpretations
in NLP are limited to visualizing the magnitude of the LSTM hidden
states of each word (Linzen et al., 2016; Radford et al., 2017; Strobelt
et al., 2018), removing words (Li et al., 2016b; Kádár et al., 2017)
or changing words (Linzen et al., 2016) and measuring the impact,
or training surrogate tasks (Adi et al., 2017; Chrupała et al., 2017;
Belinkov et al., 2017). These techniques only provide limited local
interpretations and do not model fine-grained interactions of groups
of inputs or intermediate representations. In contrast, Murdoch et al.
(2018) recently introduced an LSTM interpretation technique called
Contextual Decomposition (CD), providing a solution to the afore-
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mentioned issues. Given this interpretation technique, an extension
for CNNs is introduced in this chapter, making it possible to compare
different neural network architectures within a single interpretation
framework.

6.3

Method

For visualizing the contributions of character sets, the recently introduced Contextual Decomposition (CD) framework is used, as originally developed for LSTMs (Murdoch et al., 2018), and extended to
CNNs in this chapter. First, the concept of CD is introduced, followed
by the extension for CNNs. For details on CD for LSTMs, the reader
is referred to the aforementioned paper. Finally, it is explained how
the CD of the final classification layer is done.
Throughout this section, a standard neural network architecture
is considered. First, a convolution is applied to the character embeddings of a single word, followed by a ReLU non-linearity. Next, the
outputs of this operation are aggregated using a max-pooling operation which results in a fixed-size word-level representation. Finally,
this representation is classified using a final classification layer.

6.3.1

Contextual decomposition

The idea behind CD is that, in the context of character-level decomposition, the output value of the network for a certain class can be
decomposed into two distinct groups of contributions: (1) contributions originating from a specific character or set of characters within
a word and (2) contributions originating from all the other characters
within the same word.
In Figure 6.2, a schematic overview of a standard machine learning
setup is shown in which the goal is to predict the morphological class
number for the Spanish adjective económicas by means of a neural
network. After training the neural network, CD can be applied to
quantify the contributions of the individual characters or sets of characters to the prediction of a particular class label. In Figure 6.1, the
specific decomposition of the word económicas in individual character
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Figure 6.2: Schematic overview of contextual decomposition
of word-level predictions into character-level contributions for
the Spanish adjective económicas and the morphological class
number. The special characters ˆ and $ are respectively a startof-word and an end-of-word marker.

contributions with respect to the class label number=plural is visualized. To calculate the contribution of, for example, the character s,
two groups of characters are created. The first group only contains
the character s and is called the group of relevant characters, whereas
the second group contains all the other characters and is called the
group of irrelevant characters (that is, ˆ, e, c, o, n, ó, m, i, c, a, $ ).
As such, the value y2 will be decomposed in two values originating
from contributions from those two groups of characters, based on the
corresponding character representations xi . To construct Figure 6.1,
this process is repeated for each individual character and only the
relevant contributions are visualized. Note that CD is not limited to
individual characters; for any group of characters, the contribution
can be calculated.
Up until now, only the relation between the input and the output
was discussed, and the neural network was considered a black box.
However, the same principles can be applied to every neural network
component and operation. More formally, each output value z of
any neural network component can be decomposed into a relevant
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γout

βout

zout

Neural Network Component

γin

βin

Figure 6.3: Visualization of the decomposition of the output
of a neural network component, based on the input.

contribution β and an irrelevant contribution γ:
z =β+γ

(6.1)

This decomposition is done based on how the input was split. This
is illustrated in Figure 6.3. The output zout of the neural network
component is decomposed into γout and βout , based on respectively
the inputs γin and βin . In the use case that is considered here, the
input contains the relevant and irrelevant contributions, based on the
initial split of characters in two groups. The goal is to calculate a
decomposition of the output of that neural network component, based
on that particular split. Next, this decomposed output is again given
as an input to the next neural network component. Note that the
idea of measuring contributions of inputs to outputs is not limited
to characters and classes. The same reasoning can be applied to the
contributions of individual neurons or different layers.
The CD of a particular neural network component is not dependent on any other component of the neural network. In order to
decompose an output, only an input split is needed. However, in order to decompose the output of a neural network, the CD equations of
every neural network component in the network needs to exist. While
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the CD of an LSTM layer was already introduced by Murdoch et al.
(2018), this was not done yet for CNN layers. Hence, CD of CNN
layers is introduced in the next section.

6.3.2

Decomposing CNN layers

A CNN typically consist of three components: the convolution itself,
an activation function, and an optional max-pooling operation. Each
component will be discussed in the next paragraphs. It is assumed
that the input to the convolution is a sequence of characters but the
same reasoning can be applied to other input types.

Decomposing the convolution Given a sequence of character
representations x1 , ..., xT ∈ Rd1 of length T , the convolution of size
n of a single filter over the sequence x1:T can be calculated by applying the following equation to each n-length subsequence {xt+i , i =
0, .., n − 1}, denoted as xt:t+n−1 :
zt =

n−1
X

Wi · xt+i + b,

(6.2)

i=0

with zt ∈ R, and with W ∈ Rd1 ×n and b ∈ R denoting the weight
matrix and bias of the convolutional filter, respectively. Furthermore,
Wi represents the i-th column of the weight matrix W .
When the contribution of a subset of characters needs to be calculated, where S is the set of corresponding character position indexes
and S ⊆ {1, ..., T }, the output of the filter zt should be decomposed
into three parts:
zt = βt + γt + b.
(6.3)
In particular, these three parts are as follows: (1) the relevant contribution βt originating from the selected subset of characters with
indexes S, (2) the irrelevant contribution γt originating from the remaining characters in the sequence, and (3) a bias which is deemed
neutral (Murdoch et al., 2018). This can be achieved by decomposing
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the convolution itself as follows:
βt =

n−1
X

Wi · xt+i

(t + i) ∈ S,

(6.4)

Wi · xt+i

(t + i) ∈
/ S.

(6.5)

i=0

γt =

n−1
X
i=0

Linearizing the activation function After applying a linear
transformation to the input, a non-linearity is typically applied. In
CNNs, the ReLU activation function is often used.
In Murdoch et al. (2018), a linearization method for the non-linear
activation function f is proposed, based on the differences of partial sums of all N components yi involved in the pre-activation sum
P
zt . In other words, the goal is to split fReLU (zt ) = fReLU ( N
i=1 yi )
into a sum of individual linearized contributions LfReLU (yi ), namely
PN
P
fReLU ( N
i=1 LfReLU (yi ). To that end, LfReLU (yk ), the lini=1 yi ) =
earized contribution of yk , is calculated as the average difference of
partial sums over all possible permutations π1 , ..., πMN of all N components yi involved:

Lf (yk ) =
−1

−1

πi (k)
πi (k)−1
MN
X
X
1 X
[f (
yπi (l) ) − f (
yπi (l) )]. (6.6)
MN i=1
l=1
l=1

Consequently, the output ct after the activation function can be
decomposed as follows:
ct =fReLU (zt )
=fReLU (βz,t + γz,t + b)

(6.7)
(6.8)

=LfReLU (βz,t )
+ [LfReLU (γz,t ) + LfReLU (b)]
=βc,t + γc,t

(6.9)
(6.10)

Following Murdoch et al. (2018), βc,t contains the contributions that
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can be directly attributed to the specific set of input indexes S. Hence,
the bias b is part of γc,t . Note that, while the decomposition in Eq. 6.10
is exact in terms of the total sum, the individual attribution to relevant
(βc,t ) and irrelevant (γc,t ) is an approximation, due to the linearization.
Below, the linearization of the ReLU activation function fReLU is
shown. Murdoch et al. (2018) restrict Eq. 6.6 by not using the bias
in the permutation but using it as a fixed value, because it showed
empirically to give the best result. This formulation is followed in
this chapter and the example below. Following Eq. 6.6, the different
components LfReLU (βz,t ), LfReLU (γz,t ) and LfReLU (b) are defined as
follows:
1
LfReLU (βz,t ) = ([fReLU (βz,t + γz,t + b) − fReLU (γz,t + b)]
2
+ [fReLU (βz,t + b) − fReLU (b)])
(6.11)
1
LfReLU (γz,t ) = ([fReLU (γz,t + βz,t + b) − fReLU (βz,t + b)]
2
+ [fReLU (γz,t + b) − fReLU (b)])
(6.12)
LfReLU (b) =fReLU (b)

(6.13)

Consequently, when replacing LfReLU (βz,t ), LfReLU (γz,t ) and LfReLU (b)
in Eq. 6.9 with the equations above, one can see that these values sum
up to fReLU (βz,t + γz,t + b), which is Eq. 6.8.

Max-pooling over time When applying a fixed-size convolution
over a variable-length sequence, the output is again of variable size.
Hence, a max-pooling operation is executed over the time dimension,
resulting in a fixed-size representation that is independent of the sequence length:
c = max(ct ).
(6.14)
t

Instead of applying a max operation over the βc,t and γc,t contributions
separately, the position t of the highest ct value is first determined and
the corresponding βc,t and γc,t values are propagated.
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Calculating the final contribution scores

The final layer is a classification layer, which is the same for a CNNor LSTM-based architecture. The probability pj of predicting class j
is defined as follows:
eWj ·x+bj
pj = PC
,
Wi ·x+bi
i=1 e

(6.15)

in which W ∈ Rd2 ×C is a weight matrix and Wi the i-th column,
x ∈ Rd2 the input, b ∈ Rd2 the bias vector and bi the i-th element, d2
the input vector size, and C the total number of classes.
The input x is either the output c of a CNN or h of an LSTM.
Consequently, x can be decomposed into β and γ contributions. In
practice, only the preactivation is considered and decomposed as follows:
Wj · x + bj = Wj · β + Wj · γ + bj .
(6.16)
Finally, the contribution of a set of characters with indexes S to the
final score of class j is equal to Wj · β. The latter score is used
throughout the remainder of this chapter for visualizing contributions
of sets of characters.

6.4

Experimental setup

Experiments on morphological tagging are executed in three different
languages: Finnish, Spanish, and Swedish. The dataset is described
in Section 6.4.1, whereas model and training details can be found in
Section 6.4.2.

6.4.1

Dataset

For the experiments, the Universal Dependencies 1.4 (UD) dataset
(Nivre et al., 2016) is used, which contains morphological features
for a large number of sentences. Additionally, manually annotated
character-level morphological segmentations and labels were acquired
for a subset of the test set for three morphological different languages:
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Finnish, Spanish, and Swedish.2
For each language, Silfverberg and Hulden (2017) selected the first
non-unique 300 words from the UD test set and manually segmented
each word according to the associated lemma and morphological features in the dataset. Whenever possible, they assigned each feature
to a specific subset of characters. For example, the Spanish word
"económicas" is segmented as follows:
• económic : lemma=económico
• a : gender=feminine
• s : number=plural
For the experiments, only word/feature pairs for which a feature can
be assigned to a specific subset of characters are considered. Hence,
the test set is filtered on those specific word/feature pairs. The above
example contains two such word/feature pairs. This resulted in 278,
340, and 137 word/feature pairs for Finnish, Spanish, and Swedish,
respectively. Using the same procedure, relevant feature classes were
selected, resulting in 12, 6, and 9 feature classes for Finnish, Spanish,
and Swedish, respectively. For each class, when a feature was not
available, an additional Not Applicable (NA) label was introduced. A
full overview of the feature classes for Finnish, Spanish, and Swedish
can be found in Table 6.1, Table 6.2, and Table 6.3, respectively.
All models are trained and validated on the full UD dataset for
which all duplicate words were filtered out. After that, the analysis
is performed on either the UD test set or the annotated subset of
manually segmented and annotated words. An overview can be found
in Table 6.4.

6.4.2

Model

Experiments with both a CNN and BiLSTM architecture for characterlevel modeling of words are executed.
At the input, every word is split into characters, subsequently
adding a start-of-word (ˆ) and an end-of-word ($) character. With
every character, a character embedding of size 50 is associated.
2

Dataset available online: http://github.com/mpsilfve/ud-segmenter/commit/
5959214d494cbc13e53e1b26650813ff950d2ee3

Table 6.1: Overview of classes used for Finnish.

Class type

Values

Number
PartForm
Case

NA Sing Plur
NA Past Pres Agt Neg
NA Ela Ine Ins Par Ill Com Nom All Acc Ade
Gen Ess Abl Tra Abe
Person
NA 1 2 3
Derivation
NA Ja Minen Sti Vs Tar Llinen Inen U Ttaa
Ttain Lainen Ton
Person[psor] NA 1 2 3
VerbForm
NA Inf Part Fin
Mood
NA Imp Cnd Pot Ind
Tense
NA Past Pres
Clitic
NA Pa,S Han Ko Pa Han,Pa Han,Ko Ko,S S Kin
Kaan Ka
Degree
NA Pos Cmp Sup
Voice
NA Pass Act

Table 6.2: Overview of classes used for Spanish.

Class type Values
Person
Mood
Tense
Gender
VerbForm
Number

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

123
Imp Ind Sub Cnd
Fut Imp Pres Past
Fem Masc
Inf Ger Part Fin
Sing Plur

Table 6.3: Overview of classes used for Swedish.

Class type Values
Gender
Degree
Number
Case
Poss
Voice
Tense
Definite
VerbForm

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Neut Masc Fem Com
Sup Cmp Pos
Sing Plur
Gen Nom Acc
Yes
Act Pass
Pres Past
Ind Def
Sup Part Inf Fin Stem

Table 6.4: Overview of the training, validation, and test set
used.

Finnish Spanish Swedish
Train words
Validation words
Test words

53547
2317
2246

62556
4984
956

16295
1731
3538

Annotated test pairs

278

340

137
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The CNN architecture is inspired by Kim et al. (2016). It consists
of a single CNN layer which contains a set of filters of varying width,
followed by a ReLU activation function and a max-over-time pooling operation. The same small-CNN parameter choices are adopted,
namely 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, and 150 convolutional filters of size 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, respectively. The output of this layer is a vector of
fixed length and is used to represent the word. To keep the architecture simple, no additional highway layer is added as was done by Kim
et al. (2016).3
For the character-level BiLSTM architecture, the variant of Plank
et al. (2016) is used. That is, a BiLSTM is run over all the characters
contained in a single word and the final forward and backward hidden
states are concatenated to represent that word. To obtain a similar
number of parameters as the CNN model, the hidden state size is set
to 100 units for each LSTM.
Finally, the word-level representation generated by either the CNN
or BiLSTM architecture is classified by a multinomial logistic regression layer. Each morphological class type has a different classification
layer. Note that the context is not taken into account in order to rule
out any influence originating from somewhere other than the characters of the word itself.

Training details For morphological tagging, a single model is
trained for all classes at once. The joint loss is minimized by summing the cross-entropy losses of each class. All weight matrices are orthogonally initialized, except for the character representations, which
are uniformly initialized ([−0.01; 0.01]). All models are trained using
Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with minibatches of size 20 and learning rate 0.001. No specific regularization is used. The final model is
selected based on early stopping on the validation set. All neural network experiments in this chapter were implemented in PyTorch 0.4.0
(Paszke et al., 2017).
3

A highway layer (Srivastava et al., 2015) can be seen as a residual connection
where the sum is replaced by a weighted sum. The weights are determined by an
additional layer with sigmoid activation function.
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100%

% correct

75%
Prediction
Syn. char attr.
GT char attr.

50%

25%

0%

1

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
Probability synthetic token (psyn )

Figure 6.4: Comparison of the contribution of the synthetic
(syn.) character versus the Ground Truth (GT) character for
the class t = 1. The prediction curve denotes the classification
accuracy for class t = 1, and consequently, the prediction curve
denotes the upper bound for the attributions (attr.).

Visualization details Throughout the remainder of this chapter,
a number of CD visualizations of words will be shown. As mentioned
in Section 6.3.3, the visualizations are made based on the final contribution scores. That is, the values the network outputs, just before
applying the final softmax activation function. Consequently, these
values are not normalized or clipped in any way and thus can vary
depending on the input and the particular CD.

6.5

Experiments

First, it is verified that the CD algorithm works correctly by executing
a controlled experiment. Next, the models are quantitatively and
qualitatively evaluated on the full test set.

6.5.1

Validation of contextual decomposition
for convolutional neural networks

To verify that the contextual decomposition of CNNs works correctly,
an experiment is devised in which a synthetic token is added to a word
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of a certain class, to test whether this token gets a high attribution
score with respect to that specific class.
Given a word w and a corresponding binary label t, a synthetic
character c is added to the beginning of word w with probability psyn
if that word belongs to the class t = 1 and with probability 1 − psyn
if that word belongs to the class t = 0. Consequently, if psyn = 1, the
model should predict the label with a 100% accuracy and attribute
this to the synthetic character c. When psyn = 0.5, the synthetic
character does not provide any additional information about the label
t, and c should have a small contribution.
Experimental setup A CNN model is trained on the Spanish
dataset and only uses words having the morphological label number. This label has two classes plur and sing, and those classes are
assigned to the binary labels zero and one, respectively. Furthermore,
a synthetic character is added to each word with probability psyn ,
varying psyn from 1 to 0.5 with steps of 0.1. 112 unique word/feature
pairs were selected from the test set with label sing or plur. While
plurality is marked by the suffix s, a variety of suffixes are used for
the singular form. Therefore, the focus is on the latter class (t = 1).
The corresponding suffix is called the Ground Truth (GT) character.
To measure the impact of psyn , a synthetic character is added to
each word of the class t = 1 and the contribution of each character
is calculated by using the CD algorithm. The experiment is run five
times with a different random seed and the average correct attribution is reported. The attribution is correct if the contribution of the
synthetic/GT character is the highest contribution of all character
contributions. Because there is no guarantee that the prediction will
be correct, the prediction accuracy is also reported.
Results The results of this experiment are depicted in Figure 6.4.
When psyn = 1, all words of the class t = 1 contain the synthetic character, and consequently, the accuracy for predicting t = 1 is indeed
100%. Moreover, the correct prediction is effectively attributed to the
synthetic character (‘syn. char attr.’ in Figure 6.4 at 100%), with the
GT character being deemed irrelevant. When the synthetic character
probability psyn is lowered, the synthetic character is less trustworthy
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Table 6.5: Average accuracy of all models trained on Finnish,
Spanish, and Swedish for the task of morphological feature prediction for all unique words in the full UD test set.

Finnish Spanish Swedish
Maj. Vote 82.20%
CNN
94.81%
BiLSTM 95.13%

72.39%
88.93%
89.33%

69.79%
90.09%
89.45%

and the GT character becomes more important (increasing ‘GT char
attr.’ in Figure 6.4). Finally, when psyn = 0.5, the synthetic character
is equally plausible in both classes. Hence, the contribution of the
synthetic character becomes irrelevant and the model attributes the
prediction to other characters.
Consequently, whenever there is a clear character-level pattern,
the model learns the pattern and the CD algorithm is able to accurately attribute it to the correct character.

6.5.2

Evaluation of character-level attribution

In this section, the goal is to measure and analyze (1) which characters contribute most to the final prediction of a certain label and
(2) whether those contributions coincide with our linguistic knowledge
about a language. To that end, a model is trained to predict morphological features, given a particular word. The model does not have
prior word segmentation information and thus needs to discover useful character patterns by itself. After training, the attribution scores
of each character pattern within a word are calculated with respect
to the correct feature class using CD, and it is evaluated whether this
coincides with the ground truth attribution.
Model CNN and BiLSTM models were trained on Finnish, Spanish, and Swedish. The average accuracies on the full test set are reported in Table 6.5. The results of the individual classes are shown in
Table 6.6, Table 6.7, and Table 6.8, for Finnish, Spanish, and Swedish,
respectively. As a reference for the ability of the trained models to
predict morphological feature classes, a naive baseline is provided,

Table 6.6: Per class accuracy on the Finnish test set.

Number
Maj. Vote
CNN
BiLSTM

64.42%
89.40%
89.67%

Verbform
Maj. Vote
CNN
BiLSTM

77.54%
93.05%
93.19%

Partform

Case

Person Derivation

Person
[psor]

94.33% 28.49% 89.17% 98.43% 96.05%
96.97% 87.00% 95.81% 99.07% 98.49%
97.86% 87.89% 95.77% 99.11% 99.29%

Mood

Tense

Clitic

Degree

Voice

87.77% 89.09% 98.49% 84.16% 78.49%
95.90% 96.17% 99.51% 92.70% 93.59%
96.13% 95.99% 99.51% 92.97% 94.12%

Table 6.7: Per class accuracy on the Spanish test set.

Person

Mood

Tense

Verbform

Number

75.49%
88.08%
89.02%

45.56%
84.41%
86.40%

Gender

Maj. Vote 85.26% 87.62% 85.99% 54.40%
CNN
91.84% 93.51% 91.11% 84.62%
BiLSTM 91.95% 93.41% 90.90% 84.31%

Table 6.8: Per class accuracy on the Swedish test set.

Gender Degree Number
Maj. Vote 46.64% 84.57%
CNN
86.18% 93.78%
BiLSTM 83.97% 94.26%

Voice

42.21%
79.45%
78.72%

Tense

Maj. Vote 83.99% 87.57%
CNN
94.60% 94.29%
BiLSTM 93.75% 93.84%

Case

Poss

62.73% 99.67%
87.79% 99.94%
86.04% 99.97%

Definite Verbform
41.54%
83.83%
83.86%

79.19%
90.98%
90.64%
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constructed from the majority vote for each feature type.
Overall, the neural models yield substantially higher average accuracies than the baseline and perform very similar. Consequently,
both the CNN and LSTM models learned useful character patterns
for predicting the correct morphological feature classes. Hence, this
raises the question whether these patterns coincide with our linguistic
knowledge.
Evaluation For each annotated word/feature pair, it is measured
whether the ground truth character sequence corresponds to the set
or sequence of characters with the same length within the considered
word that has the highest contribution for predicting the correct label
for that word.
Two setups are considered. In the first setup, only character sequences having a consecutive set of characters (denoted cons) are
compared with the ground truth sequence. In the second setup, any
set of characters (denoted all) is compared with the ground truth sequence. The contributions of each character set are ranked and top
one, two, and three scores are reported. Because start-of-word and
end-of-word characters are not annotated in the dataset, they are not
considered part of the candidate character sets.
Results The aggregated results for all classes and character sequence lengths are shown in Figure 6.5. In general, for almost all
models and setups, the contextual decomposition attribution coincides with the manually-defined segmentations for at least half of the
word/feature pairs. When only the top two consecutive sequences
(marked as cons) are considered, accuracies range from 76% up to
93% for all three languages. For Spanish and Swedish, the top two accuracies for character sets (marked as all) are still above 67%, despite
the large space of possible character sets, whereas all ground truth
patterns are consecutive sequences. While the accuracy for Finnish is
lower, the top two accuracy is still above 50%.
Examples for Finnish, Spanish, and Swedish are shown in Figure 6.6. For Finnish, the character with the highest contribution i
coincides with the ground truth character for the CNN model. This
is not the case for the BiLSTM model, which focuses on the character

Finnish

% correct

100%
75%
50%
CNN all
BiLSTM all
CNN cons
BiLSTM cons

25%
0

1

2
Top
Spanish

3

% correct

100%
75%
50%
CNN all
BiLSTM all
CNN cons
BiLSTM cons

25%
0

1

2
Top
Swedish

3

% correct

100%
75%
50%
CNN all
BiLSTM all
CNN cons
BiLSTM cons

25%
0

1

2
Top

3

Figure 6.5: Evaluation of the attributions of CNN and BiLSTM
models on the three different languages.

3.2
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$

(a) Example of Finnish. Word (verb): olivat (were), target class: Tense=Past
2.6
0
-2.6

CNN
BiLSTM
ˆ g r a t u i t a $
(b) Example of Spanish.
der=Fem.

5.5

N
N M
C ST
iL
B

ˆ
k
r
o
n
o
r
$

Word (adjective): gratuita (free), target: Gen-

0

-5.5

ˆ k r o n o r $
(c) Example of Swedish. Word (noun): kronor (Swedish valuta as in dollars),
target: Number=Plur.
Figure 6.6: Character-level contributions for predicting a particular class. Positive contributions are highlighted in red and
negative contributions in blue. The ground truth character sequence is highlighted in bold.
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v, even though the correct label is predicted. For Spanish, both models strongly focus on the ground truth character a for predicting the
feminine gender. For Swedish, the ground truth character sequence is
the suffix or which denotes plurality. Given that or consists of two
characters, all contributions of character sets of two characters are
visualized. As can be seen, the most important set of two characters
is {o,r} for the CNN model and {k,r} for the BiLSTM model.4 However, {o,r} is the second most important character set for the BiLSTM
model. Consequently, the BiLSTM model deemed the interaction between a root and suffix character more important than between two
suffix characters.

6.5.3

Analysis of learned patterns

In the previous section, it was shown that there is a strong relationship
between the manually defined morphological segmentation and the
patterns a neural network learns. However, there is still an accuracy
gap between the results obtained using consecutive sequences only and
results obtained using all possible character sets. Hence, this leads to
the question which patterns the neural network focuses on, other than
the manually defined patterns evaluated before. To that end, for each
of the three languages, a morphological class of interest is selected and
evaluated for all words in the full UD test set that were assigned to
that class. For each word for which the class was correctly predicted, it
is evaluated which character set had the highest positive contribution
towards predicting that class. This is done for character sets of length
one, two and three. The results can be found in Table 6.9.
Finnish In Finnish, adding the suffix i to a verb transforms it in the
past tense. The character s is sometimes added, resulting in the suffix
si. The latter is a frequently used bigram pattern by the CNN, but
less by the BiLSTM. The BiLSTM combines the suffix i with another
suffix vat that denotes third person plural in the character pattern
iv_t.
4

For both models, this is the last r in the word, the one of the suffix.
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Spanish While there is no single clear-cut rule for the Spanish gender, the suffix a in general denotes the feminine gender in adjectives.
However, there exist many nouns that are feminine, but that do not
have the suffix a. Teschner and Russell (1984) identify d and ión as
typical endings of feminine nouns, which our models identified too as
for example ad$ or ió/sió.
Swedish In Swedish, there exist four suffixes for creating a plural
form: or, ar, (e)r, and n. Both models identified the suffix or. However, similar to Finnish, multiple suffixes are merged. In Swedish,
the suffix na only occurs together with one of the first three plural
suffixes. Hence, both models correctly identified this pattern as an important pattern for predicting the class number=plural, rather than
the linguistically-defined pattern.

6.5.4

Interactions of learned patterns

In the previous section, the pattern a$ showed to be the most important pattern in 34% of the correctly-predicted feminine Spanish
words in the dataset. However, there exist many words that end with
the character a that are not feminine. For example, the third person
singular form of the verb gustar is gusta. Hence, this raises the question if the model will classify gusta wrongly as feminine or correctly
as NA. As an illustration of the applicability of CD for morphological
analysis, this case is studied in more detail in this section.
From the full UD test set, all words that end with the character
a and that do not belong to the class gender=feminine were selected.
Using the Spanish CNN model, the gender class for each word was
predicted and the words were divided into two groups: predicted as
feminine and predicted as not-feminine (NA or masculine). This resulted in 44 and 199 words. Next, for each word in both groups, both
the most positively and negatively contributing character sets were
calculated out of all possible character sets of any length within the
considered word, using the CD algorithm. The contribution scores in
both groups were compared using a Kruskal-Wallis significance test.
The full statistical analysis can be found in Appendix A.1.
While no significant (p < 0.05) difference could be found between

ui (12%), si (11%),
ti (11%), oi (9%)
as (23%), a$ (13%),
ad (7%), ia (5%)
a$ (34%), as (20%),
da (8%), ió (7%)

i (71%), t (8%), s
(6%), o (5%)
a (69%), i (16%), d
(6%), e (4%)
a (77%), ó (14%),
n (4%), d (3%)

CNN

CNN

BiLSTM

ti (13%), t_i (12%),
v_t (9%), ui (6%)

i (69%), t (22%), v
(4%), a (2%)

BiLSTM

ia$ (4%), ad$ (3%),
da$ (3%), ca$ (2%)
dad (5%), da$ (4%),
a_ió (4%), sió (2%)

tti (8%), iv_t (5%),
t__ti (3%), sti (3%)
a__ui (3%), tii
(3%), iv__$ (2%),
ui__t (2%)

Three characters

na (13%), a__r
n (25%), r (19%), a
iga (5%), rna (3%),
BiLSTM
(4%), or (3%), n__r
(14%), g (7%)
ner (1%), der (1%)
Swedish
(3%)
Numb=Plur
n (21%), a (18%), r rn (8%), na (5%), or rna (7%), arn (3%),
CNN
(15%), d (5%)
(4%), er (3%)
iga (2%), n_ar (2%)

Spanish
Gend=Fem

Finnish
Tense=Past

Two characters

One character

krafterna,
saker

kronor,
perioder

tolerancia,
ciudad
firmas,
precisión

tiesi, meidät

olivat,
näyttikään

Examples

Table 6.9: The most frequent character sets used by a model for predicting a specific class. The frequency of
occurrence is shown between brackets. An underscore denotes an unknown character.
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Figure 6.7: Visualization of the most positively and negatively
contributing character set for each class of the morphological
feature class gender for the Spanish verb gusta (likes).

the positive contributions of both groups (p=1.000), a borderline significant difference could be found between the negative contributions
of words predicted as feminine and words predicted as not-feminine
(p=0.070).
Consequently, the classification decision of the CNN model is based
on finding enough negative evidence to counteract the positive evidence found in the pattern a$, which CD was able to uncover.
A visualization of this interaction is shown in Figure 6.7 for the
word gusta. While the positive evidence is the strongest for the class
feminine, the model identifies the verb stem gust as negative evidence,
which ultimately leads to the correct final prediction NA.

6.6

Conclusions

While neural network-based models are part of many NLP systems,
little is understood on how they handle the input data. Therefore,
the goal of this chapter was to investigate how specific character sequences at the input of a neural network model contribute to wordlevel tagging decisions at the output, and if those contributions follow
linguistically interpretable rules.
First, an analysis and visualization technique to decompose the
output of CNN models into separate input contributions was presented, based on the principles outlined by Murdoch et al. (2018) for
LSTMs. Next, this technique was used to quantitatively and qualitatively compare the character-level patterns CNN and BiLSTM-based
models learned for the task of morphological tagging. It was shown for
a number of specific morphological features that these patterns gener-
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ally coincide with the morphological segments as defined by linguists,
but that sometimes other linguistically plausible patterns are learned
to predict the label. Finally, it was shown for the case of predicting
the feminine gender of a word that the CD algorithm for CNNs is
able to explain why the model made a wrong or correct prediction,
i.e. why it predicted or did not predict the morphological feature of
feminine gender in set of Spanish words.
By visualizing the contributions of each input unit or combinations
thereof, much can be learned on how a neural network handles the
input data, why it makes certain decisions, or even for debugging
neural network models.

This chapter was based on the following publication:
• Godin, F., Demuynck, K., Dambre, J., De Neve, W., and Demeester, T. (2018). Explaining character-aware neural networks
for word-level prediction: Do they discover linguistic rules? Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing (EMNLP)

7

Conclusions and future
perspectives
Having a natural conversation with a computer and not being able
to distinguish it from a human is one of the major goals of building
artificially intelligent agents (Turing, 1950). At its core, this means
there are NLP algorithms that are able to analyze, understand, and
generate text. Another core capability is to automatically learn from
examples. This dissertation situated itself at the crossroads of those
two capabilities, namely NLP and neural network-based ML. In the
next section, I will summarize the main conclusions of this dissertation, while in the last section, I will propose a number of future
research directions.

7.1

Research conclusions

The general framework considered in this dissertation consisted of
predicting a label for a word using a neural network-based modeling
technique. Four main word-level prediction tasks were considered:
(1) PoS tagging, (2) morphological tagging, (3) language modeling,
and (4) NER. Orthogonal to these tasks, three different aspects of
neural network-based modeling were considered: (1) techniques for
improving the input representation, (2) adaptations for optimizing
the internal workings of the neural network models themselves, and
(3) explaining the output of the model.
In Chapter 3, a semi-supervised approach for PoS tagging of words
and NER in Twitter microposts was proposed. Because Twitter mi-
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croposts are a relatively new type of data, not much labeled data
are available. Moreover, existing approaches mainly focused on news
article data and performed significantly worse on Twitter data. In contrast to these traditional techniques which focused on manual feature
engineering and which were the state-of-the-art at that point in time
time, our proposed solution did not require much domain knowledge
and is able to learn good features automatically. To learn word representations, two learning algorithms were considered, namely Word2vec
and FastText. Word2vec considers words as atomic units and only focuses on context words, while FastText also takes into account character n-grams contained within in a word. While using Word2vec
word representations yielded competitive results for PoS tagging, using FastText word representations matched the performance of the
best performing system for PoS tagging of micropost without using manual feature engineering. The performance difference between
Word2vec and FastText word representations could be attributed to
the following observation: FastText word representations can be generated for words that are not part of the vocabulary, while with
Word2vec representations, a special unknown token was used in that
case. Finally, the same approach was also applied for NER in Twitter
microposts. Similarly, this approach outperformed other approaches
that only relied on hand-engineered features. In this case, Word2vec
word representations yielded better results than FastText word representations.
In the next two chapters, the focus shifted to optimizing the internal workings of the neural network model.
In Chapter 4, a new architecture was proposed in the context
of language modeling. The idea was to densely connect all layers
in the neural network stack by adding skip connections between all
layer pairs within the neural network. By doing so, similar perplexity
scores could be obtained as the traditional stacked approach, but with
six times fewer parameters. One reason for that is that adding skip
connections avoids the need for gradients to pass through every layer,
thus mitigating the vanishing gradient problem. Another reason is
that every higher layer has direct access to the outputs of all lower
layers, thus making it possible to create more expressive inputs with
different time-scales.
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The vanishing gradient problem was also the motivation for proposing a new activation function in Chapter 5. While ReLU activation
functions are commonplace in CNNs, they are not used in RNNs, with
the latter still relying on bounded activation functions. However, in
contrast to ReLUs, these bounded functions are prone to vanishing
gradients. Therefore, a new activation function was proposed, called
DReLU, making it possible to replace units that make use of a tanh
activation function. Similar to tanh units, DReLUs have both positive
and negative activations. In addition, DReLUs have several advantages over tanh units: (1) they do not decrease the magnitude of
gradients when they are active, (2) they can be exactly zero, making
them noise robust, and (3) they induce sparse output activations in
each layer. Therefore, they effectuate training deeper recurrent neural networks without using for example skip or residual connections
which are commonly used. This new activation function was tested
as part of a QRNN, a specific type of RNN which avoids the heavy
matrix-to-matrix multiplications typically used in RNNs, and showed
to perform equally good or better than QRNNs using tanh units,
LSTMs, and other state-of-the-art methods for language modeling,
while at the same time being less computational intensive.

Finally, in Chapter 6, a new technique was introduced for explaining the output of a CNN based on the principles outlined for
contextual decomposition of LSTMs. CNN and BiLSTM models were
trained for morphological word tagging based on character-level inputs, targeting three morphologically different languages, and subsequently decomposed using contextual decomposition. It was shown
that the patterns learned by these models generally coincide with the
morphological segments as defined by linguists, but that sometimes
other linguistically plausible patterns are learned. Additionally, it was
shown that this technique is able to explain why the model made a
wrong or correct prediction, which implies that this technique could
potentially be used for understanding and debugging neural network
predictions.
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Future perspectives

Based on the major areas I have been working on, I picked three specific themes which I believe are worthwhile investigating and will gain
popularity in the next few years, namely (1) representation learning,
(2) meta-learning, and (3) interpretability. I will discuss each of them
in the remainder of this section.

Representation learning
Deep neural networks made it possible to learn state-of-the-art models from large amounts of data. However, for many tasks, only small
amounts of data are available. The idea of inferring general word
representations that can be used to improve many tasks was the focus of Chapter 3. However, these word representations are actually
stand-alone word representations. Better is to have in-context word
representations or even phrase representations. This is the idea of
the latest generation of word representations which were proposed
concurrently by a number of research groups in 2018 (Howard and
Ruder, 2018; Peters et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018). The underlying
principle is always the same. A language model is trained on a large
corpus using a neural network, containing a number of skip or residual
connections, very similar to the setup used in Chapter 4. Next, this
network is further fine-tuned for a specific task. However, rather than
using a single word representation, the final classification layer uses
a hierarchy of representations for making the final task-specific prediction. Although the representation paradigm shifted from a word
representation vector to a hierarchy of word representations or word
representation network, the same learning paradigm is still used: train
a network to predict the next word in a sentence based on the history
of seen words. The hope is that this objective is sufficient for learning
the underlying language structure, but is it? The only way we are able
to verify whether this representation works better is by evaluating it
on extrinsic tasks such as NER. We do not have an understanding of
the patterns contained in those representations and what each level
in the hierarchy is encoding, nor are we able to control what they are
learning. It is more a game of trial and error.
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A first potential research direction is to mix diverse unsupervised
and supervised objectives, such that we are in control of the type of
patterns we are encoding, rather than using a two-step approach of
unsupervised and supervised training.
A second potential research direction is to change the unsupervised
training paradigm itself. Devlin et al. (2018) already mix predictions
of different granularity, namely predicting next words and next sentences. However, they do not predict next characters or next phrases.
Rather than predicting the words of a sentence sequentially, it may be
of interest to change the objective to predicting a tree of words and
phrases, following the idea of a dependency or constituency tree.
A third potential research direction is to focus on the representations themselves. While generating word representations in context is a step forward compared to bag-of-word representations of the
context, there is still room for more advanced ways of representing
words. For example, in contrast to summing word representations in
a bag-of-words way to represent phrase or sentence representations,
complex and quaternion algebra are able to encode order when aggregating word representations (Trouillon et al., 2016). Quaternion
recurrent neural networks were recently introduced and showed to
perform equally good as their vanilla counterparts, needing 3.3 times
less parameters (Parcollet et al., 2019).

Meta-learning
Finding the optimal (hyper-)parameters for a neural network model
is non-trivial and requires much skill. Meta-learning tries to address
this issue by learning how to tackle a certain problem with a certain
neural network architecture, based on prior experience. This prior experience is typically based on the metadata which has been collected
in previous executions of a task. The metadata can for example consist of hyperparameter settings, the pipeline composition, the neural
network architecture, the accuracy, the training time, or other measurable properties (Vanschoren, 2018). Popular techniques for metalearning are Bayesian optimization (Rasmussen and Williams, 2005),
reinforcement learning (Zoph and Le, 2017), and evolutionary algorithms (Miikkulainen et al., 2018). Of particular interest is the use of
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meta-learning techniques to discover new architectural components.
For example, Zoph and Le (2017) found a new type of RNN which
outperforms LSTMs for the task of language modeling. While this
new type of RNN is much more complex than an LSTM, requiring a
lot of computing power to be found, it rivals the approaches I proposed
in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, with both approaches requiring a lot of
research and experimentation in order to get everything right. Therefore, in the future, I believe that many ongoing research efforts will
be replaced by algorithms that can do this automatically and better.
One the one hand, these algorithms will discover empirically better
configurations than researchers will be able to do. On the other hand,
the usage of these algorithms will allow researchers to focus on other
areas that require their expertise. Indeed, the current meta-learning
algorithms can only find better configurations within the limits of the
components given to them which leaves open room for researcher to
investigate new components.

Interpretability
Interpretability is about the extent to which it is possible to explain
the decisions made by ML systems (Doshi-Velez and Kim, 2017). Furthermore, interpretability is often used to confirm certain desiderata
of ML systems. For example, Lipton (2018) suggests trust, causality,
transferability, informativeness, and fair and ethical decision making
as reasons for using interpretation methods. Similarly, Doshi-Velez
and Kim (2017) point out scientific understanding, safety, and ethics
as major scenarios for interpretability.
With neural networks being used in more and more technological applications that have a significant impact on our everyday life, I
believe that understanding ML decisions, safety and ethics will gain
much more attention, not only in the research community but also in
companies that deploy these systems and in the public debate. Being able to understand which information ML systems use is both
useful from a scientific perspective and an application perspective.
The safety of ML systems can be related to several aspects, including
privacy preservation, behaviour in the wild, and susceptibility to adversarial attacks (Yuan et al., 2019). Also, do we trust ML systems
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to take life-threatening decisions? Finally, when using ML systems,
there is also a big responsibility involved in making fair and ethical decisions. For example, Bolukbasi et al. (2016) discovered that there is
a gender bias in word representations, with this bias enforcing gender
stereotypes. Interpretability can help us understanding these biases
and check whether ML systems make unfair or unethical decisions.
Paradoxically, neural networks and deep learning in particularly
broke through by replacing hand-engineered features and shallow ML
models with automatically learned hierarchies of representations. While
we used to understand those traditional models because we engineered
them that way, we now need much more advanced techniques to understand the patterns deep neural networks have learned.

A

Appendix

A.1

Full statistical analysis for "Interactions of learned patterns"

This section contains a detailed explanation of the experiments presented in Section 6.5.4.
From the full UD test set, all words that end with the character
a were selected and for each word, the morphological feature type
gender was evaluated. Three groups were selected:
• Words that have the label gender=feminine and are classified as
gender=feminine, called wf_pf. This group contains 219 words.
• Words that do not have the label gender=feminine are classified as gender=feminine, called wnf_pf. This group contains 44
words.
• Words that do not have the label gender=feminine are classified
as either gender=NA or gender=masc (i.e., not-feminine), called
wnf_pnf. This group contains 199 words.
For each group, the contributions of all possible character sets
of different length within each word were calculated and the highest
contribution score and the lowest contribution score for each word
were selected. In other words, the goal is to select the sets of characters
that generate the strongest positive and negative contributions for
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predicting the class gender=feminine. These two contribution scores
are the determining factors for certain classification decisions.

A.1.1

Maximum contribution scores

Based on a Kruskal-Wallis test, a statistically significant difference
was found between the three groups, H(2) = 50, 600, p < 0.001.
Pairwise comparisons with adjusted p-values showed no significant
difference in positive contributions scores between the groups wnf_pf
and wnf_pnf (p = 1.000). Hence, non-feminine words have similar
positive contribution scores, independent of the classification result.
Furthermore, significant differences were found between the positive
contribution scores of the groups wf_pf and wnf_pf (p < 0.001) and
the groups wf_pf and wnf_pnf (p < 0.001), indicating a difference
between the positive contributions of feminine words and non-feminine
words.

A.1.2

Minimum contribution scores

Based on a Kruskal-Wallis test, an overall statistically significant difference was found between the three groups, H(2) = 36.710, p <
0.001. Pairwise comparisons with adjusted p-values showed that there
was no significant difference between the groups wf_pf and wnf_pf
(p = 0.585), showing that the negative contribution scores of words
classified as feminine are similar despite the fact that the words from
wnf_pf are not feminine. A strong significant difference was found
between the groups wf_pf and wnf_pnf (p < 0.001) and a borderline significant difference between the groups wnf_pnf and wnf_pf
(p < 0.070). Consequently, there is a clear difference between the
negative contributions of non-feminine words that are classified as
not-feminine and words that are classified as feminine. Moreover,
words that are wrongly classified as feminine have similar negative
contribution scores as words that are correctly classified as feminine.
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